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Analytical and Simulation Modeling of Limited-availability Systems
with Multi-service Sources and Bandwidth Reservation
Mariusz Glabowski, Maciej Sobieraj, and Maciej Stasiak
Poznan University of Technology, Chair of Communication and Computer Networks, Poznan, Poland
Email: mariusz.glabowski@put.poznan.pl, maciej.sobieraj@put.poznan.pl, stasiak@et.put.poznan.pl

Abstract—The aim of this article is to present a new
analytical calculation method for the occupancy distribution
and the blocking probability in the so-called limited-availability
group with multi-service sources and reservation mechanisms.
The limited-availability group consists of links with different capacities. The article considers multi-service limitedavailability systems with multi-service sources, in which each
single traffic source can generate calls of different traffic
classes. The results of analytical modeling of the limitedavailability systems with multi-service sources and reservation
mechanisms are compared with simulation data, which confirm
a high accuracy of the method. Any possible application
of the proposed model can be considered in the context of
wireless networks with multi-service sources and reservation
mechanisms. The proposed model can be also considered in
the context of switching networks.
Keywords-limited-availability systems; multi-service networks;
multi-service sources; bandwidth reservation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cellular networks are one of the most rapidly growing
areas of telecommunications and one of the most popular
systems of mobile communication. They can be used for
voice transmission, but are also very efficient for sending
data streams from different applications [1] [2] [3] [4]. Data
transmission is a type of service that originally was not
handled by cellular networks. Over time, data transmission
has become more and more popular in expanding mobile
networks. Data transmission services offered by operators
include video conferencing services, streaming audio services, electronic mail and large file transmission [5] [6] [7]
[8] [9].
The increase in intensity of traffic generated by data
transmission services is accompanied by an increase in
the requirements with respect to the volume of resources
offered by networks. This also causes a growing necessity
of working out mechanisms that introduce differentiation
in Quality of Service (QoS) for particular data classes.
The introduction of QoS differentiation mechanisms was
conducive in turn to a development of new analytical models
for dimensioning of multi-service mobile networks. The
initial models of multi-service cellular networks assumed
that a single traffic source of a given class could generate
only one, strictly defined, type of the traffic stream (traffic
sources class unequivocally determined the nature of a

traffic stream). In the analytical models of such multi-service
systems with single-service sources the class of traffic stream
generated is defined by the class of its traffic source. Using
the models of the multi-service systems with single-service
source both cell groups without QoS mechanisms introduced
[10] and cell groups with QoS differentiation mechanisms
were considered, including resource reservation mechanisms
[11] [12] [13].
With multi-service terminals becoming more and more
universal in modern cellular networks, it has become necessary to develop new traffic models. In [14], a model of
the multi-service network was presented for the first time,
which assumed that a given and defined set of services was
related to a single traffic source. The considered system
was described as a multi-service system with multi-service
sources. The considerations presented in [14] were limited,
however, to a model of a full-availability group (single
resource) without any QoS differentiation mechanisms introduced. In [1], the model of limited-availability group (a
group of separated resources, e.g., a group of cells) with
multi-service sources and bandwidth reservation has been
presented.
This article proposes a generalized model of a limitedavailability group of resources, in which — to facilitate
resource usage — a reservation mechanism has been implemented. The model can be used for modeling groups of
cells with different capacities in multi-service networks, thus
expanding the results presented in [1] in which resources
with the same capacities are discussed. In the proposed
model, it is taken into consideration that a single terminal
can generate various traffic streams corresponding to particular services implemented in the terminal. Additionally, it
is assumed that the services cannot be used simultaneously
by the terminal. This means that when the terminal is
involved in the generation of traffic stream related to one
service, it cannot at the same time generate traffic streams
related to other services (A case when a single terminal
can simultaneously generate a few traffic streams can be
also taken into account in the analytical modeling – such a
terminal can be treated as a few traffic sources).
The remaining part of the article is organized as follows. In Section II, the generalized model of the limitedavailability systems with multi-service sources and resource
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reservation mechanism is proposed. In Section III, the simulator of multi-service systems with limited-availability is
presented. In this section, the results of the blocking probability obtained for limited-availability systems with multiservice sources and reservation mechanisms are compared
with the simulation data. Section IV concludes the article
and presents further work.

are grouped into a new set of classes R, which is a sub-set of
the set M. The parameter Rc that determines the reservation
area (a certain number of occupancy states of the system)
has also been defined. This parameter can be expressed by
the following formula:

II. A NALYTICAL M ODEL OF S YSTEM WITH
M ULTI - SERVICE S OURCES AND R ESERVATION
M ECHANISMS

The system admits a call of class c that belongs to the
set R for service only when this call can be entirely carried
by the resources of an arbitrary single link and when the
number of free BBUs in the group is higher or equal to the
value of the reservation area Rc . A call of class c that does
not belong to the set R can be serviced when this call can be
entirely carried by the resources of an arbitrary single link.
Thus, this is an example of a system with a state-dependent
service process, in which the state dependence is the result
of the structure of the group and the introduced reservation
mechanism. An example of the limited-availability group
with reservation mechanism applied for only class 1 is
presented in Figure 2.

Let us consider a generalized model of the limitedavailability group (GMLAG) with multi-service sources and
the capacity VL , presented in Figure 1. The generalized
limited-availability group model is a model of a system that
is composed of links with different capacities. The group is
composed of z types of links. Each type h is unequivocally
defined by the number υh of links of a given type and by the
capacity fh of each of the links of a given type (Figure 1).
The total capacity VL of the limited-availability
group with
Pz
different capacities of links is then h=1 υh fh . The group
can admit a call of a given class for service only when it
can be entirely carried by the resources of one of the links.

Figure 1.

Rc = VL − Qc .

(1)

Generalized model of the limited-availability group

In the considered model, m traffic classes that belong
to the set M = {1, 2, ..., m} are defined. A given class
c requires tc Basic Bandwidth Units (BBUs) to set up a
new connection. The service time for class c calls has an
exponential distribution with the parameter µc (service rate).
In the group, the reservation mechanism has been applied.
In accordance with the adopted reservation mechanism for
a given class c, the reservation limit Qc is introduced (Qc
is a certain occupancy state of the system, expressed in the
number of BBUs being busy). The reservation mechanism
can be applied to selected traffic classes from the set M. The
classes, in which the reservation limit has been introduced,

Figure 2.
Generalized model of the limited-availability group with
reservation mechanisms

The group is offered three types of Erlang (Poisson
call streams), Engset (binomial call streams) and Pascal
(negative binomial call streams) traffic streams [15]. The
selected types of traffic cover three different types of the
dependence between the mean arrival rates of calls and the
occupancy state of the system: (1) the mean arrival rate of
new calls does not depend on the occupancy state of the
system (Erlang traffic), (2) the mean arrival rate of new
calls decreases with the increase in the occupancy state of
the system (Engset traffic), (3) the mean arrival rate of new
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calls increases with the increase in the occupancy state of
the system (Pascal traffic).
Each traffic stream is generated by sources that belong to
the corresponding set of traffic sources ZC,s . In set ZC,s ,
index C denotes the type of traffic stream generated by
sources, which belong to this set and takes the value I for
Erlang traffic stream, J for Engset traffic stream and K for
Pascal traffic stream, respectively, while index s denotes the
number of the set, the sources of which generate a given type
of traffic stream. In the system, the sI sets of traffic sources
that generate Erlang traffic streams are defined, as well as
sJ sets of traffic sources that generate Engset traffic streams
and sK sets of traffic sources that generate Pascal traffic
streams. The total number of the sets of traffic sources is
S = sI + sJ + sK . The sources that belong to the set ZC,s
can generate calls from the set CC,s = {1, 2, ..., cC,s } of
traffic classes according to the available set of services.
The participation of class c (from the set M) in the traffic
structure of traffic generated by sources from the set ZC,s
is determined by the parameter ηC,s,c , which, for particular
sets of Erlang, Engset and Pascal traffic sources, satisfies the
following dependencies:
cI,i
X
c=1

ηI,i,c = 1,

cJ,j
X

cK,k

ηJ,j,c = 1,

c=1

X

ηK,k,c = 1.

c=1

(2)
To determine the value of traffic AI,i,c offered by Erlang
sources that belong to the set ZI,i as well as the traffic value
AJ,j,c (n) offered by Engset sources from the set ZJ,j and
traffic AK,k,c (n) offered by Pascal sources from the set ZK,k
that generate calls of class c in the state of n busy BBUs,
we use the following formulas [14]:
AI,i,c = ηI,i,c λI,i /µc ,

(3)

AJ,j,c (n) = [ηJ,j,c NJ,j − yJ,j,c (n)]αJ,j ,

(4)

AK,k,c (n) = [ηK,k,c SK,k + yK,k,c (n)]βK,k ,

(5)

where:
• λI,i – the mean arrival rate of new calls generated by
a single Poisson source that belongs to the set ZI,i
• ηJ,j,c – the parameter that determines the participation
of calls of class c in traffic generated by sources that
belong to the set ZJ,j ,
• ηK,k,c – the parameter that determines the participation
of calls of class c in traffic generated by sources that
belong to the set ZK,k ,
• NJ,j – the number of Engset traffic sources that belong
to the set ZJ,j ,
• SK,k – the number of Pascal traffic sources that belong
to the set ZK,k ,
• yJ,j,c (n) – the average number of calls of class c
generated by Engset sources that belong to the set
ZJ,j currently serviced in the system in the occupancy
state n,

•

•

yK,k,c (n) – the average number of calls of class c
generated by Pascal sources that belong to the set
ZK,k currently serviced in the system in the occupancy
state n,
αJ,j – the average traffic intensity of traffic generated
by a single Engset source that belongs to the set ZJ,j ,
determined by the following formula:
αJ,j =

cJ,j
X

ηJ,j,c

c=1

•

γJ,j
,
µc

(6)

where γJ,j – the mean arrival rate of new calls generated by a single Engset source that belongs to the set
ZJ,j ,
βK,k – the average traffic intensity of traffic generated
by a single Pascal source that belongs to the set ZK,k ,
defined by the following formula:
cK,k

βK,k =

X

ηK,k,c

c=1

γK,k
,
µc

(7)

where γK,k – the mean arrival rate of new calls
generated by a single Pascal source that belongs to the
set ZK,k .
We can notice that – according to Formulas (4) and (5) –
with the case of Engset sources, the mean traffic intensity
generated by new calls of individual traffic classes decreases
with the increase in the occupancy state of the system,
whereas in the case of Pascal sources the mean traffic
intensity generated by new calls of individual traffic classes
increases with the increase in the occupancy state of the
system.
The first articles on modeling systems with limitedavailability were limited to include multi-service systems
with single-service sources only [16] [17] [18]. In [16],
an approximate method for a determination of the blocking probability in the generalized limited-availability group
model is proposed, while [17] discusses a group model with
Engset traffic streams. Limited-availability groups servicing
BPP traffic are studied in [18] [19].
The first studies on modeling multi-service systems with
limited-availability and multi-service sources are presented
in [20], while a method for modeling systems with multiservice sources and the reservation mechanism is described
in [1]. The present article, taking advantage of the results
presented in [16], proposes an expansion of the method
proposed in [1] to provide a possibility of a determination
of the occupancy distribution in the generalized limitedavailability group model with the reservation mechanism.
For this purpose, it is necessary to first determine conditional
transition coefficients σc,S (n) for calls of class c. These
coefficients define the influence of a particular structure of
a group on the process of the determination of the blocking
probability. They can be determined on the basis of one of
the two following methods: the one presented further on in
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the text of this section (the combinatorial method), and the
convolutional method proposed in [21].
In the combinatorial method, the conditional transition
probability σc,S (n) for a traffic stream of class c in the
generalized limited-availability group with the parameters:
z, υh , fh , VL , is determined with the assumption, similarly
as in the limited-availability basic model [22], that there
are n busy BBUs in the considered group and that each
distribution of free BBUs is treated as a division of busy
BBUs of one class (t1 = 1) between the links.
Let us consider first a limited-availability group composed
of links of two types (z = 2). The capacity VL of this group
can be represented as the sum of the capacities of the links
of the first and the second type, i.e.,
VL = V1 + V2 ,

where: V1 = υ1 f1 , V2 = υ2 f2 .

(8)

A determination of the number of all possible distributions
x of free BBUs in the group can in this case be successfully
performed in two stages:
1) we determine the number of all possible combinations
of distribution (division) of x free BBUs in the links
of the two types, i.e., all combinations of the division
of x BBUs into x1 BBUs in the links of the first type
and x − x1 BBUs in the links of the second type;
2) we determine the number of possible distributions of
a given number of BBUs in the links of the same type,
i.e., the number of distributions x1 BBUs in the links
of the first type (with the limit of the capacity of a link
to f1 BBU taken into account), and x−x1 BBUs in the
links of the second type (with the limit of the capacity
of a link to f2 BBU taken into account) (Figure 3).

⌊ fx−υt
 

−t+1 ⌋
X
x − υ(t − 1) − 1 − r(f − t + 1)
r υ
=
(−1)
.
r
υ−1
r=0
(9)
Eventually, the number of possible distributions of x free
BBUs in the links of the two types – with the assumption
that in each link of the first type there are at least t1 free
BBUs and in each link of the second type there are at least
t2 free BBUs – can be expressed by the following formula:
F {x, (υ1 , υ2 ), (f1 , f2 ), (t1 , t2 )} =
x
X
=
F (x1 , υ1 , f1 , t1 )F (x − x1 , υ2 , f2 , t2 ).

(10)

x1 =0

The number of possible distributions of x free BBUs in
groups composed of links of three types can be determined
in a similar way as for the group composed of links of two
types:
F {x, (υ1 , υ2 , υ3 ), (f1 , f2 , f3 ), (t1 , t2 , t3 )} =
=

x x−x
X
X1

F (x1 , υ1 , f1 , t1 )F (x2 , υ2 , f2 , t2 )·

x1 =0 x2 =0

· F (x − x1 − x2 , υ3 , f3 , t3 )

(11)

and then – generalizing the formula (11) – for groups
composed of links of l types:
F {(x, (υ1 , υ2 , . . . , υl ), (f1 , f2 , . . . , fl ), (t1 , t2 , . . . , tl )} =
=

x x−x
X
X1

...

x1 =0 x2 =0

Xx−Pl−2
r=1 xr
xl−1 =0

F (x1 , υ1 , f1 , t1 )·

· F (x2 , υ2 , f2 , t2 ) . . . F (xl−1 , υl−1 , fl−1 , tl−1 )·


Xl−1
·F x−
xr , υl , fl , tl . (12)
r=1

Formula (12) can be eventually rewritten into the following
form:
F {(x, (υ1 , υ2 , . . . , υl ), (f1 , f2 , . . . , fl ), (t1 , t2 , . . . , tl )} =

Figure 3. Possible distributions of x free BBUs in links of the two types

=

x
X

x1 =0

The number of distributions determined in the second
stage is determined on the basis of the following formula
which determines the number of arrangements of x free
BBUs in υ links and the capacity of each link is equal to f
BBUs and each link has at least t free BBUs:
F (x, υ, f, t) =

x−

...

l−2
P

xr

r=1
X

xl−1 =0

·F

( l−1
Y

F (xz , υz , fz , tz )·

x−

xr , υl , fl , tl

z=1
l−1
X
r=1

!)

. (13)

Formula (13) makes it possible to determine the transition
coefficient for transitions between neighbouring states of the
process occurring in the limited-availability group with z
types of links in the state of n busy (i.e., x = V − n free)
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multi-service traffic sources and the reservation mechanism:

BBUs:
σc,S (n) = 1−
F {V − n, (υ1 , . . . , υl ), (tc − 1, . . . , tc − 1), (0, . . . , 0)}
.
F {V − n, (υ1 , . . . , υl ), (f1 , . . . , fl ), (0, . . . , 0)}
(14)
The presented combinatorial method for a determination
of conditional transition coefficients σc,S (n) that determine
a possibility of admittance of a call of class c for service in
the occupancy state of n BBUs has been derived with the
assumption that each distribution of free BBUs is treated as
a result of the occupancy of resources by calls that demand 1
BBU [16]. To determine the parameter σc,S (n), this method
uses information on the capacity of individual links, but
does not take into consideration, differences in the size of
resources demanded by particular classes of calls.
Authors in [21] proposes a convolutional method for a
determination of the conditional transition coefficient in
the limited-availability group on the basis of independent
unavailable distributions of BBUs in individual links. This
method takes into consideration the size of required resources demanded by calls of individual traffic classes, but
does not take into consideration link capacities. Comparative
results provided by the studies for both of the methods, i.e.,
the combinatorial and the convolutional method, indicate
their similar accuracy [21].
Observe that in the case of the considered model of the
limited-availability group with multi-service traffic sources
and reservation, the operation of the reservation mechanism
introduces an additional dependence between the service
stream in the system and the current state of the system.
To determine this dependence, the parameter σc,R (n) is
introduced. The parameter σc,R (n) can be calculated using
the following formula:


1 for n 6 Qc ∧ c ∈ R,
σc,R (n) = 0 for n > Qc ∧ c ∈ R,
(15)


1 for c 6∈ R.
The reservation mechanism is introduced to the group
regardless of its structure, which allows us to carry on with
product-form determination of the total coefficient of passing
(transition coefficient) σc,Tot (n) in the generalized model of
limited-availability group:
σc,Tot (n) = σc,S (n) · σc,R (n).

(16)

Having the values of offered traffic AI,i,c , AJ,j,c (n),
AK,k,c (n) and the total coefficient of passing σc,Tot (n) at
our disposal, we are in position to modify the original
Kaufman-Roberts formula [23] [24] in order to determine the
occupancy distribution in the limited-availability group with

n[Pn ]VL =

cI,i
sI X
X

AI,i,c σc,Tot (n − tc )tc [Pn−tc ]VL +

i=1 c=1

+
+

cJ,j
sJ X
X

AJ,j,c (n − tc )σc,Tot (n − tc )tc [Pn−tc ]VL +

j=1 c=1
s
K,k
K
X cX

AK,k,c (n − tc )σc,Tot (n − tc )tc [Pn−tc ]VL , (17)

k=1 c=1

where [Pn ]VL is the occupancy distribution (the probability
of n busy BBUs) in a system with the capacity VL , and the
parameter σc,Tot (n) determines the additional dependence
between the service stream and the current state of the
system resulting from the specific structure of the group and
the applied reservation mechanism [25].
Having the values of individual state probabilities [Pn ]VL ,
determined on the basis of Formula (17), we are in position
to determine the average number of serviced calls of class
c, generated by sources that belong to the sets ZJ,j (Engset
sources) and ZK,k (Pascal sources). For this purpose, we use
the following formulas:


AJ,j,c (n − tc )σc,Tot (n−tc )[Pn−tc ]VL /[Pn ]VL
yJ,j,c (n) =
for n 6 VL ,


0,
for n > VL .
(18)


AK,k,c (n − tc )σc,Tot (n−tc )[Pn−tc ]VL /[Pn ]VL
yK,k,c (n) =
for n 6 VL ,


0,
for n > VL .
(19)
The knowledge of the occupancy [Pn ]VL is required to
determine the parameters yJ,j,c (n) and yK,k,c (n). Whereas,
to determine the occupancy [Pn ]VL it is necessary to know
the values of the parameters yJ,j,c (n) and yK,k,c (n). Equations (18), (19), and (17) form thus a set of confounding
equations. To solve a given set of confounding equations it
is necessary to employ iterative methods [26] [27].
(l)
Assuming that the distribution [Pn ]VL is the occupancy
(l)
distribution, determined in the l-th iteration, while yJ,j,c (n)
(l)
and yK,k,c (n) define the average number of serviced calls of
class c generated by traffic sources that belong respectively
to the sets ZJ,j and ZK,k , we can write:
 (l)
(l)
(l)

AJ,j,c (n−tc )σc,Tot (n−tc )[Pn−tc ]VL /[Pn ]VL
(l+1)
yJ,j,c (n) =
for n 6 VL ,


0,
for n > VL .
(20)
 (l)
(l)
(l)

A
(n−t
)σ
(n−t
)[P
]
/[P
n ]VL
c c,Tot
c
 K,k,c
n−tc VL
(l+1)
yK,k,c (n) =
for n 6 VL ,


0,
for n > VL .
(21)
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The iteration process, involving Formulas (17), (20), and
(21), terminates when the assumed accuracy ǫ of the iteration
process is reached:
(l)

∀0≤n≤V

l−1
yJ,j,c
(n) − yJ,j,c (n)
(l)

yJ,j,c (n)

6 ǫ,

(22)

(l)

∀0≤n≤V

l−1
yK,k,c
(n) − yK,k,c (n)
(l)

yK,k,c (n)

6 ǫ.

(23)

In case of the proposed model the assumed accuracy ǫ of
the iteration process is always reached.
Having determined all probabilities σc,Tot (n) as well as the
occupancy distribution [Pn ]VL in a limited-availability group
composed of different types of links, we are in position to
proceed with a determination of the blocking probability for
individual traffic classes from the set M = {1, 2, ..., m}.
The blocking state in the generalized limited-availability
group model occurs when none of the links have a sufficient
number of free BBUs to service a call of class c. This means
that each occupancy state n in a link of the type s, such as:
(fs −tc +1 ≤ n ≤ fs ), is a blocking state. Possible blocking
states for a traffic stream of class c in a limited-availability
group composed of links of l types can be thus determined
by the following formula:
Xl
V −
υs (tc − 1) ≤ n ≤ V.
(24)
s=1

In addition, in the case of a limited-availability group with
the reservation mechanism, the blocking state also occurs –
for calls of class c – in all occupancy states of the group that
are higher than the reservation limit Qc , i.e., for n > Qc .
On the basis of the determined values of the conditional
transition coefficients σc,Tot (n) and the occupancy distribution [Qn ]V , the blocking probability for calls of class c, that
belong to the set M = {1, 2, ..., m}, can be expressed by
the formula:
Ec =

VL
X

[Pn ]VL [1 − σc,Tot (n)] .

1) Input data and end task condition: Capacity and
the group structure provide input data to the simulator. In
addition, for each simulated traffic class we give the number
of demanded BBUs, service time and the parameters related
to the introduced reservation mechanism (reservation limits).
We also define the sets of traffic sources and their type
(Erlang, Engset, Pascal). Finally, we give the average value
of traffic offered to a single BBU of the system.
Thus, to carry out simulation studies of a system with
the capacity VL , composed of z types of links in which a
given type h consists of υh links, while the capacity of a
single link is fh , we are to provide values for the following
parameters that describe traffic classes:
•
•

•
•

•

•

the number of defined traffic classes m,
the number of demanded tc BBUs necessary to set up
a connection of class c and the average service time
µ−1
of a call of class c,
c
the number of sets of traffic classes S,
the set of traffic sources ZC,s of type C, the number
of classes cC,s that belong to a given set, the share
of ηC,s,c calls of class c in traffic generated by traffic
sources of a given set, and the number NC,s or SC,s
of traffic sources in a given set,
the set R of traffic classes to which the reservation
mechanism has been introduced,
the reservation limit Qc defined for calls of class c from
the set R.

In addition, we also give the average traffic a offered to a
single BBU of the system. The mean value of offered traffic
a can be calculated using following equation:
"s
cI,i
cI,i
I
X
X
X
a=
λI,i
tc ηc
ηc /µc +
c=1

i=1

+
+

(25)

c=1
cJ,j

γJ,j NJ,j

j=1
sK
X

γK,k SK,k

AND

C ASE S TUDIES

A. Description of the simulator
In order to verify the accuracy of the proposed methods
for analytical determination of the blocking probability
in multi-service systems with the bandwidth reservation
mechanism, the authors built a simulator of their own. The
simulator was written in C++ with the application of the
object-oriented programming rules. The process interaction
approach was adopted as method of choice for simulations
[28]. The devised simulator makes it possible, among other
things, to determine the value of the blocking probability
for individual traffic classes in the generalized limitedavailability group model with the reservation mechanism.

c=1
cK,k

cJ,j
X

X

X

X

tc ηc

ηc /µc +

c=1
cK,k

tc ηc

c=1

k=1

n=0

III. M ODEL V ERIFICATION

sJ
X

#

ηc /µc /VL . (26)

c=1

On the basis of the above parameters the intensity λI,i ,
γJ,j or γK,k of the occurrence of new calls depending on
the type of a traffic stream is determined in the simulator. In
the case of Engset and Pascal traffic streams, the intensities
γJ,j and γK,k designate the intensity of the appearance of
new calls generated by a single free source. Therefore, the
parameters λI,i , γJ,j and γK,k can be determined on the
basis of the following formulas:
λI,i =

γJ,j =

S

S

PcI,i

PcJ,j

aVL
 PcI,i

c=1 tc ηI,i,c

c=1 tc ηJ,j,c

c=1

aVL
 P
cJ,j

c=1

µc ηI,i,c

,


,
µc ηJ,j,c NJ,j
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γK,k =

S

PcK,k
c=1

tc ηK,k,c

aVL
 P
cK,k
c=1


. (29)
µc ηK,k,c SK,k

The next parameters that are determined on the basis of Formulas (27), (28), and (29) are used then as input parameters
to call generators that are used by particular traffic sources.
The condition for the simulator to end the simulation is the
counted appropriate number of generated calls of the least
active class (with the lowest intensity of call generation).
This number is selected in such a way as to obtain 95%
confidence intervals. The average result of 5 series is then
calculated. In practice, to obtain confidence intervals at the
level of 95% we need 1,000,000 generated calls of the least
active class.
2) Simulation algorithm: The simulation algorithm can
be determined using the following steps:
1) Initial configuration of the simulation model.
2) Checking the end task condition of the simulation. If
the end task condition is fulfilled, the simulation is
terminated and the results are returned.
3) Updating of system time until the first event from the
list appears.
4) Execution of the first event from the list.
5) Removal of the first event from the list and return to
Step 2.
Two events have been defined in the simulation model:
appearance of a new call and termination of the call service.
According to the process interaction approach, these events
are serviced by one function. This function has a different
form for each type of Erlang, Engset and Pascal traffic
streams.
The described approach enables us to define many different traffic classes in the system and to assign them to
different types of the sets of traffic sources. All sources that
generate calls of different traffic classes are to be created in
the initial configuration of the simulation model.
3) Simulation of the system with sets of Erlang sources:
Consider a system in which a set of Erlang traffic sources
ZI,i is defined. The set of traffic classes whose calls can be
generated by sources from the set ZI,i looks as follows:
CI,i = {1, 2, ..., cI,i }. In the initial configuration of the
system, it is necessary to plan ahead the appearance of a
call of class c from the set CI,i . Thus, the function that
executes events that are related to the set of Erlang traffic
sources will have the following form:
1) Planning of the appearance of a new call of class
c according to the exponential distribution with the
intensity λI,i as the parameter. A choice of class c
from the set CI,i on the basis of the parameter ηI,i,c
according to the uniform distribution. Inclusion of the
event on the list.
2) Checking network resources for the purpose of admitting a call for service:
a) Checking if any of the links of the group has at
least tc free BBUs. If not, the call is lost.

b) In the case of classes that belong to the set of
classes R, for which the reservation mechanism
has been introduced, checking the occupancy
state of the system in relation to the reservation
limit Qc . When the occupancy state is higher
than the reservation limit Qc , a call of class c
is lost.
If any of the conditions is not satisfied, the next steps
are omitted.
3) Occupation of resources demanded by a call of class
c.
4) Planning (scheduling) of a termination of service
according to the exponential distribution with the
intensity µc as the parameter. Inclusion of the event
on the list.
5) Termination of service and release of resources.
4) Simulation of a system with sets of Engset traffic
sources: Consider now a system in which a set of Engset
traffic sources ZJ,j is defined. The set of traffic classes in
which calls can be generated by NJ,j sources from the set
ZJ,j looks as follows: CJ,j = {1, 2, ..., cJ,j }. In the initial
configuration of the system, it is necessary to plan ahead the
appearance of calls of class c from the set CJ,j , generated
by each of NJ,j sources. Thus, the function that executes
events related to the set of Engset traffic sources will take
on the following form:
1) Checking network resources for the purpose of the
admittance of a call for service:
a) Checking if any of the links of the group has at
least tc free BBUs. If not, the call is lost.
b) In the case of classes that belong to the set R,
for which the reservation mechanism has been
introduced, checking the occupancy state of the
state in relation to the reservation limit Qc . When
the occupancy state is higher than the reservation
limit Qc , a call of class c is lost.
If any of the conditions is not satisfied, the simulation
proceeds to Step 5.
2) Occupation of resources demanded by a call of class
c.
3) Planning (Scheduling) of the termination of service
according to the exponential distribution where the
parameter is the intensity µc . Inclusion of the event
on the list.
4) Termination of service and network release.
5) Planning of the appearance of a new call of class c
according to the exponential distribution where the
intensity γJ,j is the parameter. Choice of the class c
from the set CJ,j on the basis of the parameter ηJ,j,c
according to the uniform distribution. Inclusion of the
event on the list.
5) Simulation of a system with Pascal traffic sources:
Consider also a system in which a set of Pascal traffic
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sources ZK,k is defined. The set of traffic classes in which
calls can be generated by SK,k sources from the set ZK,k
looks as follows: CK,k = {1, 2, ..., cK,k }. In the initial
configuration of the system, it is necessary to plan ahead the
appearance of calls of class c from the set CK,k , generated
by each of SK,k sources. Thus, the function that executes
events related to the set of Pascal traffic sources will take
on the following form:
1) Planning (scheduling) of the appearance of a new call
of class c according to the exponential distribution
where the parameter is the intensity γK,k . Choice of
class c from the set CK,k on the basis of the parameter
ηK,k,c according to the uniform distribution. Inclusion
of the event on the list.
2) Checking network resources for the purpose of the
admitting a call for service:
a) Checking if any of the links of the group has at
least tc free BBUs. If not, the call is lost.
b) In the case of classes that belong to the set R
classes, for which the reservation mechanism has
been introduced, checking the occupancy state
of the system in relation to the reservation limit
Qc . When the occupancy state is higher than the
reservation limit Qc , a call of class c is lost.
If any of the conditions is not satisfied, the next steps
are omitted.
3) Occupation of the resources demanded by a call of
class c.
4) Planning (scheduling) of the termination of service
according to the exponential distribution where the
parameter is the intensity µc . Inclusion of the event
on the list.
5) Addition of a new source related to the admitted call.
Planning of the appearance of a new call of class c
generated by the new traffic source according to the
exponential distribution for which the parameter is the
intensity γK,k . Choice of class c from the set CK,k
on the basis of the parameter ηK,k,c according to the
uniform distribution. Inclusion of the event on the list.
6) Termination of service and resource release.
a) Removal of the source related to the call that
has just been terminated in service (this source
is added at the moment a call is admitted for
service).
b) Removal of the event related to the removed
source.
B. Simulation studies of systems with limited-availability
and bandwidth reservation
The presented method for a determination of the blocking
probability in systems with multi-service traffic sources
and reservation mechanisms is an approximate method. In
order to confirm the adopted assumptions, the results of the

analytical calculations were compared with the simulation
data. The research was carried for seven systems described
below:
1) Limited-availability system No. 1
• Capacity: z = 1, υ1 = 2, f1 = 20 BBUs, VL = 40
BBUs,
• Number of traffic classes: 3
−1
• Structure of traffic: t1 = 1 BBU, µ1 = 1, t2 = 2
−1
−1
BBUs, µ2 = 1,t3 = 6 BBUs, µ3 = 1, R1 =
R2 = 33 BBUs
• Sets of sources: CI,1 = {1, 2}, ηI,1,1 = 0.6,
ηI,1,2 = 0.4, CJ,2 = {2, 3}, ηJ,2,2 = 0.7,
ηJ,2,3 = 0.3, N2 = 60
2) Limited-availability system No. 2
• Capacity: z = 1, υ1 = 2, f1 = 30 BBUs, VL = 60
BBUs,
• Number of traffic classes: 3
−1
• Structure of traffic: t1 = 1 BBU, µ1 = 1, t2 = 3
−1
−1
BBUs, µ2 = 1,t3 = 7 BBUs, µ3 = 1, R1 =
R2 = 51 BBUs
• Sets of sources: CI,1 = {1}, ηI,1,1 = 1.0, CJ,2 =
{1, 2}, ηJ,2,1 = 0.6, ηJ,2,2 = 0.4, N2 = 50,
CK,3 = {2, 3}, ηK,3,2 = 0.7, ηK,3,3 = 0.3,
S3 = 50
3) Limited-availability system No. 3
• Capacity: z = 1, υ1 = 4, f1 = 20 BBUs, VL = 80
BBUs,
• Number of traffic classes: 4
−1
• Structure of traffic: t1 = 1 BBU, µ1 = 1, t2 = 2
−1
−1
BBUs, µ2 = 1,t3 = 4 BBUs, µ3 = 1, t4 = 9
BBUs, µ−1
4 = 1, R1 = R2 = R3 = 63 BBUs
• Sets of sources: CI,1 = {1, 2}, ηI,1,1 = 0.6,
ηI,1,2 = 0.4, CJ,2 = {2, 3}, ηJ,2,2 = 0.7, ηJ,2,3 =
0.3, N2 = 70, CK,3 = {2, 3, 4}, ηK,3,2 = 0.3,
ηK,3,3 = 0.2, ηK,3,4 = 0.5, S3 = 140
4) Limited-availability system No. 4
• Capacity: z = 2, υ1 = 1, f1 = 20 BBUs, υ2 = 1,
f2 = 30 BBUs, VL = 50 BBUs,
• Number of traffic classes: 3
−1
• Structure of traffic: t1 = 1 BBU, µ1 = 1, t2 = 3
−1
−1
BBUs, µ2 = 1,t3 = 5 BBUs, µ3 = 1, R1 =
R2 = 35 BBUs
• Sets of sources: CI,1 = {1, 2}, ηI,1,1 = 0.6,
ηI,1,2 = 0.4, CJ,2 = {2, 3}, ηJ,2,2 = 0.7,
ηJ,2,3 = 0.3, N2 = 60
5) Limited-availability system No. 5
• Capacity: z = 2, υ1 = 1, f1 = 30 BBUs, υ2 = 1,
f2 = 40 BBUs, VL = 70 BBUs,
• Number of traffic classes: 3
−1
• Structure of traffic: t1 = 1 BBU, µ1 = 1, t2 = 4
−1
−1
BBUs, µ2 = 1,t3 = 7 BBUs, µ3 = 1, R1 =
R2 = 53 BBUs
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Sets of sources: CI,1 = {1}, ηI,1,1 = 1.0, CJ,2 =
{1, 2}, ηJ,2,1 = 0.6, ηJ,2,2 = 0.4, N2 = 50,
CK,3 = {2, 3}, ηK,3,2 = 0.7, ηK,3,3 = 0.3,
S3 = 50
6) Limited-availability system No. 6
• Capacity: z = 2, υ1 = 2, f1 = 20 BBUs, υ2 = 2,
f2 = 30 BBUs, VL = 100 BBUs,
• Number of traffic classes: 4
−1
• Structure of traffic: t1 = 1 BBU, µ1 = 1, t2 = 3
−1
−1
BBUs, µ2 = 1, t3 = 5 BBUs, µ3 = 1, t4 = 7
BBUs, µ−1
4 = 1, R1 = R2 = R3 = 67 BBUs
• Sets of sources: CI,1 = {1, 2}, ηI,1,1 = 0.6,
ηI,1,2 = 0.4, CJ,2 = {2, 3}, ηJ,2,2 = 0.7, ηJ,2,3 =
0.3, N2 = 70, CK,3 = {2, 3, 4}, ηK,3,2 = 0.3,
ηK,3,3 = 0.2, ηK,3,4 = 0.5, S3 = 140
7) Limited-availability system No. 7
• Capacity: z = 3, υ1 = 1, f1 = 20 BBUs, υ2 = 1,
f2 = 30 BBUs, υ3 = 1, f3 = 40 BBUs, VL = 90
BBUs,
• Number of traffic classes: 4
−1
• Structure of traffic: t1 = 1 BBU, µ1 = 1, t2 = 4
−1
−1
BBUs, µ2 = 1, t3 = 6 BBUs, µ3 = 1, t4 = 8
−1
BBUs, µ−1
4 = 1, t5 = 10 BBUs, µ5 = 1, R1 =
R2 = R3 = 74 BBUs
• Sets of sources: CI,1 = {1, 2}, ηI,1,1 = 0.6,
ηI,1,2 = 0.4, CJ,2 = {2, 3}, ηJ,2,2 = 0.7,
ηJ,2,3 = 0.3, N2 = 180, CK,3 = {3, 4, 5},
ηK,3,3 = 0.3, ηK,3,4 = 0.2, ηK,3,5 = 0.5, S3 = 90
The results of the research study are presented in Figures
4–10, depending on the value of traffic a offered to a single
BBU. The results of the simulation are shown in the charts in
the form of marks with 95% confidence intervals that have
been calculated according to the t-Student distribution for
the five series with 1,000,000 calls of each class. For each
of the points of the simulation, the value of the confidence
interval is at least one order lower than the mean value of
the results of the simulation. In many cases, the value of
the simulation interval is lower than the height of the sign
used to indicate the value of the simulation experiment. We
can notice that the results of analytical calculations agree
with the simulation data for both lower and higher traffic
intensities.

100

IV. C ONCLUSION

AND

F URTHER W ORK

This article proposes a new method for a calculation of
the occupancy distribution and the blocking probability in
limited-availability systems with multi-service traffic sources
and reservation mechanisms. The method can be used in
modeling connection handoff between cells in cellular systems [10], as well as in modeling outgoing directions of
switching networks [29]. The proposed method is based on
the iterative algorithm for a determination of the average
value of traffic sources being serviced in particular states
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Figure 4.
Blocking probability in the limited-availability group No.
1 with reservation mechanism; the reservation mechanism equalizes the
blocking probability for calls of class 1 and 2
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Figure 5.
Blocking probability in the limited-availability system No.
2 with reservation mechanism; the reservation mechanism equalizes the
blocking probability for calls of class 1 and 2

of the system. The results of analytical calculations were
compared with the simulation data, which confirmed high
accuracy of the proposed method. The proposed method is
not complicated and can be easily implemented.
In the further work, we plan to develop analytical models
of the multi-service systems with multi-service sources, in
which different call admission control mechanisms will be
applied, i.e., an analytical model of multi-service networks
with threshold mechanisms and multi-service sources, and
a model of multi-service systems with hysteresis and multiservice sources.
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Abstract—Through ages, storytelling has been used as one of
the main ways for sharing knowledge. We envision the use of
shared narrative spaces as a new kind of media that empowers
the collaborative creation of vast narrative worlds. We
identified existing information systems related to storytelling,
and evaluated how they support multi-authored non-linear
narratives. A pilot experiment was conducted to understand
the user interaction model with shared narratives more
profoundly, and we extracted the main interaction factors
observed: the different modes of interaction performed
towards the informative space, the exploration of a non-linear
medium through linear storylines, and the preservation of
literary consistency. This model was later transduced into a set
of design implications for collaborative narrative systems,
which were used as a premise for designing a prototypical tool
called CrossTale. Finally, we conducted two experiments to
evaluate CrossTale’s interaction model and user experience.
We discuss how the results of these experiments show that
shared narratives have the potential of becoming a distinct
type of interactive medium supporting a new genre of user
experience.
Keywords-shared narratives; information systems; user
experience; multi-authored composition; storylines; consistency.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The present article is an extended version of the work
presented in CrossTale: Shared Narratives as a New
Interactive Medium [1], which examined the use of shared
narrative spaces as a collaborative medium through a
prototype tool named CrossTale. In this article, we deepen
on our understanding of the interaction aspects of shared
narrative spaces and their implication on designing systems
supporting multi-authored storytelling; and also present a
complementary research on consistency preservation through
the development of new experiments with CrossTale.
Traditionally, storytelling (from mythological parables
through literature classics to modern literary fiction bestsellers) has been associated with the oral and written media,
the first two channels of information transmission to appear
in human history. Since then, different models of cultural
expression had appeared, and those modalities had taken
profit of technical advances giving birth to the main
contemporary narrative vehicles such as novels, cinema, TV
series or comic-books. All those kinds of narrative mediums
share the trait of linearity, which suits the temporal causality

of classic narratives. In spite of that, several experiments
about experiencing narratives in a non-linear way were done
(e.g., Moholy-Nagy “total theater” [2] and Borges’ tales [3]).
With the apparition of digital media, new opportunities arise
for creating and experiencing narratives in new ways.
Many contemporary works focus on understanding and
modeling storytelling as an interactive experience. Mehan’s
Talespin [4] is a pioneering approach for automatically
generating stories from atomic parts, and is an instigator of a
larger body of research focusing on computer-generated
narratives. On the other hand, other works studied narratives
from an HCI perspective, placing user interaction at the
center: Brenda Laurel’s work on interactive fictions,
impacting HCI as a discipline by underscoring the properties
human interaction with information [5]; and Chris
Crawford’s work on interactive storytelling [6], which
addresses aspects of game design. A wide range of actual
works focus on models for creating non-linear narratives [7]
[8], but to the extent of our knowledge they do not address
this task from the perspective of user experience and the
study of the user’s understanding of non-linearity and
narrative consistency.
In terms of media evolution, interactivity represented a
change from the mono-directionality of traditional
storytelling to a new paradigm better suited for non-linear
narratives: through hypertext fiction, conversational
adventures or other videogames, users are an active part of
the system, performing the exploration required by a nonlinear medium. There were also changes concerning the
human aspects of media authoring and experiencing. The
“fanzine” movement (magazines created by fiction followers
who create non-canonical stories) gave way to the apparition
of internet communities of novel, movie and TV-series fans
that gathered at forums, shared their stories, and catalogued
their fiction worlds using tools as wikis. The professional
production of fiction also benefited from technological
advances, and software for the development of commercial
fiction has made appearance, with some examples, as Celtx
[9], operating in the cloud as a collaborative tool.
We use the term shared narrative space to address the
informative spaces concerning vast narratives created,
developed, and maintained through the collaboration of
multiple authors. A vast narrative space can be defined as a
set of narrative information units organically to form a nonlinear story. Those units can have a wide range of granularity
depending on the nature of the narrative (e.g., an issue of a
comic-book in the informative space of the Marvel Universe,
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a book in Terry Pratchett’s Discworld literary saga, or a
chapter in Borges’ The Garden of Forking Paths). It is a ludic
and cultural medium of expression and communication. As a
narrative, it is composed of a story and a discourse
(storytelling). The story consists of a setting in time and
space, characters, and events (or plots). It is usually
thematically unified and logically coherent. Its elements are
connected through cause and effect relations, thus temporal
order is meaningful [10].
This non-linear medium is comparable to the real-life
development of events: multiple stories are happening at the
same time, and each can be told from different viewpoints.
This points towards the suitability of non-linear narratives
not only in developing fiction, but also as a way of sharing
information like in online networks (e.g., forums, chats, and
communities of creators). Theoretically, the content of social
networks could be considered a narrative based on the
sequential groupings of threads as scenes. Each forum thread
could be regarded as one linear development inside a bigger
story, and parts of the same thread could belong to different
developments as a cause of this inter-relation. However, the
relations between threads are usually vague or inexistent, and
there is a need for a global connection between them to
provide thematic unification and overall coherence.
Our purpose is to define the adequate system concepts
and design to represent and interact with non-linear
narratives. Therefore, we developed two empirical
experiments with paper-based and digitally-implemented
prototypes to extract and understand the user’s mental model
of interaction with a narrative space, as a basis for the
development of modern interactive systems for narratives.
This paper is structured as follows. First, we give an
overview of some relevant works related to shared narratives
and point out their common concerns about accessing
complex information structures and preserving its
consistency. Next, we present six major types of information
systems related to storytelling, and evaluate their support for
shared narratives as a medium for content generation,
collaboration and communication. Then, we illustrate a pilot
experiment conducted to extract the user model of interacting
with a shared narrative space. This model is explained
distinguishing its major interaction aspects: First, we detail
the different approaches taken by the users interacting with
the narrative information depending on their reading or
creative tasks; secondly, we describe the “time-spacedevelopment” mental model users follow when
comprehending the informative space, and how they search
for character and plot relations in order to establish linear
reading paths or “storylines”; finally, we expose how readers
request consistency to understand the narrative. In the
succeeding section, the observed interaction factors are
transduced into design implications for informing the design
of multi-authored narrative systems, and we present
CrossTale as a prototype based on these design suggestions.
The next section describes CrossTale user evaluation
showing the feasibility of supporting new elaborated user
experiences with shared narratives. We then discuss how our
results deepen our understanding of the characteristics of the
interaction with shared narratives: we consolidate our space-

time-storyline paradigm for exploring and contributing to
narrative spaces, and point to how implemented rules can
contribute to maintaining consistency, explaining how this
affects the user experience. In our discussion, we argue in
support of the potential of shared narrative spaces as new
media for collective generation and development of content,
communication, and human interaction. Finally, we conclude
by summarizing our work and discussing its limitations, and
then address their implications on future works.
II.

RELATED WORKS ON SHARED NARRATIVE SPACES

There seems to exist a common problematic when
approaching the construction of non-linear, interactive
narrative structures: the linearity of the narrative classical
dramatic structure (that comes from a one-directional
medium) seems to be in contradiction with the divergent,
open structure that interaction needs as a bi-directional
medium; so it is necessary to find a scheme that facilitates a
balance between interaction and storytelling. This occurs at a
large scale in mediums like videogames, where the
interaction is ontological (the user interaction alters what
occurs in the narrative world), but it also appears during
explorative interaction in non-linear storytelling (where the
user interaction consists on selecting which parts of a
complex narrative space wants to visit and from which pointof-view), as different configurations of order and content
create different narrative structures [3].
Several studies have approached the creation of platforms
for the authoring of interactive stories. One notable example
is StoryTec [11], a digital authoring tool for interactive
multi-media storytelling based on the outcomes of the
INSCAPE project [12]. This system employs an editor to
model the story as a branching graph, establishing the
conditions or triggers that let the user to jump from one state
to another. The work of Tanembaum on cognitive hyperlinks
for authoring non-linear narratives [13] presented an
innovative approach on how to deal with the complex
interconnections between different story parts taking place in
different moments or places, linking them through
suggestive concepts. This idea was an inspiration for the
development of the our “Storylines” device, and we will
discuss what kind of concepts can be used to establish a
relationship between two story fragments as part of our
work.
However, as far as we are concerned, many of those
systems were conceived and designed as single authoring
tools (although they can be used by multiple authors to create
a single narrative). The end users do not have to understand
the narrative structure underlying their interactive reading
experience. Multi-authoring requires those structures to be
easy to understand and manipulate (expanding, altering,
etc.), and has also particularities which should by addressed
by specifically designed mechanisms.
About those specificities on the side of multi-authored
experiences, in their work about vast narratives [14]
Harrigan et al. provide a large compilation of different
scenarios of shared narrative spaces, as literary and
television fiction franchises, games, or creator’s
communities. Harrigan’s book exposes the problematic
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arising during the creation and maintenance of those vast
narratives, and how different systems propose different
approaches for those problems: the difficulty of making
accessible, for both creators and audience, those large
amounts of inter-dependent stories in an understandable way;
and how to deal with the consistency problems that can
appear when different authors participate in the same
narrative space.
The work of Y. Cao et al. [7] proposes an interesting
approach to a system for collaboratively generating nonlinear multimedia stories. It employs the traditional approach
of modeling non-linear storytelling as a node tree, but adding
the use of story templates. One of those templates is based on
Campbell’s “heroes journey” stages [15], seeking to ensure
the narrative quality of the output. This work also puts
emphasis on describing the different kinds of roles that users
take in an on-line narrative generation platform. The need of
a template for constructing stories and the attention to the
roles show how difficult is to generate a navigable narrative
structure and maintain its coherence when the narrative space
is non-linear and shared between different authors.
Del Fabro et al. [16] approached the theme from a
different perspective in their work about real-life events
summarization. This work proposes a system to
automatically generate the summary of a public event as seen
through the large quantities of participants that uploaded
their videos, photos and comments to the Internet, and
specifically the social networks. Although the output of this
system is linear and automatically generated (it cannot be
considered an “authoring” tool), the depiction of real-life
events from simultaneous and interconnected points of view
is an application of non-linear collaborative storytelling that
we consider in our discussion section. Del Fabro’s system
actually has to face the same problems that most multiauthored (or in this case, multi-source) narratives seem to
face: multiple points-of view are difficult to locate in a
shared narrative space. It is difficult to spatially and
temporally locate each single event in relation with the rest
of the narrative, and also consistency problems arise.
In conclusion, from our point of view most shared
narrative spaces face a similar problematic inherent to their
essential nature. First, non-linear storytelling is an
oxymoron: the non-linearity makes difficult for both authors
and readers to organize and understand information that is
subject to the narrative law of cause-and-effect. The “reading
order” of the events is central to this understanding, and a
non-linear space implies that this order is not defined.
Second, the problem of accessing and understanding a
complex space of interrelated information also contributes to
the difficulty of maintaining narrative consistency when
multiple authors expand the same informative space.
III.

CONTEMPORARY

INTERACTIVE
STORYTELLING AND NARRATIVES

SYSTEMS

FOR

In [3], Ryan proposed a classification of interactive
narrative types based on the nature of the user participation:
users can either experience the narrative acting as an internal
character of the story, or as an external agent; they can either
alter the ontology of the narrative through interaction,

ontologically alter the narrative world through interaction, or
explore the narrative without inducing any change. This
classification provides a framework to analyze and
characterize contemporary systems for interacting with
narrative by reflecting on how the user experience is
contributing to the narrative, and how the narrative is
influencing the user experience.
We have identified six major types of information
systems directly related to interactive narratives: The first
type are adventure books, which comprise a tale where the
reader follows a character and makes choices that lead the
story towards distinct developments; the second is tabletop
role-playing games (or RPGs), in which the player creates a
character and its story, and then devises the character’s
actions according to a set of rules; adventure videogames are
the third type, and they put the player in the role of a
character that resolves puzzles in order to advance in the
story; the fourth type is role-playing videogames, where the
player makes navigation decisions to reach one of several
possible endings; the fifth type is Forum or chat-based
RPGs, where players collaboratively create a story (usually
with a few rules of engagement); the sixth and last type is
web communities of fiction writers (fan-fiction), that create
stories in the same fiction world, but not always
collaboratively. A high number of fan-made wikis can be
found on the web, compiling formation about events,
characters, and places concerning those worlds. Harrigan
gives a wide overview of the complications of maintaining
these vast narrative spaces, and how the different systems or
communities address them [14]. These systems are described
in Table 1 according to Ryan’s framework.
TABLE I.

System

Adventure
Book

CONTEMPORARY SYSTEMS OF INTERACTIVE NARRATIVES

Example

Author
/reader
role

Main
role

Author
Reader
interaction interaction

Choose your
own
Separated Reader
adventure

-

External
Ontological

Internal,
Ontological

-

Separated Reader

-

Internal
Exploratory

RPGBaldur’s Gate Separated Reader
Videogame

-

Internal
Ontological

Tabletop
RPG

Dungeons &
Dragons

Adventure
videogame

Monkey
Island

Mixed

Author

Forum / chat
Aelyria.com
RPG

Mixed

Author

Internal,
External
Ontological Exploratory

Fan-Fiction
Fanfiction.net
community

Mixed

-

External,
External
Ontological Exploratory

Seeing the particularities of the informative structure of
narratives, we point at differences between existing systems
and interactive storytelling. In particular, none of these types
of systems entirely supports shared narratives as a medium
of social interaction. Three of them (books, adventure
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videogames and RPG videogames) are unidirectional
mediums, created by authors and consumed by other people
as readers. They support a varied degree of interaction with
the content, but they do not allow users to contribute.
Tabletop RPGs and forum or chat RPGs, allows usergenerated content to be added to ongoing discussions, which
together do not constitute a coherent story that can later be
consumed as part of the user experience. Only fan-fiction
Internet communities fully support both the addition of usergenerated content and its consumption as part of the user
experience. But the lack of collaboration and cooperation
between contributors tends to divide the narrative space into
distinct and incoherent flows of events, which only share the
original work as a point of reference, resulting in
independent narratives.
The case of fan-fiction communities is the major
exponent of a multi-authored narrative system in which
usually no one acts as both reader and author to the same
shared narrative, but each participant is only the author of his
narrative sub-space and reader of others. A similar handicap
exists in forum RPGs, where each contribution is by force
situated directly after the previous one, and is the only
possible type of contributions.
In conclusion, none of these systems fully empowers
participants to contribute efficiently to the shared narrative
space, nor to collaboratively organize and maintain its
overall structure
and
narrative
coherence. The
aforementioned problems of finding some “order” to access
and understand a complex space of interrelated information
and maintaining its consistency are approached, mostly, by
having different independent narrative spaces (so not sharing
one single narrative space) or simply by restricting the
contributions to that space. Therefore, there is still a need for
supporting the users’ ability to understand and navigate the
space, allowing the narrative to grow in an organic way, and
extending its contents from any desired point in the narrative
flow.

were crafted creating an image (drawing and pasting
elements) and a short literary text. The story was developed
on a large glass wall posting the scenes and drawing arrows.
Each arrow connected two temporally consequent scenes,
but aside of this the narrative meaning of the relations (i.e.
thematic or point-of-view connections) was left for the
subjects to interpret. The subjects proceeded one by one to
read the story on the glass, and then modify or expand it by
creating new scenes, posting them in the wall, and drawing
connections. Although subjects were encouraged to expand
the story, there were no constraints on what the subject was
allowed to do in the narrative space: they could rearrange,
modify or eliminate previous scenes. Observations were
made during this process, and the subjects were later asked
to fill a questionnaire of 18 questions. The questionnaire
evaluated the story comprehension and consistency as
perceived by the subjects (asking them to rate story
comprehensibility and coherence in a scale), and inquired
about the reading or navigation paradigm that they used
(how had they selected the relations between scenes, which
narrative elements and concepts they followed throughout
the story, and how the reading order was decided). It also
asked about their contributions (number, content, location,
etc.), and if they added scenes to the narratives or contended
in modifying existing ones.
The kind of interaction performed is external, as the users
do not assume the role of any particular character. It is also
ontological during the creation, and exploratory during the
reading. The analysis of the resulting story and the
questionnaire answers revealed several aspects about the
nature of the user comprehension and interaction with the
shared narrative space. From these results we will derivate,
in the next part of our work, a set of design implications to
develop and study interactive narrative systems. We can
resume the interaction factors observed as follows:
A. Three interaction modes
The subjects’ interaction with the narrative space shows
that at least three different views for three different purposes
are needed for a multi-modal interaction with narratives.
These views are illustrated in Fig. 2.

Figure 1. The settings and development of the pilot experiment

IV.

UNDERSTANDING INTERACTION FACTORS

The first experiment, “Story on a Wall” (Fig. 1), was an
observation experience designed to allow users to freely
create both a narrative and the rules that operate it. 20
subjects (university students) were provided with paper
templates as a frame to create scenes and a set of elements
(fairytale characters and objects) that they could use. Scenes

Figure 2. Viewpoints related to the interactions with the narrative space
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A global view of the space is used to approach and
comprehend the whole narrative space and its structure, as
well as when selecting a point in time and place to add a
new scene. Then, a “zoom-in” view is used for viewing a
scene inside a storyline and understanding the other
storylines related to it. Finally, the composition view allows
users to create and edit scenes focusing on the crafting of a
single scene.
B. Navigation through storylines
The results revealed that subjects project a “time-spacedevelopment” logic on the narrative. Although the story in
this pilot experiment was mainly developed as a classic
“choose your own adventure” narrative (this is, a set of
branching paths), when reading and expanding the story,
subjects considered higher level relations between those
branches (e.g., the relations between events that subjects
considered taking place simultaneously in different,
unrelated spaces). This can be resumed as the story being
mentally situated on a space with a temporal and causal
logic, represented in two axes: the temporal relationship
between the scenes (time), and the places where these scenes
occur (space).
All subjects followed linear sequences (which we call
storylines) for reading, being a linear sequence of connected
scenes that track the development of a specific character or
plot. The relations between scenes were only indicated
through links, so the concepts that characterized the relation
between the scenes were mainly determined by the readers’
perception. When asking the subjects, all of them coincided
on the scenes being related by following a character or a plot
relationship, which also indicates that contributors, although
maybe unconsciously, established the relations following
that paradigm. 14 out of 20 followed those storylines
throughout the narrative space from the first scene to a
finishing one before backtracking (the others abandoning
some storylines and jumping to new ones arbitrarily). In
addition, 12 of them followed character developments, and
10 of them followed plot relationships.
Understanding how users navigate the narrative space
leads us to consider a visualization that copes with this

“time-space-development” logic and facilitates the creation
and finding of storylines as the main way of explore and
contribute to the space, consequently facilitating the user
interaction.
C. Preservation of literary consistency
The results also show that the generated narrative space
is unitary, coherent, and with a limited divergence. It is
unitary in the sense that all the scenes are interrelated and are
part of the same story. In fact, the divergence of the narrative
space away from the central topic is limited: subjects found it
easier and socially proactive to expand existing storylines
instead of creating new ones. This notion of unity is directly
derived from the fact that the entire story is predefined and
all the storylines are happening simultaneously in the same
time stream. This raises consistency issues in the literary
fabrics of the narrative, which users thrive to treat by reordering scenes or inserting new ones.
The literary consistency of the narrative, defined as its
elements and plots being in agreement/non-contradictory, is
considered fundamental for understanding the story.
Most subjects stated a dislike towards the notion of
conflicting storylines, being consistency one of the main
concerns when modifying/ adding scenes to the narrative
space: maintaining consistency in the growing narrative was
one of the main motivations for 8 out of 15 contributions,
and 5 subjects used their contribution only for correcting
consistency issues. Also, the totality of the changes made to
previous contributions was for the sake of consistency. In the
end of the experiment, only 5% of the scenes were
considered inconsistent with the rest of the narrative.
Consistency therefore seems to have a great degree of
influence on the resulting user experience as exposed by the
result analysis. The subject-perceived consistency level
(Figure 3) is relatively stable if slowly decaying, even though
it tends to stay on the high portion of the scale. This may be
happening due to the accumulative complexity of the story
and the growing cost for achieving consistent scenes. For this
reason, the system should implement mechanisms for
helping to preserve literary consistency without restricting
the non-linearity of the narrative.

Figure 3. Evolution of the user-perceived consistency during the pilot experiment
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V.

PROTOTYPING SHARED NARRATIVE SPACES

The resulting interaction factors extracted from the first
experiment were transduced as a set of implications (Table
II) for the design of information systems that support
interacting with shared narrative spaces. We developed a
prototype named CrossTale based on those design
implications to reproduce the user experience according to
them.
TABLE II.

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS EXTRACTED FROM THE
INTERACTION MODEL

Interaction Factors
Projection of a logic based
on time, space and
developments.
Reading by following
linear sequences about a
character or a plot.
Unitary and coherent
narratives.
Global viewpoint for
comprehending the whole
story.
Reading a storyline
through a zoom-in
viewpoint.
Focusing on a single
scene for creating and
editing.

Design Implications
Organization of the informative space
based on time and space axis.
Navigation through suggested plot and
character storylines.
Mechanisms
congruence.

for

preserving

One interface mode for a global view
of the informative space.
One interface mode for following
storylines.
Independent interface mode for scene
edition.

A. Three interface modes
CrossTale
implements
three
interface
modes
corresponding to the three interaction modes defined

previously. The global view (Fig. 4 a) lets users explore the
whole narrative space, and has two differentiated contexts:
the main context shows the narrative space visualized as a
grid, with the axes representing time (from left to right, the
scenes are ordered in temporal order) and space (each row
representing a different place where the story takes place, as
the kings castle or the enchanted forest). The upper context
in this view allows the exploration through storylines
(explained in the next section) by selecting characters and
plots. When a character or a plot is selected, all the scenes
belonging to that character/plot storyline appear highlighted
forming a reading path. Selecting a scene changes the
interface into the reading view (Fig. 4 b) in which the scene
is maximized for reading. In this view, the user can also
navigate back and forward by the current storyline. Finally,
by selecting an empty frame in the global view, the user
accesses the creation view (Fig. 4 c). In this view, s/he can
create a scene selecting characters and objects from the rightside menu and by arranging them through drag-and-drop.
The user also can introduce a title and the literary text
describing the scene, and indicate to which plot storylines
lines is related the current scene (allowing the definition of
new ones). This context also implements the “consistency
preservation” rules, which are further described in this
section.
B. The storylines device
In traditional linear storytelling, a single author creates
story (the content) and discourse (how is it presented). But in
non-linear storytelling, the reader decides this partially
(alters part of the discourse) when he chooses to follow some
part or another of the narrative space in a desired order.

(b) The reading view

(a) The global view

(c) The creation view

Figure 4. Three interface modes of the CrossTale prototype
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As we stated in our findings of the “Story on a Wall”
experiment, subjects observing the “branching-structured”
narrative established higher-level conceptual relations
between its parts to find their own reading order, projecting
temporal and spatial logic between all the elements. The
concepts relating one scene with another were perceived as
maintaining a character or plot relationship.
Following those pilot experiment discoveries we
developed the “storylines” paradigm to allow the ordered
exploration and development of the narrative space. The
aforementioned grid of scenes, arranged in spatial and
temporal axis, deconstructs the “scene tree” and presents all
the information in a way where the user can easily recognize
the spatial and temporal relation between all scenes. The
paths of reading or “storylines” are provided by the interface
when the user selects one character or plot to follow,
highlighting a temporally ordered sequence of logically
related scenes. This way, each scene can belong to an
unlimited number of storylines based on what characters take
part in it and to what plots the scene events are related.
Concerning the nature of those relations, character
reactions are the easier to understand and work with. A
character storyline is simply composed by all the scenes
where a character appears, ordered temporally. Usually those
scenes contain temporal and cause-to-effect relations
between them, describing the story of the character. This
type of plotlines evades easily the problem of non-linearity,
because following a character implies following a linear
development: the character, being at one place at a time,
experiences the story partially and linearly, similar to the
users’ linear perception of time development.
The notion of plot is more abstract than the preceding,
and also more difficult to implement. As authoring tool, in
CrossTale plots are decided by subjects, so the authors
decide to assign different created scenes to the same plot,
considering that they are describing a thematically-unified
“sub-story” inside all the story world (e.g., in our fairy-tale,
where lots of different actions are occurring, the plotline
about the kidnap of the princess and the different factions
who are searching for her). Not all scenes are linear in time,
because the same plot can follow different characters, jump
in time, and/or develop in two or more places at the same
time. The plot storyline is presented following the temporal
sequence, and scenes taking place simultaneously are shown
intercalated.
C. Consistency preservation rules
CrossTale implements a set of constraints that can be
activated in order to maintain consistency during the scene
composition process. These constraints were designed to
prevent subjects from adding scenes that somehow disrupted
the sense of space or time. For instance one character could
not be present at different places simultaneously or no one
could travel further than one location away between two
timeframes (locations were connected in an arbitrary way
and this information was transmitted to subjects by providing
a map).
These rules were designed after the most common
modifications performed by subjects during the previous

experiment, attempting to anticipate potential displeasing
outcomes and preventing them by blocking certain actions. A
text dialog will be also displayed to inform the subject the
reason why he cannot commit the change he is trying to (e.g.,
“The Princess cannot appear here because she is in another
place at this moment”). If these mechanisms perform
optimally, the whole story might experiment a global
consistency increment and users might chose to concentrate
on providing another kind of content.
VI.

EVALUATING CROSSTALE

Our CrossTale system is a tool designed and
implemented following the design implications extracted
from the mental model of interaction observed during the
pilot experiment. Therefore, we tested the tool through new
experiments in order to assess the adequacy of this model in
the development of systems to create and interact with nonlinear, multi-authored narratives.
The objective of these experiences was to evaluate the
adequacy of use of the different interaction modes, the
paradigm of narrative space representation and exploration
through the storylines device, and the usefulness and impact
of the consistency preservation rules. With those aspects
interrelated and being part of a complex system, we
developed a couple of experiences to better understand the
repercussions of those interaction factors. The first
experience served us to evaluate the interaction mechanisms
in terms of adequacy of design and user experience, with
users performing creative tasks with the tool. Observations
of the results of this creative task were used to analyze the
nature of the created narratives and how users developed
their storylines using the provided tool devices. Finally, a
second experiment was conducted in order to test the impact
of the consistency preservation rules on the produced
narrative and the user experience. The description of the
conditions and the result analysis of the evaluation
experiments are presented next.
A. Evaluating the interaction mechanisms
The main experiment with the prototype, in order to test
the adequacy of its design and the user experience, consisted
of creating a narrative in a similar way to the pilot
experiment. A total of 15 subjects (undergraduate students in
media studies) were enlisted, and asked to freely use the
interface to read and create a shared narrative with their own
contributions. Each subject was briefly introduced to the
interface controls, and then given an unlimited time to
interact and the freedom to add as many scenes as wanted.
Then, the subject executed eight interaction tasks provided
by the evaluation team, and observations were made.
Afterwards, each subject answered a questionnaire to rate the
experience on a Likert scale, and evaluate the suitability of
the design for reading and contributing and the overall user
experience.
The results of the task-driven evaluation are summarized
in Table III. It describes how many subjects employed each
interface view for each task. The results show that 11 out of
15 subjects performed all tasks easily, and the remaining 4
subjects successfully performed 6 out of 8 tasks. The
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subjects used the global view and/or the reading view to
identify and comprehend the narrative elements. Similarly to
the first experiment, some subjects concentrated on
characters while others on plots, but everyone used one of
these two paradigms for finding storylines and navigating the
narrative space. During the contribution task all the
contributors also used the creation view to compose new
scenes, but this view was never accessed for performing the
identification tasks. These results indicate that the design
supports the modes of interaction identified in the first
experiment, and that these modes dispose of adequate
functionalities. However, most subjects prefer having more
information about the context of scenes while reading them.
This means that the dissociation between the global and
reading views could be revisited.
TABLE III.
Task
NB
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

RESULTS OF THE DESIGN ADEQUACY EVALUATION
Correctly Global Reading Both
executed View
View Views

Task
Identify the
beginning
scenes
Identify story
end scenes
Identify main
characters
Identify
important
places
Identify
simultaneous
scenes
Identify
scenes in the
same location
Approximate
the duration
Find any
inconsistency
Contribute
(optional)

Navigating
with
Storylines

15

13

13

11

11

15

13

9

7

7

15

15

15

15

15

15

14

14

13

13

11

13

4

4

4

12

14

2

2

2

15

13

13

11

10

15

8

12

7

8

13

13

6

6

5

Table IV shows the evaluation results of the user
experience. All subjects appreciated the experience of
interacting with narratives through CrossTale. In particular,
they found that CrossTale supports reading a non-linear
narrative (4.33/5), contributing to it (4.77/5), and finding and
correcting inconsistencies (3.92/5).
TABLE IV.

RESULTS OF THE USER EXPERIENCE EVALUATION
Question

Average Score

Overall experience

3.93 / 5

Found the system entertaining

4.33 / 5

Design makes reading easy

3.93 / 5

Design helps to maintaining consistency

3.92 / 5

Design facilitates contributing

4.77 / 5

Using Ryan’s framework for the classification of
interactivity with narrative systems, we can say that the users
of CrossTale performed an external interaction during the
whole experience, as they took on the role of agents external
to the story, and read and contributed in it from outside the
fiction world. This interaction is exploratory while reading,
in the sense that the readers choose between storylines to
follow but the reading itself does not change nor affect the
structure of the narrative space. Finally an ontological
participation is performed when the user takes the role of
author and expands or alters the narrative world.
B. Use of storylines in the composed narrative
We present a general analysis of the resulting narrative
compared with the narrative created in the pilot experiment.
Figure 5 shows the structure of the resulting narrative. Users
do not link scenes directly in CrossTale, but relations are
established by the share of common characters/plotlines.
According to this, we present the basic scheme with the
time-consecutive scenes sharing characters connected (so
they can be followed through character storylines), and each
version of the figure showing what of those scenes belong to
each of the four plot storylines the subjects used.
From the initial set of 8 starting scenes given to the first
subject the resulting narrative ended up having 35 scenes, so
27 scenes were added by the subjects, with an average of 1.8
scenes per subject. This is slightly superior to the 1.4 scenes
per subject added in the pilot experiment, which could
indicate that the interface makes the addition of the scene
relatively easy. Following the analysis of the character
plotlines, the story has 6 bifurcating scenes (scenes from
which different character plotlines going to different new
scenes emerge) compared to the 9 bifurcations of the pilot
experiment narrative, and 3 ending/unconcluded scenes
compared to the 4 in the pilot. As a general conclusion, the
properties of the generated narrative being unitary and with
limited divergence are preserved, if not emphasized, through
the use of CrossTale.
Analyzing the use of storylines, plot storylines generally
do not create completely new reading paths but can be
trailed following the transitions of the character storylines,
so they don’t create a new level of divergence. We can
observe that the first storyline (already given in the starting
narrative) starts temporally at two places at the same time,
but these two parts can be read following the storylines of
two main characters (the princess and the prince). The other
three storylines used in the story are practically linear and
follow the scenes where some concrete character appears.
The initial setting of the experiment provided three
storylines. Subjects only added two storylines, one of them
being the linear continuation of a previous one (thus being
presented as one single storyline in the figure). To sum up,
most of the users included their created scenes in one
existing plot storyline, but the creation of new plot
storylines was very low.
As a conclusion according with this observations and the
analysis done in the previous section, plot storylines are
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Figure 5. Plot storylines in the narrative produced with CrossTale

regarded as much useful as character storylines when
reading, but they are largely more abstract, thus difficult to
use when creating. While using a character implies the
unconscious continuation of his/her storyline in the
narrative space, the use of plot storylines needs to be
deliberately planned by the user. Future investigations
should focus on understanding deeply which concepts can
relate scenes forming storylines, how to make easier to the
creators find this relations (which can suggest new
storylines), and consider if those relations should be
automatically created (as in the case of the character
storylines).
C. Evaluating the consistency preservation rules
In order to evaluate the consistency separately, we
conducted an isolated experiment using two groups of ten
people. The control group (group A) used CrossTale with
the consistency constraints enabled, and the second group
(group B) had these constraints disabled. Apart from this,
both groups were exposed to the same experimental
conditions: they were introduced to the use of the tool, and
they contributed to the narrative one subject at a time,
starting with the same set of initial scenes. The focus of the
experiment was to evaluate the impact of the implemented
system of rules in the congruence preservation and the user
experience.
The tests performed in the end of the experiments
revealed that users of CrossTale with consistency
preservation rules perceived a slightly higher consistency

level than users without constraints (3.8/5 vs. 3.4/5). The
most remarkable observation was that the perceived
consistency level seemed to decay more quickly over each
contribution without the usage of consistency constraints
(Figure 6). An optimistic interpretation of this phenomenon
could be that enforcing a certain notion of time and space
logic through the scenes (which was the purpose of the
constraints) tends to produce more consistent results.
Adding the constraints also seems to have affected the user
experience of users who felt limited all the time (as seen
during the video codification, where they keep complaining
almost every time a constraint block pops up).

Figure 6. Perceived consistency level in the second experiment
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Therefore, we expose an interesting situation;
constraining scene composition to a specific outcome range
way may lead to more consistent results while hampering
the authoring process and negatively affecting its user
experience. One possible answer to balancing the exposed
tradeoff might be switching the nature of the introduced
trigger from an enforcing one to a less intrusive
recommending system. This way we can inform
contributing subjects about the potential incoherence of their
creation, maybe preventing them from introducing
conflicting scenes that later users would want to correct.
D. Final comments on the CrossTale evaluation
The results of this experiments show that the concepts
and design of CrossTale, as a prototype for interacting with
narratives, are highly appreciated by the subjects. However,
they also point out several issues that need to be addressed in
future versions. In particular, the level of context awareness
when users interact with one single scene in the informative
space, the use of storylines when authoring narratives, and
the degree of creative intrusion produced by the consistency
constraints. We cannot neglect the repercussions of each one
of those areas into the other: the ability to access the
information and to mentally locate it in the whole narrative
space, or the difficulties integrating a scene in the storyline
structure, can condition the consistency level perceived or
produced by the user, disregarding the actual consistency
level of the complete informative space.
In addition, social interaction between different authors
remains indirect: users cannot communicate directly and the
authors’ profiles and their contributions are not discernible in
the current design. Future versions can include more support
for this aspect and study its effects on the user experience
and collaboration.
VII. DISCUSSION
The nature of shared narratives presents several
challenges over how the inherent information is constructed,
presented, and accessed. In a sense, non-linear interactive
storytelling has always faced challenges for having to
reconcile the sequential nature of narratives with the reader
ability to explore between different threads of reading (the
paradox of coping “storytelling” with the “non-linear”). In
this work we provided a first grounding basis for addressing
these challenges and developing shared narratives as a new
kind of media. Our research is a first step for consolidating a
standardized system for sharing and collaboratively
constructing narratives, given we extracted, understood, and
evaluated the user mental model associated with this
interaction.
Several use cases can be provided exemplifying our
vision of shared narratives as a new kind of media. The focus
of our work can be easily illustrated using the case in which
our current study is based: the collaborative generation of
fiction worlds. The first chapters of this work described how,
since the apparition of the World Wide Web, internet
communities of literature amateur practitioners have
dedicated their conjoined efforts to develop and catalogue
fiction sharing common narrative spaces, using tools as

forums or wikis to organize the large amounts of interrelated
information produced. The main issues those communities
have to face are the difficulty to navigate and comprehend
grand quantities of interrelated information, and maintaining
coherency when lots of authors expand and/or modify those
interdependent sets of data (e.g., maintaining the coherency
of the biography of a character that appears in several stories
created by different authors). With tools implementing the
interaction and data-management principles proposed in
CrossTale, we would be able to develop systems that largely
facilitate the creative process, ensuring that the collaborative
efforts work together and empowering creativity rather than
endangering it.
Our studies have been developed working within the
fiction genre (concretely fantasy tales), with amateur and/or
non-professional authors. This setting for the study and the
experiments reflected our focus on the emergent online
communities of literature and fiction aficionados. But we
can discuss how this paradigm of authoring and exploring
vast narratives could be applied to other genres or other
contexts of use. Of course, this would require following new
lines of research in order to study their particularities
As we previously introduced, with the development of
the information technologies and the raise of the massoriented cultural products, the professional sector of literary
creators dedicated to fiction has started to use computerized
tools, as Celtx, to develop their creative tasks. Some of these
tools try to deal with our studied difficulties: organization
and exploration of complex informative spaces, and
congruence preservation. Certain among them (as Celtx)
have developed the status of on-line, social tools, aiming for
a multi-authored model. Assuming that research is conducted
about the mental models and the interaction needs of a
different standard of users as professional creators are, this
scenario could largely benefit from our developments. Tools
following the CrossTale paradigm for interacting shared
narrative spaces could prove very useful in the field of
commercial vast narratives [14], as long-running TV-series
or especially complex trans-media fiction franchises, which
involve lots of interrelated, multi-authored information.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In modern literature and fiction worlds, it is common to
have multiple stories set in a complex chronology inside a
common setting, such as in fiction franchises where
narratives are constructed through the contributions of
multiple professional authors. Tools based on the CrossTale
interaction model would be capable of organizing all this
encyclopedic knowledge in a structured narrative space that
suits better the temporal, causal, and multi-lineal nature of a
narrative, empowering the authors to contribute easily to
expand the vast fiction worlds and empowering the readers
to explore them naturally. With such tools, narrative spaces
grow organically and collaboratively; the proactive role of
participants consequently diffuses the mono-directionality of
the author/audience relation. In that sense, non-linear
interactive narratives can become a new kind of media of its
own, suitable for creation, collaboration, information
sharing, and learning.
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By experimentation, we learnt how users perceive and
procreate the narrative space in a unitary and consistent way,
how they mentally structure the informative space in terms
of time and place, and navigate it following structured
sequences of character and plot-related scenes. This model
was used as the basis for designing a functional prototype,
CrossTale, which was subsequently evaluated with users.
These evaluations show the success of the adopted approach
in supporting complex interactions with narrative spaces,
which assimilate its non-linearity. It provides a validation for
further investigations on the potential of shared narratives as
new media.
We can summarize the approach used as working in two
fronts: the user interaction with the informative space, and
the coherency computation of the contained information.
Concerning the interaction when creating and exploring a
shared narrative space, the critical aspect revealed to be how
to provide a mean to obtain meaningful information when
exploring a complex net of causal-related scenes or story
parts. The use of the “storylines” mechanism is a first
successful step towards this objective of providing
meaningful “reading paths/orders”, but further developments
should be made to approach some relevant issues (e.g., the
simplicity of suggesting character storylines versus the
abstract concept of “plot storylines”, which has to be
consciously appointed by authors).
About the preservation of consistency during
collaboration, our experiments pointed that consistency
between all the story elements and scenes is the main
conception that readers use to understand the narrative space,
and one of the main concerns when expanding the space by
adding new scenes. The experiments seem to indicate that
implementing computational rules help to raise consistency
but can also undermine the user experience. Thus, we have
to choose carefully what rules determine the consistency of
the informative space, which of them should be only
suggested, and which of them should be strictly followed to
ensure that consistency.
IX.

FUTURE WORK

This work has several limitations inherent to the nature of
the experimental settings and the prototype. The pilot
experiment was not designed as a strict experience for testing
concrete aspects, but was used as an observation to extract
information about how participants reacted and interacted
with a collaborative narrative space. For this reason, direct
comparisons between results of the pilot experiment and the
prototype experiments should be taken carefully. While the
pilot experiment was conducted in a large wall where all the
informative space was present, access to the information
using CrossTale is done through a common computer screen
and mediated by the designed visualizations. This implies
that, although mechanisms as storylines have been proven
useful, its effectiveness is conditioned to the existent
limitations of the interface design.
Regarding the prototype nature, the visualizations used
have functional limitations (e.g., visualizing all related
scenes to a selected one). One important limitation was the
aforementioned difficulty, when reading, to locate the actual

scene in relation with the global set of scenes. Other
improvable design issues, mostly usability-related, were
identified during the evaluation (e.g., the composition view
is not user friendly). Finally, the development of the
experiments in a controlled environment does not reflect
intimately interactions with shared narratives, nor the
collaboration phenomenon (performed in an indirect way
through the experiment), as ought to take place online during
a greater amount of time.
Some aspects related to narrative composition remained
outside this study. In our experiments, the literary traits of
the narrative space were somewhat pre-defined, especially
the main characters (prince, princess, witch, etc.) and places
(tower, castle, woods, etc.). This discouraged users to think
about expanding the literary reach of the narrative space with
few exceptions. In a collaborative creation processes, as
online social role-playing games, some people perform the
role of content generators, adding story elements (characters,
objects, places, etc.) to the informative space. Such behavior
should be further studied in the future.
With this model and prototype as a starting point, our
future step consists of addressing some issues detected
during the experiments and conducting more focused
experiments about the impact of the storylines device in the
construction of the story and its resulting consistency, and
how a recommendation system could better empower the
consistency preservation without disrupting the creative
process. Conducting those experiments with a larger number
of users interacting and evaluating the resulting narrative
during a larger period of time will better cope with a
community co-creative process, and would allow us to study
the nature of the resulting interaction and narrative structure
under those conditions, as well as the potential of shared
narrative spaces to empower long-term collaboration. It will
also provide large quantities of data relative to the outcome
of the continuous interaction of users in a multi-user
deployment.
With those experiences we will refine our knowledge of
the interaction factors and try to discover new factors that
can alter the user experience. We will determine which
features are more useful or which ones need improvement,
distinguishing between the tasks of creating and reading
(e.g., the use of plot storylines, which have been proven
useful to read but not very used while creating). We also
pretend to discover factors external to the interface that can
alter the experience and the behavior of the creators (e.g.,
starting the experience with a pre-established set of scenes
and storylines could alter which features the users will use or
how the narrative will grow). Those long-time experiments
will also determine how the level of consistency evolves at
long term, when large amounts of contributions are made,
and compare the outputs of using or not consistency rules.
Finally, we will also be able to find relations between those
mentioned interaction factors and how they affect the
consistency found (e.g., starting from a consistent set of
storylines could help to reach a more consistent narrative
space after several contributions).
Next steps of this study are in the direction of evaluating
which theoretical models of narrative (as those proposed by
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Propp [17] and Campbell [15]) could help to structure the
informative space and refine our understanding of the needs
of creators and readers. Those models would lead us to
discover which elements can be used to determine storyline
relationships between the story fragments, and which
elements can be used to compute the consistency of a
creation. With this knowledge we will be also able to
develop features for adding user-generated story elements (as
characters and places) leading to a complete system for
generating and maintaining shared narrative spaces.
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Abstract—3G Long Term Evolution (LTE) is an emerging
and promising technology that aims at providing broadband
ubiquitous Internet access and improving multimedia services.
This is achieved through streamlining the system for packet
services, since LTE is an all Internet Protocol(IP) based network.
The fact that 3G LTE is a packet based network brings about
some improvements in the form of higher bit rates, lower latencies, and a variety of service offerings. However, some technical
challenges are expected to arise when voice traffic is transmitted
over an LTE network. This has become an interesting area of
research and different types of resource management schemes
have been developed, which are quite challenging and complex.
In this paper, we have projected the voice packet scheduling
and resource allocation problem as a constrained optimization
problem. Our optimization objective is formulated using channel
state information such as, transmission rate at the physical layer
as well as the queuing state information like queue length at
the MAC layer. We provide the algorithmic implementation
of the obtained solution and also investigate the performance,
complexity, and fairness of our proposed cross-layer scheduling
algorithm under different conditions such as, VoIP delay, packet
loss, etc. We compared it with other algorithms in literature
such as, proportional fair (PF) and exponential proportional fair
(EXP-PF). Based on the numerical and simulation analysis, we
found that our proposed algorithm performed better than PF
and EXP-PF in most cases.

Wireless technology has expanded from voice only: to highspeed data, multimedia applications, and wireless Internet [5].
LTE requirements for high data rates are achieved by the fact
that this technology is only designed for packet switched networks (PSN): hence, there is no need for the circuit switched
mode. However, this design brings with it more technical
challenges especially for voice services. VoIP services are both
delay and packet loss sensitive. The biggest challenge of VoIP
over LTE is to deliver Quality of Service (QoS). Normally
users would expect voice with the same quality as that provided
by circuit switched networks. However, traffic delivered over
PSNs are subject to delay and packet loss [6]. A major issue
with VoIP over LTE is that 3G LTE adopts a different method
of resource transmission from other cellular systems like Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA). 3G LTE uses Physical
Resource Blocks (PRB) as its transmission unit. PRBs can
be defined as the basic unit with both frequency and time
aspects [7]. Basically, the base station of 3G LTE, known as
eNodeB has a fixed number of available PRBs according to
their allocated bandwidth and it is supposed to assign PRBs
repeatedly at every Transmission Time Interval (TTI) [3].
Our contributions in this paper are:
•

Formulating the problem of scheduling and resource
allocation using utility function optimization by extending the proposed approaches in [8][9] to include
VoIP metrics

•

Present a mathematical model for our extended version
of problem formulation

•

Use this technique to theoretically analyze the performance, complexity, and fairness of our proposed
algorithm in [10] based on transmission rate, queue
delay, and queue length parameters

•

Through numerical and simulations analysis, we studied the performance, complexity, and fairness of the
proposed algorithms

•

Based on the numerical and simulation analysis, our
proposed algorithm performed better than other algorithms proposed in literature in most cases

Keywords—LTE, Scheduling Schemes, VoIP, Complexity, Utility
Function.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

In this paper, we investigate the performance, complexity,
and fairness of our proposed cross-layer scheduling algorithm
for Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) in 3G LTE. This work
is an extension of the analysis done in [1]. 3G LTE was identified by the third generation partnership project (3GPP) as the
preliminary version of next generation wireless communication
systems because of its high data rates [2]. 3G LTE technology
provides a maximum 100Mbps downlink and 50Mbps uplink
while using 20 MHz bandwidth [3]. In the downlink physical
layer, LTE uses Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) radio technology to meet the LTE requirements
for spectrum flexibility and enables cost-efficient solutions
for wide carriers with high peak rates. In the uplink, LTE
uses a pre-coded version of OFDMA known as Single-Carrier
Frequency-Division Multiple Access (SCFDMA), in order to
compensate for a drawback with normal OFDMA of a high
Peak-to-Average-Power Ratio (PAPR) [4].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
discusses the related work, Section III analyzes VoIP QoS
in 3G LTE, Section IV discusses the the system model,
where we discuss the general problem formulation and the
extended version of the problem formulation. Section V gives
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the summary of our proposed algorithm, PF, and EXP-PF.
Section VI presents the simulation details where we discuss the
PRB characteristics and scenario setup, Section VII presents
the results analysis, which include numerical, performance,
complexity, and fairness analysis of our proposed algorithm.
Section VIII reviews the main conclusions and future work.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Different techniques have been introduced in the literature
to overcome the challenges faced when real time traffic is
transmitted over an LTE network.
In [8], Jianwei Huang et al. addressed the gradient-based
scheduling and resource allocation problem for the downlink
OFDM system. They considered various practical features
such as, integer tone allocation, different sub-channelization
schemes, maximum SNR constraint per tone, self noise due to
channel estimation errors, and phase noise. During each time
slot, a sub-set of users are scheduled and the available tone
and transmission power is allocated to them. Using the gradient
based approach, they reduced this problem into an optimization
problem, which can be solved in each time slot. Using the
dual formulation, they were also able to give an optimal
algorithm for this problem when multiple users can time share
each tone. Their approach motivated us to further address the
problem of gradient-based scheduling and resource allocation.
We specifically focused on VoIP packets when transmitted
over an LTE network. In our approach, we considered various
parameters provided in channel state information such as,
transmission rate. We also used the parameters provided at
the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer (i.e., queue length)
and the VoIP QoS requirements (such as, delay parameters).
In [11], Yaacoub et al. proposed two low complexity
heuristic algorithms. The complexity of both algorithms was
analyzed. The first algorithm had a linear complexity in the
number of users and quadratic complexity in the number of
resource blocks. The second algorithm had a linear complexity
in both the number of users and resource blocks. It was shown
that good results could be achieved by the proposed linear
complexity algorithm (second algorithm). It was also shown
through simulations that the maximization of total throughput
leads to a higher cell throughput, although considering the logarithm of throughput as a utility function ensures proportional
fairness, and thus constitutes a tradeoff between throughput
and fairness.
In [12], Zhao et al. investigated two fairness criteria with
regards to adaptive resource allocation for uplink OFDMA
systems. These two criteria were Nash Bargaining Solution
(NBS) fairness and proportional fairness (PF). These two criteria can provide attractive tradeoffs between total throughput
and each user’s capacity. Using Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)
condition and iterative methods, two effective algorithms were
designed to achieve NBS fairness and proportional fairness
respectively. Through simulation results, NBS fairness criteria
showed better performance in total capacity but the BS could
not control the rate ratio because it only depends on the
channel state of the users. PF criteria can provide a controllable
rate ratio regardless of the channel condition for each user.
However, to achieve the hard fairness, the system capacity
degrades sharply.

With all these techniques introduced in the literature, there
are still some challenges when real-time traffic such as, voice
is transmitted over an LTE network. This is mostly due
to the fading channels of wireless links and the delay and
packet loss sensitive voice characteristics. So in this work, we
extended the work in [8], where the problem of scheduling and
resource allocation was formulated using the utility function
optimization approach. We introduce the VoIP metrics to this
approach and determine the resource allocation for VoIP users
instead of power allocation, which was considered in [8]. Voice
packet scheduling has some particular requirements such as,
minimum end-to-end delay requirements, subchannel or subcarrier allocation constraints, etc.
We have projected the voice packet scheduling and resource
allocation problem as a constrained optimization problem.This
optimization objective aims at maximizing the expected total
utility under different constraints. We implemented an algorithm for the proposed solution and analyzed its performance,
complexity, and fairness. We then compared it with other
algorithms in [13]. The simulation results were generated using
the open source LTE system simulator called LTE-SIM [13]. It
models different uplink and downlink scheduling strategies in
multicell/multiuser environments: taking into account user mobility, radio resource optimization, frequency reuse techniques,
the adaptive modulation, and coding (AMC). It is important to
analyze the QoS requirements for voice when transmitted over
an LTE network. This will give us an idea of what voice quality
the end user can expect during the VoIP call.
III.

VO IP Q O S A NALYSIS IN LTE

A. VoIP in LTE Traffic and protocols
Conversation VoIP traffic in LTE can be assumed as the
two state Markov model with a suitable voice activity factor
(VAF). Different open source Codecs can be used in LTE but
the most popular codec according to [2] is Adaptive Multirate
(AMR). This codec provides 32-bytes voice payload in every
20 milliseconds while talking and 7-bytes payload every 160
millisecond while silent. The VoIP protocol stack, which
utilizes the real-time transport protocol (RTP) is encapsulated
to the user datagram protocol (UDP), which is in turn carried
by IP. The use of all these protocols brings the total header
size to 40 bytes for IPv4 header or a 60-bytes for IPv6 header.
The overhead brought about by these headers causes serious
degrading in the spectral efficiency supporting VoIP traffic
in LTE. So to solve this problem, an efficient and robust
header compression (ROHC) technique is used. This technique
solves the overhead problem by minimizing the size of the
IP/UDP/RTP headers to as little as 2 or 4 bytes using IETF
RFC 3059 [7][14].
B. VoIP End-to-End Delay and Capacity
The main characteristic of voice traffic is strict delay
requirements [15], according to [16] the allowed maximum
mouth-to-ear delay for voice is 250ms. This delay requirements includes the assumption that the delay for the core
network is approximately 100ms. The tolerable delay for radio
link control (RLC), medium access control (MAC) buffering,
scheduling, and detection should be strictly less than 150ms,
this has been depicted in Figure 1 [2]. If we take into account
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that both end users are LTE users, then we can assume that
the tolerable delay for buffering and scheduling is less than
80ms. To better account for unpredictability in network endto-end delays, 3GPP performance evaluation has also chosen
the delay of 50ms from eNodeB to UE [15]. Packets will be
dropped when packet error and packet delay exceeds the target
latency while VoIP traffic is transmitted over an LTE network.
This may not affect the voice quality if the packet loss is less
than outage threshold [15]. The outage limit means that packet
error rate (PER) of VoIP users is kept below 2%. This gives
us the actual limit that the maximum VoIP capacity for LTE is
limited by the outage limit, which is described in TR 25.814
[7] and was later updated in R1-070674 [17]. We can finally
describe VoIP capacity in LTE as the maximum number of
VoIP users that can be supported without exceeding a given
threshold and at least 95% of total VoIP users should meet the
above described outage limits [2].

authors considered K to be the maximum number of available
users such that the number of users range from 1 to K, i.e.,
k = {1, ...., K}. So in every time slot, scheduling and resource
allocation decision was done by choosing the rate vector
K
rt = (r1,t , ....., rK,t ) from Ret ⊆ R+
, where et is the time
varying channel state information available at time t. In short,
the general problem is to find rt R(eP
t ) that can maximize
K
the system utility function U (Wt ) := i=1 Ui (Wi,t ), where
Ui (Wi,t ) is the increasing concave utility function of user i’s
average throughput Wi,t , up to time t.
B. Our Extended Version of the Problem Formulation
1) utility function: Before extending the problem formulation in [8] to include VoIP metrics and other parameters, let us
first describe the utility function. Utility functions can be useful
in cross layer optimization as they can map network resources
utilized by users into real numbers. The utility function can
also indicate the level of satisfaction of the user, which in
turn helps in the balancing the efficiency and fairness between
the users. In 3G LTE, such as most wireless communication
technologies, consistent transmission rate is the main factor
that can determine the level of satisfaction of the user. So if
we take mj to be the transmission rate vector, then its utility
U (mt ) should be a nondecreasing function of the transmission
rate mj .
We adopted the utility function calculation from [9] and
used it for the transmission rate mt as:
1
U (mj ) = Xj {
− Yj }
(1)
1 + e−pj (mj −Rj )
With
1 + epj Rj
Xj =
(2)
e pj R j
and
1
Yj =
(3)
1 + e pj R j
where U (mj ) is the utility function of user j with respect
to their transmission rate. pj is the priority tag assigned to
VoIP users. Rj is the available resource blocks. Xj and Yj are
constants used to normalize the utility function.

Figure 1 – VoIP End-to-End Delay Components in LTE

2) Optimization Problem Formulation: The main aim of
this problem formulation is to map the network resources of
each user to their corresponding utility values. After that, the
established utility function is optimized. Let K indexed by
j, be the maximum number of available users such that j ∈
{1, ........, K}. If we consider the utility function of user j to
be Uj (.), then if user j has the transmission rate as mj , we
can say that the utility of user j is Uj (mj ). Again if we let Ql
to be the length of user j’s queue and Q to be the total number
of queues for user j. Q is index by i, so i ∈ {1, ........, Q}.
Then, the total utility function of user j is calculated from the
utility function of its queue.
totalutility = Ql ∗ Uj (pj Rj mj )

IV.

SYSTEM MODEL

A. General Problem Formulation
In [8], the authors considered the downlink transmissions
in an OFDM cell with base station and number of users. The

(4)

where Uj (pj Rj mj ) can be equal to U (mj ) in equation (1). If
we take all the user j’s queues in the network, then
T otalutility =

Q
X

Ql ∗ Uj (pj Rj mj ) =

i=1
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So, our problem is to find a VoIP user that can maximize the
total utility with respect to transmission rate and user queue
values:
M ax

Q
X

totalutility = M ax

Q
X

i=1

Ql ∗ Uj (mj )

(6)

i=1

However, the fact that we are dealing with VoIP application
means that we need some constraints to control its QoS
requirements. So, the above optimization objective equations
should be subject to: mj ≤ N C and Qd ≤ Dmax . Where N C
is the total available network capacity, Qd is the queuing delay,
and Dmax is the maximum allowable mouth to ear delay.
Having seen that the main metrics in our problem formulation procedure are transmission rate (mj ), and queue length
(Ql ), it is very important to know how these two metrics are
obtained. This is described below.
3) Finding the Transmission Rate (mj ): During every
transmission process, the user sends its instantaneous achievable signal to noise ratio (SNR) to its eNodeB. This value
keeps on changing depending on different factors like mobility,
selective fading channels, etc. So according to [9], user j’s
transmission rate at time t can be calculated as:
nbits
nsymbols nslots nsubcarriers
mj (t) =
∗
∗
∗
(7)
symbols
slot
TTI
RB
where nbits , nsymbols , nslots , and nsubcarriers are respectively
the number of bits, number of symbols, number of slots, and
number of subcarriers according to the PRB characteristic
described earlier. T T I is the time transmission interval and
RB is the resource blocks. These PRB characteristics are
affected by path loss and fading channels but its values are
kept constant for the entire PRB transmission time. According
to [18], the channel gain of user j on a PRB at time t as a
function of loss is calculated as:
CNgainj (t) = 10

pathloss
10

∗ 10

f ading
10

(8)

It should be noted that both pathloss and f ading are measured in dB scale. Using this channel gain (CNgain ), the
user knows the instantaneous SNR to send to eNodeB. Again
according to [19], this SNR can be calculated as a function of
CNgain :
Ptotal ∗ CNgain (t)
SN Rj (t) =
(9)
R(No + I)
Where Ptotal is the power with, which the eNodeB transmits,
R is the total number available PRBs, I is neighboring
interference, and No is the thermal noise measure.
4) Finding the Queue Length (Qj ): In order to obtain
queue length metric, we adopted the queuing method in the
LTE-SIM simulator. In this method, different traffic generators
were developed, these generated packets that are transported
by a dedicated radio bearer at the application layer. Using
the application class, we were able to generate the packets
and deliver them to the network. Once the packets reach the
network, they are forwarded to the user-plane protocol stack
to add protocol headers. Then, the packets are placed in the
queue by the MAC queue class at the MAC layer before being
sent to the destination. The MAC queue object has a counter,

which increases or decreases when the packet is inserted or
removed from the queue respectively.
Let Qj [l] be the amount of packets in user j’s queue at
time Ts . So, if the base station serves user j at rate rj [n] in
time slot n, then user j’s queue length at time (n + 1)Ts , is
expressed as:
Qj [n + 1] = Qj [n] − rj [n]Ts + aj [n]

(10)

where aj [n] is the amount of arrival bits during time slot n.
5) Solution Approach: In order to solve our optimization
problem in equation (6) that will maximize the network
utility, we used the dual decomposition approach with lagrange
multipliers. Solving this equation determines the user to be
scheduled and assigned resource blocks according to the
transmission rate (mj ) and queue values (Ql , Q) parameters
subject to mj ≤ N C and Qd ≤ Dm ax constraints. Writing
up the optimization problem as a lagrange dual function, it
becomes:
L(mj , Qd , λ, µ) =

P

U (mj ) P
+ λ(N C −
µ(Dmax − j Qd )
j

P

j

mj )+

(11)

The corresponding dual function can be written as:
L(λ, µ) = M AXmj ,Qd L(mj , Qd , λ, µ)

(12)

The inequality constraints in the optimization problem are put
under consideration by augmenting the objective function with
a weighted sum of the constraint function. Therefore, λ is
called the lagrangian multiplier associated with mj ≤ N C
constraint and µ is the lagrangian multiplier associated with
Qd < Dmax constraint.
If we divide the objective function above into |λ| and |µ|
separate subproblems, then each subproblem can be solved
separately if the values of λ and µ are known. the objective
function of the dual problem then becomes:
D(λ) = M AXmj εN C L(N C, λ)

(13)

D(µ) = M AXQd εQmax L(Qmax , µ)

(14)

and

V.

S UMMARY OF THE S CHEDULING A LGORITHMS

In this section, we are going to investigate how three
different scheduling algorithms assign resources to their users
in order to maximize their utility function. These algorithms
are: our proposed algorithm, Proportional Fair algorithm (PF),
and Exponential/Proportional Fair algorithm (EXP/PF).
A. Our Proposed Algorithm
Detailed explanations of this algorithm can be found
in [10]. In our proposed algorithm, the scheduler assigns
resources once every TTI and based on the user’s current
transmission rate (mj ), queuing delay (Qd ), and queue length
(Ql ).
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1) Summary of our Proposed Algorithm: The proposed
algorithm is based on the modifications to the problem formulation in [8] and utility calculation in [9]. We introduced
new parameters such as, transmission rate (mj ), queuing delay
(Qd ), and queue length (Ql ). The first part of our algorithm
is to determine the scheduling order for VoIP users. This can
be done by ordering the users according to their decreasing
sequence of their queuing delay (Qd ), and queue length
(Ql ). Once the scheduling order is determined, the resource
allocation is done by taking each user and determining the
parameters that can maximize the utility of transmission rate
(mt ). In order not to starve other applications in the network,
we used the adaptive method proposed in [3].

The algorithm flow chart is presented in the Figure 2 below.

This method provides limits to our proposed scheduling
algorithm, which is adaptively changed between a pre-specific
minimum and maximum according to the ratio of dropped
packets. Higher drop ratio means that there are many ongoing
VoIP calls, and hence it is necessary to increase the limits to
allow more consecutive TTIs to be dedicated to VoIP calls. On
the other hand, low drop ratio implies that QoS of VoIP calls
are satisfied at decent levels, and thus it is safe to reduce the
duration of the algorithm and serve other applications in the
network.
2) Steps Involved in our Proposed Algorithm:
•

Step 1: Determine the procedure of inserting
users/packets into their queues

•

Step 2: Scheduling starts at every TTI

•

Step 3: Find out if there are any VoIP users/packets
in the queues

•

Step 4: If there are VoIP users/packets in the queue,
apply our proposed algorithm and go to the next step
otherwise apply the normal scheduling algorithm and
exit

•

Step 5: Arrange the VoIP users according to their
decreasing values of their queuing delay (Qd ), and
queue length (Ql ).
Then, initialize j = 1, mext = mmax and Qext =
Qmax . Where mext and Qext are the extra/remaining
transmission rate and queue length values at each stage

•

Step 6: Determine if the successive counts of our
proposed algorithm are not greater than the provided
adaptive limit

•

Step 7: If it is not greater than the limits then go to
the next step, otherwise apply the normal algorithm,
i.e., default algorithm such as, FIFO and exit

•

Step 8: Find the parameter that maximizes the utility
function for VoIP user j with mj ≤ mext and Qj ≤
Qext

•

Step 9: Schedule this VoIP user

•

Step 10: Reduce mext by mj and Qext by Qj respectively

•

Step11: If more resources blocks(RBs) and VoIP users
exist, as well as mext > 0, Qext > 0 then set j = j +1
and repeat from step 8. If any of the three checks fails,
then exit

Figure 2 – Algorithm Flow Chart

B. Summary of Proportional Fair Algorithm (PF)
This scheduler was developed in [13][20]. Its main aim is
to maximize the total network utility so that it can improve the
network throughput and to guarantee fairness among flows. It
assigns radio resources taking into account both the experienced channel quality and the past user throughput [21]. This
scheduler uses a metric, which is defined as the ratio between
the instantaneous available data rate and the average past rate
with reference to the j-th flow in the i-th flow subchannel. This
can be depicted in equation (15) below obtained from [13].
mi,j = (

ri,j
)
Ri,j

(15)

where mi,j is the transmission rate, Ri,j is the estimated
average data rate, and ri,j is the instantaneous available data
rate. ri,j is computed by the AMC module in LTE-Sim while
considering the channel quality indicator (CQI) feedback that
the UE hosting the j-th flow has sent for the i-th subchannel.
It should also be noted that i and j are sub channel flows.
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C. Summary of Exponential/Proportional Fair Algorithm
(EXP-PF)
This scheduler was also developed in [13][20][22]. Its main
aim is to increase the priority of real-time flows with respect
to non-real-time flows, where their head-of-line packet (first
packet in the queue) delay is very close to the delay threshold
[21]. Its metrics were computed in [13] using the following
equations.


αi DHOL,i − X
√
mi,j = exp
(16)
1+ X
The variable X in equation (16) can be obtained from equation
(17) below
Nr,t
1 X
X=
αi DHOL,i
(17)
Nr,t i=1
where Nr,t is the number of active downlink real-time flows.
αi in equation (17) can be described as the maximum probability that delay DHOL,i of the head-of-line packet exceeds
the delay threshold. If we consider the packet threshold to be
Ti , then αi in equation (17) can be calculated as follows:
αi = −

log2 αi
Ti

(18)

Equations (17) and (18) proposed in [13], calculates the
average total of the entire down link real time flows based
on the probability that the first packet to be transmitted in
the queue exceeds the delay threshold. This helps to prioritize
down link real time flows.
VI.

S IMULATION D ETAILS

A. PRB Characteristics
Before we go into the details of our simulation setup,
lets first introduce the characteristics of PRBs, described as
transmission resources in LTE. LTE systems can be analyzed
both in time and frequency planes. The time plane is divided
into 1 ms TTI, which consists of two slots of 0.5 ms to form
1 ms sub frames, where each sub frame contains 7 OFDMA
symbols. In each TTI there are 14 OFDMA symbols, where 2
symbols out of 14 are reserved for uplink pilot transmission,
while the other 12 symbols are used for data and control
information transmission. TTIs can be defined as the minimum
allocation unit in the time domain [23]. If we consider the
frequency plane, the minimum allocation unit is the PRB,
where each PRB contains 12 subcarrier of 15 KHz bandwidth
each. The number of OFDMA symbols in a resource block
depends on a cyclic prefix being used. All these can be
depicted in Figure 3. It must be noted that VoIP packets must
be transmitted per TTI and they can occupy one or more PRBs
[6]. The amount of data bits that can be transmitted by one
PRB depends on the link between the eNodeB and the user
mobile terminal. This is due to the fact that 3G LTE uses
adaptive modulation and coding (AMC), in order to change
the modulation and coding schemes depending on the wireless
link conditions.
B. LTE-Sim
In order to evaluate our proposed algorithm we used
LTE-Sim simulation software. LTE-Sim is an open source

Figure 3 – Resource Grid

software, which is used to simulate LTE networks. It was
developed in [13] and it is freely available under the GPLv3
licence. LTE-Sim is written in C++ using the object-oriented
concept as an event driven simulator. This simulation software
has all the important aspects of LTE networks notably the
Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRAN) and
the Evolved Packet System (EPS). It maintains both single
cell/multiuser and multiple cell/multiuser network topologies.
This simulation software also supports different features, i.e.,
QoS management, user mobility, handover procedures, frequency reuse techniques, etc. Four different traffic generators
are implemented and the management of data radio bearer
is supported in this simulation software. The network nodes
developed in this software are: User Equipment (UE), evolved
Node B (eNB) and Mobility Management Entity/Gateway
(MME/GW). Other features developed in LTE-Sim include:
AMC scheme, channel quality indicator feedback, and some
well known scheduling algorithms such as, PF and EXP-PF.
C. Scenario Setup
Our network topology is made up of a set of cells and
different network nodes, which include: the eNodeB, mobility management/gateway (MME/GW), and user equipments
(UEs). All the simulations were run in a three tier diamondpattern macro scenario with 19-3-sector sites, which had a total
of about 57 cells. The channel model used is the propagation
loss channel model with channel realization. Most of the
simulation parameters are presented in the Table 1. VoIP flows
are generated by the traffic generator in LTE-SIM called VoIP
application, which generates G.729 voice flows. The voice flow
has been modelled with an ON/OFF Markov chain. The ON
period is exponentially distributed with a mean value of 3s and
the OFF period has a truncated exponential probability density
function with an upper limit of 6.9s as well as an average value
of 3s [24]. During the ON period, the source sends 20 bytes
sized packets every 20 ms, which implies that the source data
rate is 8 kb/s, on the other hand during the OFF period the
rate is zero because the presence of voice activity detector is
assumed. Three different scheduling algorithms were used in
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all simulation scenarios, these were: our proposed algorithm as
well as EXP-PF and PF developed in [13]. Simulations were
run for a number of iterations and in every iteration the seed
number was updated. This was done in order to analyze the
accuracy and the confidence interval of our simulation results.
TABLE I – Simulation Parameters
Simulation Parameters
Bandwidth
PRB structure
TTI
Number of available PRBs
Number of sectors
Simulation time
Cyclic prefix
Number of Iterations
Scheduling Algorithms
Cell radius

VII.

Values
5MHz
12subcarrier and 2subframes
1msec
25
3
1000 TTIs
Normal
5
Our Proposed Algorithm, EXP-PF, and PF
1 Km

transmission. So if more VoIP packets get dropped, the utility
levels also start to fall. However, we note that there are some
differences in the three schedulers. When PF and EXP-PF are
used, the utility levels are lower than those of our proposed
algorithm. This due to the fact that, with PF and EXP-PF
schedulers, when there are high concurrent real-time flows,
the probability of discarding packets for deadline expiration
increases [11]. However, with our proposed algorithm, we do
not calculate the deadline expiration factor for VoIP packets, it
employs a simple method of scheduling users based on simple
metrics, as well as the availability of the resource blocks.

R ESULTS A NALYSIS

A. Numerical Analysis
In this subsection, we present the numerical analysis to
compare the analysis of our proposed scheduling algorithm
with that of EXP-PF and PF proposed in the literature. The
main reason for comparing our proposed scheduling algorithm
with these two scheduling algorithms is that, they used the
same PRBs allocation as ours and have similar simulation
parameters except that they apply different metrics. They were
also used as the benchmark scheduling algorithms in the
LTE-Sim simulator. This made our comparison more feasible.
Regarding the numerical analysis, we compared the level of
VoIP user satisfaction (utility level) with the packet loss ratio,
VoIP delay, and transmission rate. First let us analyze system
utilization of all the three schedulers.
From the utilization point of view, as the transmission rate
increases the bandwidth utilization also increases. This can
be seen in Figure 4. This is mainly due to the fact that as
the transmission rate increases, more users in the network are
scheduled hence utilizing more bandwidth.

Figure 5 – Utility Function Vs PLR
Figure 6 compares the utility levels with VoIP delay.
Again the utility levels decreases as the VoIP delay increases.
When PF and EXP-PF are used, there is more reduction in
the satisfaction levels than when our proposed algorithm is
used. Our proposed algorithm employs a simple method of
allocating resource blocks and scheduling VoIP user, which is
less affected by high load factor as compared to the other two
scheduling algorithm that employ packet deadline expiration
procedure, which is highly affected by high load factor.

Figure 6 – Utility Function Vs VoIP Delay
Figure 4 – Bandwidth (MHz) Vs Transmission Rate(kb)
From Figure 5, which shows the comparison between
the utility levels and PLR, we can see that the VoIP user
satisfaction levels were dropping as the PLR increased. PLR is
the rate at, which VoIP packets are dropped during voice traffic

Figure 7 compares the utility levels with transmission rates
(mj ). The transmission rate was measured using the report
provided by the user to eNodeB and was calculated using
equations (7), (8), and (9) The better the transmission rate,
the higher the levels of user satisfaction. As it can be seen in
Figure 7, the utility levels are increasing as the mj increases
for all the three schedulers. Again, our proposed algorithm
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managed higher utility levels than EXP-PF and PF.

mainly due to the fact that as the number of users increase, they
overutilize the link and cause congestion in the network. This
will affect the transmission rate (mj ) and queue length (Ql )
metrics. This results in delay for VoIP packets. Even though
there was an increase in VoIP delay for all the three schedulers,
there are some differences in the three schedulers. When PF
and EXP-PF are employed, the VoIP delay increases higher
than of our proposed algorithm.

Figure 7 – Utility Function Vs Transmission Rate(kb)

B. Performance Analysis Based on VoIP Users
Regarding the performance analysis, we analyzed the same
three VoIP metrics, which were throughput, VoIP delay, and
packet loss ratio against the number of VoIP users. These
metrics were compared with those of EXP-PF and PF scheduling algorithms. We analyzed user throughput for all three
schedulers, while gradually increasing the number of VoIP
users. As it can be seen in Figure 8, throughput decreased
as the number of VoIP users increased in all algorithms. As
the number of VoIP users increases, they overutilized the link
and hence reduced the channel quality. This results in the
VoIP packets being dropped as the number of VoIP users are
increased, which led to less utilization of PRBs hence reducing
the the total throughput achieved by VoIP users. As VoIP
packets are small packets, many packets are needed to fully
utilize the available PRBs. However, as congestion increased
in the network, this led to VoIP packets being dropped, which
led to less utilization of the available PRBs. But once again,
our proposed algorithm obtained better throughput than the
other two scheduling algorithms.

Figure 9 – Delay Vs VoIP Users
The packet drop ratio is analyzed and plotted on the Y
axis as we increased the number of VoIP users steadily to the
maximum of twenty users. Figure 10 shows the packet loss
ratio for VoIP flows. As it can be seen, VoIP PLR increased
as the number of VoIP users increased. This is mainly due
to similar factors that affect VoIP delay. Even though there
was an increase in VoIP PLR for all the three schedulers, we
note some differences in the three schedulers. When PF and
EXP-PF was used, the VoIP PLR increases more than that of
our proposed algorithm. This is due to the fact that, with PF
and EXP-PF schedulers, when there are high concurrent realtime flows, the probability of discarding packets for deadline
expiration increases [8].

Figure 10 – PLR Vs VoIP Users
Figure 8 – Throughput Vs VoIP Users
We also analyzed VoIP delay while gradually increasing the
number of VoIP users. This is shown in Figure 9. The VoIP
delay is plotted on the Y axis in seconds as we increased the
number of users steadily to twenty. As it can be seen, VoIP
delay increased as the number of VoIP users increased. This is

C. Complexity Analysis
Our proposed algorithm performs the scheduling operation
after searching the user that can maximize utility function
based on transmission rate (mj ) and queue length (Ql ) metrics. Therefore, the complexity to schedule the first user is
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O(KN ), this will be the complexity for the first iteration. The
complexity to schedule the second user is O((K − 1)N ) and
so on. In our algorithm, the number of iterations depends on
the number of users K. As there are K iterations, the overall
algorithm complexity can approximately be expressed as:

O(KN +(K−1)N +..+2N +N ) = O(

K(K + 1)
N ) ≈ O(K 2 N )
2
(19)

Where O(K 2 N ) implies that there is a second order
complexity in the number of users based on mj , Ql metrics
and there is also linear complexity in resource blocks N . This
is due to the fact that there is no search done on the resource
blocks, any available resource block is assigned to the user
with highest metric. So for real complexity implementation of
this algorithm, you only need to apply the possible values of N
and K in the equation (19) to determine where it is efficient.
If we compare our algorithm to algorithm 1 in [11] that
has a linear complexity in relation to the number of user and
quadratic complexity in relation to the number of resource
blocks, i.e., O(N 2 K), it is clear that our algorithm will only
outperform it when the number of users are low since it will
perform less iterations however when the number of users
increases, algorithm 1 in [11] performs better.
D. Fairness Analysis
The fairness aspect is introduced mainly to solve the
resource starvation problem, where users close to the base
station are allocated more resources and edge users generally
suffer from resource starvation [11]. Fairness can be described
as a loose concept, which implies that all users are allocated
equal amount of resources in order to meet QoS requirements. From the fairness point of view, we computed jain
fairness index, which can be found in [25]. We compared
our algorithm with PF and EXP-PF developed in [13]. Their
fairness and complexity context constitutes an extension to
algorithms described in [11][12] and they are also the bench
mark schedulers in the simulator that we used. We analyzed the
fairness index of all the scheduling schemes. As seen in Figure
11, fairness index decreased as the number of users increases.
The fairness index of our proposed algorithm is higher than
that of PF but lower than EXP-PF. It should be noted that the
main advantage of our proposed algorithm is to improve the
QoS of voice traffic when transmitted over an LTE network.
At the same time, it reduces the negative impact, which
may be caused by the introduction of the new algorithm on
the entire systems performance. However, when we consider
fairness analysis, EXP-PF out performs our proposed algorithm
due to the following reason: EXP-PF employs the fairness
concept in [11], which uses the algorithmic utility function
that is associated with proportional fairness of the utility based
optimization. This helps it in achieving a better fairness factor.
VIII.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

In this paper, we analyzed the problem of scheduling and
resource allocation for VoIP in 3G LTE. We also investigated
the performance, complexity, and fairness of our proposed
cross-layer scheduling algorithm for VoIP in 3G LTE. We
projected the voice packet scheduling and resource allocation

Figure 11 – Fairness Vs VoIP Users

problem as a constrained optimization problem. We solved this
problem using a dual optimization approach with the goal of
maximizing the expected total utility function under different
constraints. Finally, we provided the algorithmic implementation of the obtained solution and also studied the performance
of the proposed algorithm under different conditions and
compared it with other algorithms in the literature, i.e., PF
and EXP-PF.
Unlike other algorithms, which are time consuming and
very complex, our proposed algorithm uses a metric maximization procedure to assign resource blocks to VoIP users. The
main metrics used being queue length and transmission rate,
this procedure makes our proposed algorithm less complex and
it is executed in a short time.
Regarding complexity, our proposed algorithm performs
better when the number of users is small since it schedules
users after searching the user with highest utility metrics based
on (mj ), (Ql ) and the search goes on for all available users.
So for a small number of users, the search iterations done are
less and hence the better performance. Our proposed algorithm
performed better than PF but slightly poorer than EXP-PF.
Regarding numerical analysis, we compared the level of
VoIP user satisfaction (utility level) with the packet loss ratio,
VoIP delay, and transmission rate. These metrics were compared for all three scheduling algorithms, i.e., our proposed algorithm, EXP-PF, and PF. Our proposed scheduling algorithm
performed better than the other two scheduling algorithms.
Regarding the performance analysis, we analyzed the same
three VoIP metrics, which are throughput, VoIP delay, and
packet loss ratio against the number of VoIP users. These metrics were compared with those of EXP-PF and PF scheduling
algorithms. Again, our proposed algorithm out performed the
other two algorithm.
Regarding fairness, the fairness index of our proposed
algorithm is higher than that of PF but lower than EXP-PF.
This is mainly due to the fact that EXP-PF uses the algorithmic
utility function that is associated with proportional fairness of
the utility based optimization. This helps in achieving a better
fairness factor.
In future work, we will try to employ different tests such
as, real life scenarios (existing networks) in order to analyze
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the difficulties and additional cost that would be required. It
would also help us to analyze the practicability of our results
and to make them more reliable. Our proposed algorithm can
also be extended to other real-time applications, i.e., video,
as well as extending it to latest LTE Advanced technology
standards.
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Abstract—The challenges Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS) address have only increased in time as, along with fast
and cost-effective route planning, environmental sensibilities
are nowadays also prominent. Currently, many ITS related
studies focus on studying Car-to-Car (C2C) and Car-toInfrastructure (C2I) communications in Vehicular Ad-hoc
Network (VANET) environments. The utilization of such
infrastructure-less and flexible topology networks poses several
challenges for the routing mechanism aiming to achieve
effective and efficient message delivery, specifically through
broadcasts. This paper presents a new broadcast-based
message delivery approach termed the Traffic Message
Delivery Algorithm (TMDA) optimized for a city-based
VANET setting. TMDA considers urban traffic travelling
patterns and has been designed to exploit the route properties
of different vehicle types such as cars and buses. In the case of
the latter, TMDA adjusts its message propagation strategy so
that bus routes, which intuitively involve elements (buses) with
predictable routes, help propagate broadcast messages to a
whole region which may otherwise have been disconnected. We
investigate and compare the communications performance of
vehicle groups under TMDA against other broadcast protocols
through a set of experiments using NS-2 to simulate
communications and SUMO to create representative mobility
patterns. The simulation outcomes show that TMDA
outperforms its competitors in efficiency and reliability while
avoiding the deteriorating effects of a broadcast storm.
Keywords- ITS; Car-to-Car (C2C) communication; VANET;
broadcasting protocol; NS-2; SUMO

I.

INTRODUCTION

Traffic demands in urban environments have been
growing in recent years, following the proliferation of
vehicles in the developing world and increasing worker
mobility in modern economies. Utilising technology to help
optimise existing traffic patterns and anticipate future
demands has been a perpetual goal of Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS). The availability of in-car
wireless capabilities as well as the definition of
interoperable vehicular communication standards worldwide
has allowed for practically deployable decentralised ITS
solutions alongside the more traditional centralised
approach. As future trends indicate that in the near future
urban centres will keep growing in importance and size,

traffic coordination fuels and is fuelled by this growth, thus
failing to manage it could stunt city development.
The importance of ITS in urban environments has been
highlighted several times in the literature, with many
developments helping define and expand its role [2-4]. A
major theme in such works is decentralisation in the sense
that traffic participants can be used as a practical tool to
achieve efficient and reliable message propagation.
Intuitively, vehicles are mobile entities with both
predictable and unpredictable paths and so can be transports
of messages to different sections of a city even if these are
not covered by fixed ITS infrastructure. Further, fixed
infrastructure facilities that can help propagate messages
may be used in a complementary fashion helping the overall
network to achieve an acceptable degree of connectivity. As
a result of their great potential Car-to-Car (C2C) and Car-toInfrastructure (C2I) solutions have received much attention
[2], [5-8].
Several ITS related completed and on-going projects can
be found in the seventh EU Framework Programme for
Research and Technological Development [2], such as the
Cooperative Vehicle-Infrastructure Systems (CVIS) project
[5], which investigates interactions between vehicles and
transport infrastructures for road safety. Another noteworthy
and influential project is SAFESPOT [6], which considers
intelligent information exchanges between vehicles and
roadside units to realize safe and efficient transportation.
Other works such as [7] recommend the deployment
of roadside stations as it considers that infrastructure is a
prerequisite for particular transportation monitors such as
speed advisories and route navigation. These projects,
among others, attempt to integrate C2C and C2I
applications to achieve a combined benefit whilst
highlighting that C2I can help improve ITS outcomes by
utilizing roadside units (RSU), access points (AP) and
cellular base-station information.
Even though C2I applications are broadly deployed
compared to C2C applications, they exhibit well-studied
weaknesses such as higher cost of infrastructure deployment
[8], lower speed of connections [9] and smaller volume of
handled data [10]. Importantly, C2C communications in
Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs), which are by
definition infrastructure-free, self-governing and selforganized, can help effectively address such issues.
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This study contributes to the C2C communication
potential in a VANET architecture deployed in an urban
(city) environment. It proposes a novel and efficient
broadcast-based message dissemination algorithm termed
the Traffic Message Delivery Algorithm (TMDA) which
makes use of known travel route information for public
(buses) or private vehicles (considering route intentions
declared via Sat-Nav devices) to efficiently spread messages
of interest through the network. The proposed algorithm is
evaluated via extensive simulation, as opposed to testbed
assessment [11-13], using the Network Simulator 2 (NS-2)
[14] to model communications and the Simulation of Urban
Mobility (SUMO) [15] to model the mobility pattern based
on the topography of the city centre of Nottingham in the
UK.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next
section presents a literature review of existing broadcasting
techniques in ad-hoc networks outlining their respective
strengths and weaknesses. Section 3 describes a VANETbased C2C communication architecture proposed in previous
work, which works in tandem with existing fixed
infrastructure features to more effectively accommodate ITS
functions. Section 4 contains an in-depth description of our
novel message delivery algorithm termed TMDA, intended
for use in the VANET C2C setting described in the previous
section. Section 5 describes the simulation parameters used
in the subsequent evaluation of TMDA. Then, Section 6
presents the simulation results and an in-depth discussion of
TMDA performance. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper
and offers suggestions for future work.

II.

RELATED WORK

Flooding is a classic broadcasting method used in ad-hoc
networks [3], [16], [17]. In this method, each of the nodes
broadcasts or rebroadcasts a packet to all their neighbouring
nodes the first time they receive it; if it has been received
before they discard the packet to avoid redundant
retransmissions. Ho et al. [18] state that simple flooding,
also known as blind flooding [19] provides minimal state
and high reliability, which are suitable for high mobility
networks such as MANETs and VANETs.
Broadcast-based protocols suffer from high redundancy
and transmission congestions, known as broadcast storms.
Presently, several different broadcasting mechanisms are
implemented in routing protocols to address this problem.
Based on in-depth overviews of different protocols in [3] and
[20], we only concentrate on those studies which are directly
related to our area of focus, specifically those that propose
delay-based, position-based and probability-based methods
to mitigate broadcast storms.
A. Delay-based Protocols
In order to alleviate the negative effects of simultaneous
broadcasting collisions, different methods have been adopted
to generate forwarding delays.

In [21], the authors suggest a Vehicle-Density-based
Emergency Broadcasting (VDEB) protocol which takes into
account the sender-receiver distance. It obtains the distance
from the interaction of neighbouring nodes, i.e., from
acknowledgement (ACK) packets, and assigns a waiting
time-slot for the rebroadcast action so that simultaneous
forwarding can be avoided. The Beaconless routing
algorithm (BLR) [22] applies a similar idea. Here, the delay
is defined as deferring time which represents a relationship
between transmission range and one-hop distance between
the last sender and the current receiver. In Urban Multi-hop
Broadcast (UMB) [23], which functions over IEEE 802.11,
the farthest vehicles forward the received data first and then
inform other nodes in between. Furthermore, Zhang et al.
suggested a Neighbor Coverage-Based Probabilistic (NCPR)
protocol [4], which defines a rebroadcast delay. The
difference between NCPR and other protocols is that the
delay is calculated based on a uncovered neighbour set
𝑈(𝑛𝑖 ) and covered neighbour sets of node s and 𝑛𝑖 − 𝑁(𝑠)
and 𝑁(𝑛𝑖 ).

B. Position-based Protocols
There exists a set of protocols which work with the
position of nodes. In such cases, the nodes within or towards
a particular area are the only ones that can rebroadcast
messages. For example, the BLR [22] protocol specifies a
Forwarding Area (FA). The nodes positioned inside the FA
are the only ones that can rebroadcast the message. The
shape of FA, which is defined as a sector in BLR [22] is
considered as an issue. Position-based Opportunistic Routing
(POR) [24] is another example of Position-based protocols
and it defines the shape of FA as an area with positive
progress towards a terminus.

C. Probability-based Protocols
Probability-based forwarding is another widely adopted
approach to address the problem of broadcast storms. For
example, Ni et al. [25] assume that the nodes should
rebroadcast the received packet by following predetermined
probabilities. So, if the probability is 100%, the scheme will
be identical to blind flooding. The aforementioned NCPR
[4] protocol uses a probability scheme to control the
forwarding candidates. The authors in [25] introduce
additional coverage ratio and connectivity factors to
calculate the rebroadcast probability for each node. Higher
coverage ratio means that there are more nodes that should
be covered in the rebroadcast and therefore, the rebroadcast
probability needs to be set to a high value (e.g., 0.75),
allowing more nodes to dispose of Route Request (RREQ)
packets. Meanwhile, although the connectivity factor
increases the rebroadcast probability for the node in a sparse
network with poor connectivity, it decreases the rebroadcast
probability for nodes located in a dense network.
Current broadcasting protocols have improved the
communication performance in terms of transmission
efficiency and reliability. However, as Ros et al. [26]
present, there are other factors such as uneven distributions
of vehicles and their travelling speeds which are specific to
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VANET networks. In sparse network scenarios such as
VANETs, appropriate protocols should be applied to deal
with the high number of disconnections and their impact on
message exchanges. Many existing approaches [21], [24],
[27] utilize acknowledgement packets for this purpose. For
example, Lee et al. [28] introduce a method for periodically
broadcasting to neighbouring nodes. In this approach,
neighbouring nodes of one-hop distance will be able to
disperse the message to higher distance hops when they are
in one-hop distance with them because of their mobility
freedom. As another method, Kitani et al. [29] suggest the
concept of ‘message ferrying' in inter-vehicle
communications, introducing bus as the ferry rather than a
vehicle. Message ferrying is proposed to improve the
efficiency of information sharing in sparse areas by relying
on buses’ regular routes and their ability to help with
collecting more traffic information.
In VANETs, there are diverse and changeable
communication demands and traffic problems can occur at
any time in different areas. These characteristics make it very
difficult for a communication protocol to perform adequately
in typical communication scenarios and, it would be fair to
state, there has not yet been any comprehensive and popular
message delivery algorithm to do so. Researchers have
proposed algorithms which include particular traffic
information, such as the inclusion of the acknowledgments
into the periodic beacons for high reliability in [28] and the
inclusion of vehicles' status and surrounding information in
[30]. So far, on the basis of studies in the literature, explicitly
utilising scheduled routes information has not been
considered as a means to improving network coverage or
message dissemination; the proposed TMDA algorithm in
this paper addresses this void.
III.

A VANET FRAMEWORK

In previous work, we introduced a VANET architecture
[31]
which
accommodates
spontaneous
wireless
communications occurring within a group of wireless mobile
nodes, as shown in Figure 1. The architecture integrates
features of traditional ad-hoc networking and VANET
technologies allowing for both intra-network and internetwork
connections
with
gateway
functions
providing access to the Internet [32].
In this setting, we focus on the aspect of the
communication system which utilizes vehicles (roaming
agents) for routing purposes via the inclusion of traffic route
information. To better utilise the potential of the
vehicle/node as a message forwarding device when
communications occur, the system distinguishes them in
three types: mobile, semi-mobile and static nodes.
Mobile nodes, such as private vehicles, are defined as
common ad-hoc nodes without pre-conceived routes that are
able to consume and forward messages. As these are the
most prolific in public road networks (privately owned
vehicles outnumber publically or state owned ones in most
settings), they form the majority group in acting as message

Figure 1. A VANET Scenario – city traffic communications [33]

forwarders and consumers. As vehicles can be generally
equipped with highly capable electronic devices for message
storage, they can also act as long-storage and dissemination
agents for relevant messages through the network. The
routes of such nodes cannot easily be predicted as it depends
on the will of the owner at the time - i.e., the routes are
largely unpredictable and cannot be known in advance.
Semi-mobile nodes, on the other hand, have
predetermined routes which they follow at particular times;
the most characteristic example of such vehicles is a bus
following a particular bus route. In the particular case of
buses, which is the semi-mobile node type considered in this
study there is opportunity of including more powerful
devices with greater storage than in cars due to the larger
physical size of the bus vehicle. As such messages can be
cached for longer before they are propagated (due to
increased storage space), the communications range may be
greater with the use of directional antennas (the cost of
additional antennas is small compared to the cost of the
bus) and more messages may be processed at the time (due
to the availability of greater processing power). The
presence of semi mobile nodes allows the predictable reconnection of possibly disconnected network segments and
allows message propagation to reach, with predictable
delay, areas in the road network where mobile node traffic is
sparse. Further, in many cities there are dedicated bus-lanes
or bus-priority lanes which help guarantee travel times for
commuters even in times of peak traffic; as such the
scheduled travelling times of semi-mobile bus nodes are
more reliable than the predictable travelling time of other
semi-mobile vehicles (such as police patrol cars).
Static nodes are fixed infrastructure units with the ability
to relay and consume messages. These cannot ensure road
network coverage on their own due to their high expense of
deployment but instead cooperate with the other two node
types to aid communication in the network. Broadly, these
are termed roadside units and, in general, have few
processing power and storage limitations.
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The message delivery algorithm described in the next
section is specifically designed to meet the requirements of
C2C communications in this VANET framework by taking
advantage of the three types of traffic participant mentioned
above. We generally assume a sparse presence of static
nodes (due to their cost) and mostly rely on mobile and semimobile vehicles to achieve message dissemination.
IV.

TMDA – NOVEL MESSAGE DELIVERY ALGORITHM

Traffic Message Delivery Algorithm (TMDA) is a novel
broadcasting-based algorithm designed for improving
communication performance in the VANET network
configuration described in the previous section. The TMDA
version used here is identical to that used in previous work
[1]; however, it is examined here more thoroughly. The
main difference between TMDA and previously proposed
broadcast methods is that it does not implement only a
single broadcasting approach - such as simple flooding,
delay-based, position-based or neighbourhood-based
methods [34] - but also adopts intelligent broadcasting
strategies by utilizing pre-existing travel information for
semi-mobile vehicles. Specifically, every participating
vehicle is aware of the route and schedule of semi-mobile
nodes in the road network; this is used in the manner
described below to disseminate a message to a single or
several recipients. Initial route information of semi-mobile
vehicles could be downloaded each day from the vehicle
owner’s smartphone or through some other means.
Overall, TMDA aims to take advantage of the arbitrary,
but presumably law abiding, route patterns of mobile nodes
(cars) and exploits the benefits of controllable, scheduled,
and predictable bus-nodes; it does not only use the simple
broadcasting behaviours of cars, but also makes use of the
higher processing power of bus-nodes to persistently store
and forward messages. As well as handling local message
delivery, TMDA allows for the possibility of Internet access
through the static nodes infrastructure with road sign units
acting as gateways.
A. Algorithm Description
TMDA is a receiver-oriented broadcasting protocol,
meaning that receivers are solely responsible for
determining re-broadcasting behaviour. The process can be
distinguished in four sequences, namely (1) redundancy
check; (2) position check; (3) distance check and (4) delay
assignment. Algorithm I shows the pseudo-code of TMDA
operations when a message reaches a receiver.
When a message is received by a receiver R but R is the
originator S for this packet, then a broadcasting loop occurs
(lines 2-3 in Algorithm I), so, in this case, R needs to
discard the message. Each message has a unique message id
msg_id. When a message reaches any receiver R, the msg_id
is recorded into a broadcast table brd_table that every
receiver R maintains. If the msg_id is found in brd_table,
the redundant packet is directly discarded (lines 5-6);
otherwise, R continues processing the message (lines 8 to
19).

ALGORITHM I.

PSEUDO-CODE OF TMDA IN MESSAGE RECEIVING

1 Event: the message received by R
2 if R = S then
3
discard the message;
4 else
5
if {msg_id ∩ brd_table} ≠ Ø then:
6
discard the message;
7
else
8
if Pr is on I-Routes or R is a static node then:
9
assign a WD1;
10
forward the message at T1;
11
else
12
if Ps is on I-Routes then:
13
discard the message;
14
else
15
if Dr = Ds then:
16
assign a WD2;
17
forward the message at T2;
18
else
19
discard the message;
20
endif
21
endif
22
endif
23
endif
24 endif
25 END Event

In this VANET configuration, nodes are assumed to be
equipped with GPS enabled devices. The location
information derived from GPS allows the node to discover
whether it is located in a special geographic location termed
the I-Route. The term I-Route refers to predetermined routes
on the map which are distinguished from regular road
segments in that they are bus lanes where, normally, only
buses travel, i.e., bus movement there is independent from
normal traffic flow. If R is on an I-Route or it is a static node
(e.g., bus stop), then R forwards the message to be
propagated at time T after a waiting delay WD . Another
waiting delay WD is defined with some value, which is
inversely proportional to the distance between S and R. That
is, the farthest R forwards the message first (because the
calculated added delay will be smaller compared to that of
other Rs). On the other hand, if R is not on the I-Route but
the last-hop S is, then R discards the message so that
redundant messages can be limited to a certain degree. With
this method we attempt to guarantee that transmissions on an
I-Route have higher priority to others. If the last-hop S is a
non I-Route node, then R reads the message and knows that
the position of last-hop sender (P ) is not on the I-Route; it
then compares the direction of the last sender (D ) and itself
(D ). When they move towards the same direction, then the
message is forwarded at T after adding a delay of WD . WD
is always greater than WD which in turn means that the
resulting T is greater than T . If the nodes move in opposite
directions no propagating transmission takes place.
1
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B. Main Mechanisms
1) I-Route: In TMDA, I-Route is a novel concept of
assigning special importance to some linked road segments.
The term implies a set of special routes considered in the
message delivery algorithm that are used to determine the
next operation of nodes. If a message reaches an I-Route
receiver, the receiver forwards the message quickly using
the pre-configured directions of the I-Route; otherwise, they
follow the regular broadcasting strategy outlined in the
algorithm. I-Routes are meant to represent locations where
nodes will often be present and traffic will be dense. IRoutes also exist in sparse traffic places where there is a
greater chance that a bus will be present compared to other
parts of the network. In any case, I-Routes are predefined
and they exist to attempt a best effort at finding an
intermediate to propagate the message to its destination.
2) Farthest Node First Send: The final forwarding
behaviour is defined by the Farthest Node First Send
(FNFS) paradigm. This can be defined as follows; when a
sender broadcast a message to all neighbours, the farthest
one within the transmission range will retransmit the
message before the others. This is represented by a
probability value, as defined in (1):
𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑠 =

𝑑<𝑠,𝑟>
𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥

(1)

where 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑠 is a probability of distance; 𝑑<𝑠,𝑟> represents a
distance between last-hop sender and current receiver, as
shown in (2); 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 is a maximum value of transmission
range, e.g., 150 meters - this value depends on the signal
propagation configuration.
𝑑<𝑠,𝑟> = �∆𝑥 2 + ∆𝑦 2

(2)

where ∆𝑥 and ∆𝑦 is the difference of the 𝑥 and 𝑦 coordinates
of the last sender and current receiver.
The above equations indicate that, if a receiver is
positioned closer to the boundary of its last-hop sender, a
larger 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑠 is obtained, which contributes to a faster
rebroadcast. In general, FNFS limits data collisions
somewhat by reducing the number of transmissions along a
transmission path.
3) Direction vector: The direction vector of the nodes is
considered when both the sender and the receiver are not on
any I-Routes. This is because nodes in such case are prone
to broadcasting collision and congestion, and taking the
direction of traffic into account can possibly reduce packet
collisions. However, as described in Algorithm I the
direction vector is not considered when the receiver is an IRoute node (a node located on an I-Route). The I-Route
scheme includes a suppression mechanism to reduce the
number of broadcast collisions - additional utilization of the
direction vector may limit the quantity of forwarding

candidates, resulting in lowering message reachability.
Thus, the direction-based strategy is not essential for IRoute nodes. In (3), the direction vector is applied as:
𝑃𝑑𝑐𝑡 =

𝜋−𝑆𝑅°
𝜋

(3)

where 𝑃𝑑𝑐𝑡 is termed a direction based probability; 𝑆𝑅°
represents the difference of direction vector of sender and
receiver in degrees; 𝜋 is equal to 180°. In TMDA, when the
angular distance between sender and receiver is less than
180°, we consider these two nodes to move in the same
direction, i.e., 𝐷𝑟 == 𝐷𝑠 .
4) Waiting Delay: In TMDA, the waiting delay 𝑊𝐷 is
the most influential parameter used to control the time of
forwarding. In generating a delay 𝑊𝐷 , the position and
direction of senders and receivers as well as the distance
between last hop and current receiver are the main factors.
Forwarding with a 𝑊𝐷 strategy somewhat addresses the
problem of broadcast storms. As mentioned before, VANET
nodes are assumed to be equipped with GPS devices so they
can detect their own positions and directions in a timely
fashion and could place that information in the forwarded
packets. So, when a receiver R receives the message, it is
possible to deduce the distance between it and the sender (or
last hop node). In TMDA, 𝑊𝐷 is calculated via (4) which
adapts it for different node conditions:
(1 − 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑠 ) × 𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑝
𝑇𝑤𝑑 = �
(1 − 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑠 ) × 2𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑝

𝑅𝐼𝑅 = 1
𝑅𝐼𝑅 = 0, 𝑆𝐼𝑅 = 0

(4)

where 𝑇𝑤𝑑 is a waiting delay; 𝑇𝑑𝑖𝑠 is an minimum interval
time of one-hop transmission.
According to the above equations, the waiting delay
varies due to the position and direction of senders and
receivers. The waiting delay is smaller when the receiver is
an I-Route node than when both sender and receiver are
non-I-Route nodes. In the latter condition, only
communicating pairs facing the same directions have a
chance to forward the message after some waiting delay.
The predominant reason for this is to assign nodes different
waiting delays before transmission, aiming to avoid or
reduce the negative effects caused by simultaneous
broadcasts.
V.

SIMULATION SETUP

To evaluate the proposed TMDA broadcasting protocols,
we employ simulation and in particular use the NS-2 v.2.35
to create VANET network model for different scenarios.
Further, we use SUMO to simulate real traffic flows in
Nottingham (UK) city centre. Figure 2 depicts an overview
of the simulation structure.
The NS-2 modules in the simulation structure consist of
mobility information and broadcasting protocols. The raw
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data output from NS-2 is used to evaluate the network
performance in Section 6.
NS-2
Network Model
SUMO

TMDA

Figure 2.

Mobility
Model
Protocol

Performance
Evaluation
E2Edly
NRch
IVKBrd

at different times and different days. Therefore, we consider
simulation results for scenarios containing a number of
mobile nodes, ranging from 50 to 200. We define terms
‘very low density’, ‘low density’, ‘medium density’, and
‘high density’ to represent networks with 50, 100, 150 and
200 nodes respectively. Density examples are shown in
Figure 4.

Simulation and evaluation modules

A. Simulation Scenario
In this study, the simulated area is chosen to be the city
centre of Nottingham as shown on the map in Figure 3.
Compared with T-shaped patterns [31] and #-shaped patterns
[1] reported in our previous papers, this scenario contains
more realistic elements such as road distributions, vehicle
movements and the layout of bus lanes. Important elements
in the simulation scenario are described as follows.

Figure 4. Simulation models for very low and high density of networks

B. Simulation Parameters
The simulation parameters are shown in Table I. Further
important simulation parameters are outlined below.
TABLE I.
Network Simulator
Traffic Simulator
Channel
Bandwidth (Mbps)
Propagation
Network Interface
MAC Type
Protocol
Mobile vehicles
Message size (byte)
Transmission range (meter)
Maximum Velocity (km/h)
Number of observation
Simulation time (second)

Figure 3. Nottingham (UK) City Centre with bus lanes

1) Nottingham City Centre: This is a medium scale
traffic area consisting of intersections, roads in various
shapes, buildings and so on. In this scenario, we need to find
whether I-Routes provide efficient decisions for message
delivery; whether different types of nodes can cooperate to
provide high reachability under various network densities
;and whether broadcast storms can be alleviated effectively.
2) I-Route: This is a term used for a set of special routes
in a target system. In I-Routes, the message transmission
mechanism can process rebroadcasts based on their
priorities and improve communication performance. In this
simulation, we take advantage of buses in the city traffic by
adopting bus lanes to shape the I-Routes; this is shown as
red lines in Figure 3.
3) Network density: It represents the number of nodes in
the network. In reality, the traffic density in an area can vary

SIMULATION PARAMETERS
NS-2 (version 2.35)
SUMO
WirelessChannel
6
TwoRayGround
WirelessPhyExt
IEEE 802.11p
TMDA, Flooding
50, 100, 150, 200
128, 256, 512, 1024
150
30
50
1500

1) Distance: In this work, the nodes are distributed
following the topography of urban lanes. SUMO generates
vehicular traffic using the car following model and the
transmission is set to approximately 150 metres given that
the signal propagation model (TwoRayGround) is
deterministic.
2) Speed: The speed of vehicles can vary in different
traffic conditions and in accordance with the traffic rules
such as the road speed limit, etc. In this simulation, the
speeds of nodes in city centre area are set to vary randomly
with the limit of 30 km/h.
3) Time: The total simulation time is set to be 1500
seconds. NS-2 allows messages to be generated or sent by
any nodes at any random time during the simulation time.
4) Message: Message contains three elements: message
size, message id and other information such as the source
node, current sender, the position, speed and direction of
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senders, the message expiry and current time. The size of
message can vary for different communication purposes. In
this paper, we observe message sizes from a minimum of
128 bytes to a maximum of 1024 bytes. We assume that
only one message is transmitted per observation time.
VI.

SIMULATION SETUP

In order to assess communication performance of
TMDA by comparing it to conventional flooding protocol
methods, we first introduce the performance metrics
considered as follows, before presenting and discussing the
simulation results.
A. Network Communication Performance Metrics
1) End-to-End delay (E2Ed): This metric refers to the
time needed for a message from an originator to be received
at the intended destination over the network, as in (5) and
(6). E2Ed represents a capability of the network
communication from a source to its possible destinations via
one-hop or multi-hop transmissions.
∆𝑇 = 𝑇𝑒 − 𝑇0

𝑇𝑒2𝑒𝑑 = 𝑇𝑊𝐷 + ∆𝑇

(5)
(6)

where 𝑇𝑒 and 𝑇0 stand for the time that the ultimate
destination receives a packet and the first transmission time
respectively.
2) Network Reachability (NRch): This parameter
represents a ratio of network nodes receiving a message as
in (7). In a broadcast storm, the NRch theoretically
decreases due to more packet collisions or when link
disconnections occur.
𝑅𝑁𝑅𝑐ℎ = �

𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑣
𝑁

� × 100%

(7)

where 𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑣 is the number of reached nodes and N is the
total number of network nodes, i.e., vehicles and bus stops in
this study.
3) Invoked Broadcast (IVKBrd): This metric measures
the number of invoked broadcasts in the whole network.
The particular goal of the metric is to observe how
effectively the protocol can control the forwarding process.
B. Compared Protocols
1) TMDA: The proposed traffic message delivery
algorithm in this study delivers messages using the concept
of pre-configured routes (I-Routes) in the city scenarios. On
the basis of general broadcasting methods, TMDA reduces
broadcast storms via a selective forwarding mechanism,
coupled with geographic information such as positions and
directions.

2) Flooding: Flooding is the simplest broadcasting
approach used in VANETs for data disseminations. This has
been reviewed and further discussed in Section 2. Although
there are obvious problems caused from the broadcast
storm, flooding is a protocol with very high reachability in a
particular range of networks. By comparing with this
broadcasting protocol, we can clearly identify whether
TMDA addresses broadcast storm and how effectively it
does so.
Table II shows the anticipated features of TMDA, being
given in advance, and these advantages and disadvantages
are investigated through simulation results in the following
sections.
TABLE II.

ANTICIPATED CHARACTERISTICS OF TMDA

Advantages

Disadvantages

1) Simple broadcasting mechanism
2) No network topology maintenance
3) No complex route discovery
algorithm
4) I-Routes are set up for controlling
packet forwards
5) Broadcast storm is controlled and
reduced by particular mechanism

1) Tolerate certain delays if
nodes are not on pre-configured
routes
2) Not suitable for emergency
message exchanges in sparse
networks based on C2C
communications only

C. Results Evaluation and Analysis
This section compares the communication performance
under the TMDA and flooding protocols with respect to
E2Ed, NRch and IVKBrd. In this paper, the in-depth
evaluation and analysis is presented in two parts: the effect
of networks density and the effect of message size.
1) Effective of network density
Network density, as introduced earlier, represents the
number of nodes in the network. In our target VANET
scenario, both mobile vehicles and static bus stops are
involved. In C2C communications, a dense network usually
maintains good connectivity at the cost of serious broadcast
storms. Therefore, our first investigation point on how to
overcome heavy packet collisions and transmission
congestions, which is closely related to the reachability
performance metric. We compare the reachability of TDMA
with the high reachability of flooding protocol to identify
whether TMDA can exhibit an acceptable message delivery
ratio.
A number of studies [2], [35], [36] have attempted to use
infrastructures in C2I technology to reduce the problem of
large disconnections and consequently lower reachability in
sparse networks such as C2C. However, if we consider
resource consumption and costs the C2C approach is more
effective. At this stage, we are using TMDA to improve
C2C communication performance without any connected
infrastructure node. TMDA’s capability to maintain C2C
message delivery in both dense and sparsely connected
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Figure 5. Reachability with the effect of density
(message size fixed)

communication environments is investigated. This can
become the basis for C2C and C2I communications in a
more advanced TMDA in future work.
In Figure 5, TMDA’s network reachability shows an
upward trend of 0.35 to 0.5 when the number of nodes
increases and then shows a significant decrease to
approximately 0.15 when the network density exceeds 200
nodes. On the other hand, flooding protocol shows a slight
network reachability fluctuation (0.4 to 0.32 to 0.48) when
the number of nodes is less than 200. Flooding shows a
significant decrease for network reachability similar to
TMDA for a denser network (over 200 nodes). For fixed size
of the messages, TMDA leads to around 5% to 20% higher
reachability than flooding as the network becomes denser,
except in the case where 128-byte messages are delivered in
the 100-node network.
The reduction of rebroadcasts is a credible reason for
TMDA’s higher reachability. In Figure 6, TMDA shows a
lower number of invoked broadcasts compared to the
flooding protocol as the number of nodes in the network
increases. For a fixed message size of 128 bytes, the IVKBrd
is approximately 22, 30, 70 and 35 for TMDA and 58, 70,
115, and 98 for flooding, as network density increases. The
range of difference in performance between the two
protocols varies from about 30% to 60%. This outcome
suggests that the concept of I-Route priority forwarding has
reduced the number of redundant packets and thus alleviated
broadcast storm.
The reachability results exhibit an unexpected trend when
the size of the network increases from 200 nodes to 250
nodes. In most cases, TMDA controls the forwarding process

Figure 6. Invoked broadcasts with the effect of density
(message size fixed)

adequately so we expected that the NRch in 250-node
network should be higher than that in smaller networks. This
is in contrast with the results for the 250 node case.
Similarly, the flooding protocol results suffer from this
descent. Here, we notice that the mobility model of 250-node
network includes a large number of vehicles with short trips.
In other words, many vehicles can leave the simulation

Figure 7. Delay with the effect of density
(message size fixed)
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Figure 8. Delay with the effect of message size
(network density fixed)

region during simulation time. In this case, according to
equation (7), the 𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑣 presents significant small value
against the N. However, IVKBrd and EDT are not affected
by this. This observations concludes our discussion of
network reliability for TMDA compared to the flooding
protocol. Now, we focus on the efficiency of message
delivery.
In Figure 7, for both protocols the E2Ed metric generally
increases as the number of nodes increases. Intuitively, if
two protocols lead to similar or even the same level of
message reachability, then the one with smaller E2Ed
achieves more efficient transmissions. Results presented in
Figures 5 and 7 show that TMDA can outperform flooding
protocol with better NRch and E2Ed.
The best case for communication performance takes
place in the 200-node network case where NRch is around
0.5 for TMDA and 0.42 for the flooding protocol when the
message size is fixed to 128 bytes; in this case, E2Ed is 17ms
and 27ms respectively. The differences between the two
protocols vary in other cases. We can summarize that the
schemes such as prior forwarding on I-Routes and waiting
delay in TMDA work as anticipated in Table II. These
schemes provide new optimisations addressing packet
collisions caused by simultaneous forwarding.
Despite the fact that TMDA outperforms flooding for
E2Ed, NRch and IVKBrd metrics, there is need and scope
for further improvements addressing disconnections. In a
sparse network (e.g., 100 nodes), if we were to observe high
reachability, that would indicate that the network has an
effective
mechanism
for
addressing
intermittent
disconnections. In this case, TMDA shows rather better
outcomes than the flooding protocol. However, it can be

Figure 9. Reachability with the effect of message size
(network density fixed)

noticed that the value is still low over a C2C communication
network – at around 0.35 regardless of the message size. We
aim to address this in a future proposed improvement for
TMDA.
2) Effect of message size
A critical factor effecting communication is not just the
number of transmissions, but also the volume of data
contained per message. To investigate the effect of the
latter, in this paper, we set observed message sizes as 128

Figure 10. Invoked Broadcast with the effect of message size
(network density fixed)
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bytes, 256 bytes, 512 bytes and (at maximum) 1024 bytes.
The effect of message size is represented in Figure 8 for
E2Ed , Figure 9 for NRch and Figure 10 for IVKBrd.
There is an obvious impact on E2Ed as shown in Figure
8. Generally, for both protocols, E2Ed increases as the
message size increases. This can be justified by the fact that
the larger packets require longer time to be received by
neighbouring nodes for a limited channel capacity. However,
we consider more notable the fact that the E2Ed of TMDA is
considerably less than that of flooding and the speed of
growth under TMDA is much smaller (no more than 30ms)
than that of flooding (up to approx. 75ms). The differences
can be approximately 4ms to 60ms for very low density
network, 5ms to 40ms for low density network, 11ms to
60ms for medium density network, and 15ms to 60ms for
high density network. As shown above, TMDA outperforms
flooding in terms of transmission delays and, in fact, the
observed delays recorded are well acceptable for several
VANET traffic applications. It then becomes of interest to
examine whether packet size increase has an unacceptable
deteriorating effect on reachability or observed end-to-end
delay. In Figure 9, it can be seen that NRch for TMDA is not
significantly affected by the increase in packet size at a given
network density. Further, measurements of NRch in flooding
show some notable decrease. This trend becomes less
prominent when the network density increases to 250 nodes.
As evinced in Figure 9, the best NRch performance noted in
flooding is when the message size is 128 bytes and the
number of nodes over the network is 100, i.e., the network is
sparse. With regard to the number of IVKBrd shown in
Figure 10, the impact of message size is not too significant as
is the case with TMDA.
According to the above presented results, C2C
communications in our chosen city scenario can only be
reasonably achieved using the TMDA method when
considering realistic packet sizes, such as 512-1024 bytes;
flooding only exhibits reasonable performance at small
packet sizes (128bytes) and in sparse networks. Overall,
TMDA is a competent performer able to broadcast messages
within acceptable delay and reachability margins, suitable for
typical ITS applications.

priorities so that propagation of messages, ultimately, occurs
in areas where traffic is likely and predictably present. The
broadcast techniques used in TMDA aim to alleviate the
impact of the broadcast storms by controlling dissemination
as opposed to indiscriminately re-transmitting broadcast
messages.
We measured the performance of TMDA against flooding
broadcast in sparse, medium and heavy traffic densities,
measuring end-to-end delay, reachability and the number of
broadcasts in the network with different packet sizes. Our
results indicate that the end-to-end delay observed is always
25%-68% less when using TMDA in all traffic density and
packet size configurations. The difference is in the higher
range as the packet size used increases (from 128b to 1Kb).
The same holds true with the number of invoked broadcasts;
TMDA typically exhibits 30-60% less broadcasts than
flooding for similar or higher network reachability. The latter
is only observed to be less than flooding by 10% in a sparse
network and at a very small packet size; in any other case
reachability is observed to be higher than flooding by 1245%. Overall, we observe that in all interesting use cases,
i.e., medium packet/message size and across all network
topology configurations, TMDA outperforms flooding in all
metrics.
In the near future, we aim to examine TMDA
performance against more modern flooding techniques, in
particular, probabilistic and counter-based message
dissemination methods because the advanced protocols show
high capability to control the broadcast storm during
message propagations. We also aim to consider other road
topologies from different cities in the UK to extend our case
study and observe if our results hold in different settings.
Finally, we will study the offered broadcast load more
thoroughly by examining TMDA behaviour when the
number of simultaneous broadcasts increases.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
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Abstract—The fast growth of computational resources and
speech technology available on mobile devices makes it possible
to entertain users of these devices in having a natural dialogue
with service systems. These systems are sometimes perceived as
social agents and this can be supported by presenting them on
the interface by means of an animated embodied conversational
agent. To take the full advantage of the power of embodied
conversational agents in service systems it is important to
support real-time, online and responsive interaction with the
system through the embodied conversational agent. The design
of responsive animated conversational agents is a daunting task.
Elckerlyc is a model-based platform for the specification and
animation of synchronised multi-modal responsive animated
agents. This paper presents a new light-weight PictureEngine
that allows to run this platform in mobile applications. We
describe the integration of the PictureEngine in the user
interface of two different coaching applications and discuss
the findings from user evaluations. We also conducted a study
to evaluate an editing tool for the specification of the agent’s
communicative behaviour. Twenty one participants had to
specify the behaviour of an embodied conversational agent
using the PictureEngine. We may conclude that this new lightweight back-end engine for the Elckerlyc platform makes it
easier to build embodied conversational interfaces for mobile
devices.
Keywords- Mobile ECA;User Interfaces; user evaluations;
(mobile) coaching applications.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Advances in user interface technology — speech recognition, speech synthesis and screen capacities — more and
more allow people to engage in spoken interaction with
services on their mobile phones. The use of a talking head
or an embodied conversational agent (ECA) can support
spoken interaction in different kind of user interfaces. In [1],
a new light-weight PictureEngine was presented that allows
to use ECAs in the user interfaces of mobile applications.
The presentation of a service agent by means of a persona
supports the idea of the computer as a social actor. Research
has shown that animation of human-like social behaviours
and expressions by means of a virtual human or embodied
conversational agent strengthens the impression that the
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agent is present and engaged in the interaction [2]. They
have a positive effect on user experience [3].
In human-human conversations, the one who has the
speaker role is monitoring his addressees while speaking.
Listeners give back-channels, short comments, and may also
interrupt the speaker. By his gaze behaviour the speaker
shows his interest with the addressee. By adjusting or stopping his speech, he shows being responsive to the listeners
comments and that he is really engaged in the conversation.
Gaze behaviour in conversations is important for interaction
management, in particular for signalling that one wants to
have the floor, that the speaker wants to keep the floor
or is willing to yield the floor. Emotion expressions are
prime indicators of engagement in what is going on in
the conversation [4]. In designing virtual humans that are
able to show these social signals and responsiveness one
needs well designed model-based specification languages
and tools. The SAIBA framework [5] provides a good
starting point for designing the behaviours of interactive
virtual humans. Its Behaviour Markup Language (BML)
defines a specification of the form and relative timing of the
behaviour (such as speech, facial expression, gesture) that a
BML realizer should display on the embodiment of a virtual
human. Elckerlyc is a state-of-the-art BML Realizer. In [6],
its mixed dynamics capabilities are described and its focus
on continuous interaction, which makes it very suitable for
virtual human applications requiring high responsiveness to
the behaviour of the user.
The Elckerlyc platform can act as a back-end realizer
for different embodiments, like physical robots or realistic
3D full kinematic virtual humans. Using a full 3D virtual
human on a mobile phone is however too heavy in terms
of processing power and battery usage. To be able to use
the Elckerlyc platform on a mobile phone, a light-weight
animation embodiment is needed. The work presented here
contributes to satisfy this need.
One of the many application areas for natural interaction
with embodied agents is in healthcare services and coaching
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systems that users interact with through mobile devices. The
field of Telemedicine — healthcare delivered remotely to the
patient or user — is receiving a large amount of attention
as a promising paradigm to reduce the burden on traditional
healthcare services. As the population in the Western world
is ageing, the prevalence of chronic disease is rising and the
cost of healthcare increasing. Technology aided coaching on
healthy behaviour (such as daily physical activity) can help
prevent chronic diseases and influence the process of healthy
ageing in general. Activity coaching is also potentially useful
for everyone. The American College of Sports Medicine
recommends in its 2011 position paper that every healthy
adult engages in at least 30 minutes of moderate physical
activity for five days per week [7]. Smart phones offer a
unique opportunity to deliver coaching on physical activity
to the user, as they become increasingly ubiquitous and
are capable of running increasingly complex applications.
They also contain built-in sensors, enabling context aware
intelligent coaching through the use of location- and web
based services. Research by, e.g., Bickmore [3] showed that
personification of the user interface of coaching systems can
have positive effects on the effectiveness of the coaching.
Some examples of personification of the user interface of
mobile coaching applications can be found in [8][9][10][11].
Some of these systems are distributed systems, while other
system do not display (real-time) animations.
This paper presents the PictureEngine, a light-weight
animation embodiment that enables our SAIBA-based BML
realizer to be implemented and run stand alone on mobile
Android devices. Compared to static pictures or pre-recorded
movies, real-time animations are able to react immediately to
the user, and this responsiveness increases the experience of
engagement of the agent. Section II describes the Elckerlyc
platform in more detail. The PictureEngine will be discussed
in Section III, and the implementation of the platform on
Android in Section IV. Section V presents the results of an
evaluation of a design tool that helps designers in specifying
their own ECA behaviour using the Behaviour Markup
Language. This tool uses the PictureEngine to implement the
multi-modal interactive behaviour specification. In Section
VI two applications are discussed in which the PictureEngine was integrated as part of the user interface. These
applications are context-aware physical activity coaching
applications. The ECA developed for these applications
presents feedback of the digital coach by animated spoken
interaction. We present some small user evaluation studies
in which these coaching systems are evaluated. We conclude
with describing future work on the development of the
mobile embodied coach.
II. T HE E LCKERLYC PLATFORM
In behaviour generation, at least two main aspects can
be distinguished. The first aspect is the planning of the
actions and movements as means to a certain goal that

the agent intents to achieve. The second one is the actual
detailed realization of the verbal and non-verbal behaviours
in terms of “embodiments” of the (graphical) virtual human
— including the generation of the speech by a text-to-speech
synthesizer. This distinction between intent planning, behaviour planning and behaviour realization is the basis of the
SAIBA framework (see [12] for more information about the
SAIBA framework) [13]. According to this framework the
detailed behaviours are specified in the Behaviour Markup
Language [14].
The Elckerlyc platform is a BML realizer for real-time
generation of behaviours of virtual humans (VHs). The
Elckerlyc platform has been described and compared with
other BML behaviour realizers (for example EMBR [15] and
Greta [16]) in various papers [6][17][18].
Depending on the application and task that the intelligent
system has, the virtual human presents for example the
character of a tutor, an information assistant, or a conductor
[19]. The goal is to make these embodied conversational
agents look like believable and convincing communicative
partners while interacting with humans. This requires the
generation and coordination of “natural” behaviours and
expressions.
Reidsma and Welbergen [18] discuss several features of
the modular architecture of Elckerlyc and relates each of
them to a number of user requirements. A general overview
of the Elckerlyc system can be found in Figure 1. The
input of the Elckerlyc platform is a BML specification.
BML provides abstract behaviour elements to steer the behaviour of a virtual human. A BML realizer is free to make
its own choices concerning how these abstract behaviours
will be displayed on the embodiment. For example, in
Elckerlyc, an abstract ‘beat gesture’ is by default mapped
to a procedural animation from the Greta repertoire [20].
Greta is an expressive ECA that is able to show complex
emotions. The developer may want to map the same abstract
behaviour to a different form, i.e., to a high quality motion
captured gesture [18]. The Elckerlyc system is easy to
extend with other engines. Different Engines will handle
their own parts of the behaviour specification and generate
synchronized instructions for realizing, i.e., speech output,
body gestures, postures and facial expressions. The output
of all the engines are displayed on one embodiment, like a
realistic 3D full kinematic virtual human, the Nabaztag or a
graphical 2D cartoon like picture animation. Figure 2 shows
three examples of embodiments supported by the Elckerlyc
platform.
Not every embodiment is able to render all the behaviours
that can be specified in BML. This depends on what the
embodiment offers, i.e., a robot that is not able to smile
or a picture animation that lacks a picture showing the
smiling face cannot render the requested smiling behaviour.
The interface between the output of Elckerlyc and the
embodiment occurs in a Binding. A Binding is an XML
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Figure 1. Overview of the Elckerlyc architecture. BML input is processed by the Elckerlyc system by different engines. The result is combined into one
embodiment. New Engines, or Engines developed by others are indicated by dash lines.

description to achieve a mapping from abstract BML behaviours to PlanUnits that determine how the behaviour will
be displayed in the embodiment. Bindings can be customized
by the application developer. Other Engines provide similar
bindings.
This paper discusses how this feature was exploited. A
light-weight PictureEngine was developed that makes it
possible to run Elckerlyc on mobile Android platforms.
Elckerlyc allows for a transparent and adjustable mapping
from BML to output behaviours (rather than the mostly
hard coded mappings in other realizers), and allows for easy
integration of new modalities and embodiments, for example
to control robotic embodiments, or full 3D embodiments.
The PictureEngine that was developed allows rendering of
behaviours and expressions using layers of pictures. The next
section will discuss the PictureEngine in more detail.
III. T HE P ICTURE E NGINE
Using a realistic 3D full kinematic virtual human embodiment is not suitable for use on mobile devices for multiple

reasons. Not only do such devices lack the processing power
to render this kind of environment, but displaying a full
scene including a full body ECA on the relatively small
screen of a mobile device is quite impractical. The displayed
size of the ECA would make it so small that its expressions
would hardly be visible. The high processing demands
would also drain the devices’ battery quickly. In order to
avoid all these problems, Elckerlyc uses a different graphical
embodiment on the Android platform, the PictureEngine.
The PictureEngine is a lightweight graphical embodiment
that uses a collection of 2D images in order to display
the ECA. While having a 2D image embodiment offers
some limitations, it also has its advantages. First of all, it
has low demands in terms of processing and memory. It
also allows for great variation in the design of ECA’s. One
could for example design a cartoon figure ECA, an ECA
based on more lifelike illustrations, or even an ECA based
of photographic images of a real person, or pre-rendered
images of a 3D lifelike ECA. Creating your own 2D ECA
starts with designing a set of images for the appearance of
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(a) The Nabaztag rabit

(b) a 2D cartoon like picture animation
Figure 2.

(c) a realistic 3D full kinematic virtual human

Three types of embodiment used as back-end for the Elckerlyc platform

the ECA in different layers. More detailed information about
layers can be found in Section III-A. Blinking, lip-sync
and other nonverbal behaviour can be designed as a set of
animations. Animations are designed by a subset of pictures
that together can execute the animation and are defined in
a small XML file. Section III-B will explain the animations
in more detail. When these different images and animations
are designed they have to be specified in a PictureBinding
which will be explained in Section III-C.
A. Layers
In order to generate a dynamic ECA from a collection
of images, the PictureEngine uses a layer-based approach.
Different parts of the ECA are displayed on different layers
of the final image, and can thus be in different states. For
example, one layer may contain the eyes, while another
contains the mouth. Figure 3 shows an example of how a
couple of layers will result in a face of the ECA. The base
layer normally contains the ECA in a base state, meaning
that when the ECA is in a neutral or passive state, the
user sees only this base layer. While each (facial) feature
of the ECA does have its own layer, they are also present
in the base layer. The base layer contains for example a full
face with a neutral expression, even though the eyes and
mouth may have their own layers. There can also be layers
containing features that are not visible in the base state, such
as hands that only move into the frame when executing a
gesture. By using this layered approach, different parts of
the ECA can be manipulated independently and combined
in order to generate different expressions. This also allows
the ECA to do several (connected or unconnected) things
at once, such as blink while also speaking and pointing at
something.
The layered approach does present some limitations. Since
the features of the ECA are in separate layers, the base
onto which these features are displayed (usually a face,
and possibly part of the body) is generally static, so any
movement of the entire ECA poses a problem. When an
ECA contains facial features on different layers, the layered
structure prevents it from moving around. This also applies

Figure 3. An example of different layers that finally results in the face of
a ECA.

to smaller movements such as nodding, shaking and tilting of
the head. However, because the PictureEngine is designed
to be used on smaller screens, the ECA will generally be
displayed as a talking head, a close-up of a face covering
most of the available screen space. Subsequently, having
the ECA perform locomotion is already impractical and,
since there is hardly any room for the ECA’s environment
to contain anything but itself, arguably unnecessary.
B. Animations
While single images may suffice for portraying expressions in many cases, there are other cases where an ECA
simply has to display some motion in order to come across
as believable. To make this possible, the PictureEngine also
allows the use of animations instead of single images. These
animations are defined by using a simple XML format that
allows a number of images to be listed, together with the
duration for which they are to be displayed. While these
durations are specified in seconds, the nature of the BML
scheduler allows the duration of animations to be adjusted
according to the BML code that is being realized, causing the
animation to play faster or slower depending on the timespan
determined by the scheduler.
An additional feature of these animation XML files that
provides an advantage over using an already established
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for the number of times it fits into the duration of the speech
unit (and slightly adjusted so that the amount of repetitions
becomes a round number).
IV. A NDROID IMPLEMENTATION

format for image animations is the possibility to include
synchronization information in the animation specification.
Between any two frames of an animation, a synchronization
point can be included in the specification. These synchronization points are available for use in the main BML code.
In this way, it is possible to, e.g., synchronize the stroke of a
beat gesture animation with a certain word within a speech
element.

Since the Elckerlyc platform is implemented almost entirely in Java, all of its core elements run on Android
without any modification. However, since Android has its
own environment for visual and audio output, some additions are required. This does not mean that the Android
application uses a modified version of the core Elckerlyc
platform. The fact that Elckerlyc uses an XML format to
define the loading requirements for a specific ECA allows
the Android application to simply load its own versions of a
few key components. This allows the core Elckerlyc system
to be used in the Android application as-is, so any changes
to the Elckerlyc core can be directly used in the Android
application without having to modify or port it first. The
Android application requires Android Gingerbread (2.3) or
higher. The subsystems for which the Android application
contains its own versions are discussed in this section.

C. PictureBinding

A. Graphical Output

In the same way that the other engines uses bindings,
the PictureEngine uses a PictureBinding. This PictureBinding allows a combination of a BML behaviour class and
(optionally) several constraints to be mapped to a certain
image or animation. It is possible to include anywhere from
zero constraints to all the constraints defined by the corresponding BML behaviour type. This allows the designer of a
PictureEngine ECA to refine those behaviours that are most
relevant to the ECA, and implement any others in a more
general fashion.
The actual PictureBinding itself is defined in an XML
file containing the behaviour classes and constraints and the
PictureUnits and parameters they are to be mapped onto (see
Figure 4 for an example). The accessibility of this format
allows an ECA to be designed or modified by someone who
does not have knowledge of the inner workings of Elckerlyc.
Only knowledge of BML and the available PictureUnits and
their parameters is required to be able to build a complete
PictureBinding.

The Android platform has its own graphical environment. Therefore the engines that provide graphical output
use a modified component for printing this output in the
Android application. This goes for both the PictureEngine,
which handles the graphical display of the ECA, and the
TextSpeechEngine, which outputs speech elements to a text
area. Since PNG images can be handled without problems
by the Android graphical environment, the additional code
needed to replace the PictureEngines’ default output subsystem with a version that works on Android is minimal.
Displaying plain text is a basic function in Android.

Figure 4.

PictureBinding entry for a smile.

D. Lip-sync
In order to visually display the fact that the ECA is
speaking, the PictureEngine provides a rudimentary lip-sync
facility. This lip-sync feature is implemented in the same
way as the lip-sync provided by the AnimationEngine. However, where the AnimationEngine provides a full mapping
from visemes to animation units, the PictureEngine lip-sync
currently does not make use of such a mapping (although it
could be added in the future). In its current state the lip-sync
allows a single animation to be specified which is played
whenever the ECA is speaking. This animation is repeated

B. SpeechEngine
In the case of the SpeechEngine (for the rendering of
spoken text using text-to-speech(TTS)) the differences with
Android are unfortunately more severe. The TTS engines
used in the PC version of the SpeechEngine contain several
dependencies on native PC systems and cannot be used on
Android without significant changes. However Android does
offer an internal TTS system. Using this internal system
avoids the costly process of porting a TTS engine and
any possible efficiency issues this may bring. In order to
make use of the internal Android TTS system, an Android
adaptation of the Elckerlyc SpeechEngine is needed. This
includes the module that loads and initializes the engine, as
well as the parts of the system dealing with the actual TTS
operations.
The main problem with the Android TTS system is that it
is not possible to obtain timing information for utterances,
meaning there is no way to find out exactly at what time
a word is spoken. This causes the BML scheduler to be
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unable to use synchronization points within utterances. This
makes it hard to precisely synchronize other behaviours
with specific words being spoken. A partial solution is that
utterances are pre synthesized to a file in order to find the
total duration of the utterance. This provides the crucial
information for the Elckerlyc scheduler. This “preloading”
of utterances causes a delay at start up before the ECA
starts playback of the requested BML code. Furthermore, the
TTS also does not offer any viseme information, making it
impossible to use real lip-sync on Android. This is the main
reason the PictureEngine on Android does not currently
support true lip-sync.
C. Subtitles
Because the PictureEngine can run on a mobile device, the
chances of the user having trouble hearing the text spoken by
the TTS on the Android system are quite high. This could be
caused by factors such as environment noise, low volume or
bad speakers. In order for the user to still be able to interact
with the ECA in these situations, the Android application
also offers an on-screen representation of any spoken text,
comparable to subtitling. The TextSpeechEngine (on-screen
text display) receive the text handled by the SpeechEngine
and displays spoken text to in a text area, synchronized (per
utterance) with the TTS.
V. U SER EVALUATION WITH THE P ICTURE E NGINE
This section presents a user evaluation of a BML editor
that uses the PictureEngine. The goal of this user evaluation
was to investigate if it was possible for non expert users to
specify the verbal and non-verbal behaviour of an ECA in
BML. Users had to create their own BML script following a
step-by-step task description. This results in verbal and nonverbal behaviour of an ECA which is displayed by means
of the PictureEngine. With this evaluation we tried to find
out what problems users meet when creating a BML script.
We also wanted to know how users assessed the usability of
the BML editing tool.
A. Procedure
Participants were students and employees of the University of Twente as well as partners from the Smarcos
project. Participants had to simply download and install the
BML editor including the PictureEngine. An editor screen
is used to edit the BML script and a feedback screen shows
feedback and error messages (see Figure 5). On a separate
screen to the ECA is displayed (see Figure 6). Participants
started with an initial BML script and added modifications
step by step following the assignments. After finishing the
assignments participants could check their specification by
comparing the resulting behaviour with that shown in a
movie available on YouTube. The BML script had to be
sent back to the evaluators and the participant had to fill in
an online questionnaire.

Figure 6.

The ECA screen.

B. Materials
An initial BML script was prepared and given to the
users. The participants had to add modifications to this
script as described in the assignments. The assignments were
selected in such a way that the participants had to discover
all the functionalities of the PictureEngine available in the
current version. The completed task would show the ECA
introducing herself and let her do some physical exercises.
Verbal and non-verbal behaviour should be synchronized
together with different kind of gestures and gaze behaviour.
The online questionnaire that was filled in after the test
is divided in several sections:
1) A section devoted to collecting some general background information about the users (gender, age, education, organisation in which the user works and
his/her role in it, knowledge about ECAs and experience with designing/developing ECAs.
2) A section focussing on the process of making the
assignments, in particular, how much time it took to
complete all the assignments and how easy it was to
complete the different parts of the assignment.
3) A section devoted to the usability of the user interface
of the PictureEngine. In this section the users had to
rate the clearness of different parts of the UI of the
PictureEngine and were asked to provide suggestions
for possible improvements.
4) A section focussing on the feedback provided by the
PictureEngine, in which the users had to rate how
clear they found the feedback messages provided by
the PictureEngine.
5) A section where users were asked to give any further
comments and suggestions.
C. Results
This section presents the results of the questionnaires and
discusses the remarks returned by the participants.
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Figure 5.

The BML editor screen

1) Participants: Twenty one persons participated in this
user evaluation (5 females and 16 males), aged between 21
and 60, with an average age of 29. All participants were
students or otherwise involved in research or education:
from master students in Human Media Interaction, software
engineers, to research or education in interface design and
interactive systems, psychology and telemedicine. Twelve
participants (5 female, 7 male) did not have any previous
experience working with ECAs or specifying behaviour of
embodied conversational agents and nine did have some
experience with ECAs.
2) Questionnaires: Participants spend between 10 and
45 minutes to perform the whole user evaluation µ = 25,
σ = 9.4) The participants were asked to fill in answers
to the following questions on a 10-point Likert scale. The
questions, mean values and standard deviations are presented
below.
Participant had to rate statements about the easiness of
adding gestures and gaze behaviour, the synchronisation of
gestures and speech, and the assignment in general. Results
of these questions can be found in table V-C2. Questions
were answered on a 10 point Likert scale where 1 is “very
hard” and 10 “very easy”.
From the figures in table V-C2 we conclude that overall
the participants did not have many problems in completing
the tasks.
3) Remarks: The participants were asked about what they
found useful extensions of the capabilities to add sentences,
gestures or gaze behaviours. Participants want to have an

Table I
S CORES OF COMPLEXITY QUESTIONS ON A 10 POINT L IKERT SCALE (1
IS VERY HARD , 10 IS VERY EASY )
Question
How easy was it to add the gestures?
How easy was it to add the gaze behaviour?
How easy was it to synchronise gesture,
gaze and speech?
How easy was it to finish the assignment?

Mean
7.9
8.1

SD
1.9
2.0

7.5

2.5

8.0

1.5

auto-complete function and like to get some hints and tips
while writing their BML script. To add gestures or gaze
behaviour, participants like to select predefined gestures or
gazes from a menu or list. The user interface of the editor
tool should have bigger text field to enter and edit the BML
script. Participants want to have a stop and pause button
to stop or pause the execution of the BML script. The error
messages from the Elckerlyc system should be less complex
and should not show too much details and the participants
want to see line number in the error message. Errors should
be highlighted in the text field.
D. Conclusion
This small first user evaluation shows that BML together
with the PictureEngine and the editor tool offers good possibilities to specify and test verbal and non-verbal behaviour
of an ECA for mobile devices and can help developing more
natural interactions with mobile user interfaces.
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In general the participants were able to write and run their
own BML script, even the participants that indicated not to
have any experience with ECAs or did not have a technical
background or programming skills.
From the comments and results of the questionnaires it
became clear that the editor of the PictureEngine needs some
improvements to make it more easy to create and run a BML
script with respect to the design of the user interfaces, and
feedback and error messages. The user evaluation with the
PictureEngine made use of the general desktop user interface
of the Elckerlyc platform. Changing the editor to a Eclipse
plugin for better support and feedback while creating a BML
script can be interesting improvement to the PictureEngine.
Having a plug-in for Eclipse will also makes it possible to
upload and run the BML script directly to a mobile Android
device.
VI. A PPLICATIONS
With the growing availability of online services and
ubiquitous computing capabilities it becomes easier to develop systems that can present people information about
their daily behaviours. This may help them to manage
their lifestyle [21]. Sensor data and context information is
available everywhere at any time. Some of these systems
support people in their daily life by means of a human or
digital coach. These systems can support users in coping
with chronic diseases like COPD [22] and diabetics, but
also to be more physical active [11][23]. Persuasive systems
[24], and especially behaviour change support systems are
information systems designed to form, alter or reinforce
attitudes, behaviours or an act of complying without using
deception, coercion or inducements [25].
The next sections present two different behaviour change
support systems in which the PictureEngine was integrated
in the user interface. Personalisation of the user interface
by means of an ECA may affect the effectiveness of the
behaviour change program and the user experience. Results
from other studies indicate that the use of an ECA in a
persuasive system has a positive effect on how the feedback
is received by the user and on the results of the coaching
program [26][27][28].
In the Smarcos application (see Section VI-A) the PictureEngine is integrated in the mobile Android devices that
are part of the system. The C3PO system [22] described
in Section VI-B integrated the PictureEngine on mobile
Android devices and desktop PCs. Users were able to
interact with the system on different systems and switch
between the devices during the interaction.
A. Smarcos
In the EU Artemis project Smarcos we developed a
personal digital health coach that supports users in attaining
a healthy lifestyle by giving timely, context-aware feedback
about daily activities through a range of interconnected

devices [29]. The two targeted user groups of the coaching
system are office workers and diabetic type II patients. Office
workers will receive feedback about their physical activity
level, while diabetic type II patients also receive feedback
about their medication intake. Physical activity is measured
by a 3D accelerometer and medication intake is tracked by
a smart pill dispenser. The pill dispenser is using the mobile
network to connect to the internet. The system is contextaware and multi-device which means that the (digital) coach
can support the users in various contexts and on different
devices. GPS information is provided by the mobile phone
of the user. The system sends feedback to the mobile phone
of the user, the laptop or PC and their television.
Figure 7 shows the overall architecture of the coaching
system. All information from the monitoring devices and
manual input from the users are uploaded to the cloud and
stored in a central knowledge base. The coaching engine
contains coaching rules and continuously keeps track of
all user data. When the coach receives a trigger it starts
to evaluate the coaching rules. When one of the rules is
evaluated with a positive result, it will select a suitable
message from the coaching content database and send the
message to the user through one of the available output
devices. Output devices that are able to run a BML realiser,
like the PictureEngine, are called BML enabled devices.
BML enabled devices in the Smarcos coaching system are
delineated in purple in figure 7. These devices are able to
present feedback by an animated spoken interaction with an
ECA. Feedback from the system can be presented as a text
message, by means of a graph or by an ECA.
A first user evaluation with a basic version of the Smarcos
personal digital health coach compared two alternatives for
providing digital coaching to users of a physical activity
promotion service. Participants in the study (N=15) received
personalized feedback on their physical activity levels for a
period of six weeks. Feedback was provided weekly either
by e-mail or through an embodied conversational agent. The
messages by the ECA were prerecorded video message.
User’s perception of the digital coaching was assessed by
means of validated questionnaires after three weeks and
at the end of the study. Results show significantly higher
attractiveness, intelligence and perceived quality of coaching
for the ECA coach.
B. C3PO
The Telemedicine group of Roessingh Research and Development (RRD) has over the past few years been working
on a technology platform for supporting physical activity
behaviour change in patients suffering from various chronic
diseases, as well as for healthy individuals. This platform,
called the Continuous Care & Coaching PlatfOrm, or C3PO,
consists of a 3D-accelerometer based sensor, a Smart phone,
back-end Server and connected Web portals (see Figure
8). The platform has been used successfully in trials with
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Figure 8.

Overview of the Elckerlyc architecture. BML enabled output devices are marked in purple.
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High level overview of the C3PO coaching platform [30].

patients suffering from Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), Chronic Low Back Pain (CLBP), Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome (CFS), and Obesity [30], and is constantly
under development to increase its effectiveness in real-time,
tailored coaching. While earlier research focused on tailoring
the delivery of motivational messages to the user in terms of
timing and content (see, e.g., [22]), the visual representation
of the feedback has been largely ignored. Due to the modular
architecture of the Smart phone application, we were able
to quickly integrate the PictureEngine in order to enable a
more natural communication to the patient through the use
of the ECA.
Two separate experiments where carried out to evaluate

the PictureEngine integrated with the C3PO platform. The
first is a controlled experiment to evaluate user perception
and experience with receiving feedback from the ECA
compared to the regular text-based user interface. For the
second experiment, a more complex system was developed,
similar to the Smarcos system described in the previous
section, where feedback was presented to the user on various
interconnected devices, including two BML enabled devices
(PC and Smart phone). For both experiments, the target user
groups where healthy office workers.
The first user evaluation comparing the use of an ECA
to the standard text feedback message interface included 14
participants, aged between 22 and 61 (µ = 37, σ = 13.3)
and consisting of 8 males and 6 females. Participants where
randomly assigned to either the text-first condition, in which
they received the standard text based interface in the first
week, and the ECA in the second week, or the ECA-first
condition. All participants finished the evaluation, with 1
participant not being able to complete full measurement
days due to a faulty sensor. In both conditions the system
generated a motivational cue message every hour, based on
the user’s current activity progress compared to a predefined
reference activity pattern. When asked about the user’s preference for either of the two conditions, only 3 users preferred
the ECA, 10 users preferred the text-only condition, and 1
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user had no preference. The single most important reason
given by the users for preferring the text-only condition is
glanceability. As the ECA pronounces the feedback message
with real-time subtitling (letter for letter), it takes a much
longer time to convey the entire message compared to the
text-based interface, where users can read it immediately.
When asked directly about the ECA, users responses where
varied. Four participants found the ECA fun and enjoyable,
and three participants said the ECA added personality to
the system. On the negative side it was commented that the
ECA does not add anything significant to the system, and
that the ECA was not believable because it was not a real
person. Two participants commented that the ECA did not
show enough enthusiasm, while another thought the ECA
was too enthusiastic to the point of it not being believable
any more. With only 3 out of 14 users preferring the ECA
over the simple text version it can be concluded that the
result of the evaluation is not in favour of using ECA’s
in this application. However, besides the fact that obvious
improvements can still be made (such as better graphics and
voice output), an interesting observation is the dichotomy
between user’s opinion about the ECA as personification of
the application. This dichotomy was also mentioned as a key
outcome of a study on Embodied Agents in 1996 by Koda
& Maes [31]. It seems that the perception of an ECA is
highly personal. Comments regarding future improvements
to the system from the users are in line with this, which
include suggestions about making the ECA more relevant
to the target audience, enabling users to choose between
different visual/auditory styles of the ECA, and enabling the
user to choose whether or not to use the ECA at all.
One of the advantages of ECAs as user interface is the
personification aspect. At least for some users, the ECA
gives a certain personality to an application. This personality
aspect can be exploited in the area of multi-device user
interfaces to overcome some of the challenges related to continuity. Multi-device user interfaces exist in many different
forms and levels of complexity. Using Paternó & Santoro’s
[32] framework and terminology, our multi-device platform
can be described as a system that supports UI Migration,
automatic Trigger Activation and Multi-modal devices using
a client/server architecture. For the second evaluation we
have implemented a multi-device component to the C3PO
platform. For the target population of office workers, the idea
is that throughout a regular work day, the user communicates
with various devices that each offer unique capabilities
in terms of physical activity coaching. While performing
desk work, the PC would be the most suitable device for
delivering communication from the system to the user, if
the user is getting a coffee, a public screen mounted next
to the coffee machine can offer coaching through social
influencing, and while the user is travelling, the Smart phone
can take over the coaching role for ubiquitous availability.
In order to accommodate the virtual coach migrating across

devices with the user, we have added a server component
that manages so-called user-requests. Whenever a particular
output device (PC, Smart phone, Public Screen) notices that
the user is near it and available for communication, the
device would send a user-request to the server. The server
then decides which is the most suitable device for coaching,
and notifies the devices of their ability to engage with the
user. Also implemented for this evaluation is the ability to
engage in short dialogues with the ECA on the PC or Smart
phone. Users were presented with spoken questionnaires
and were able to use speech input to answer the (multiple
choice) questions. In order to accommodate user preferences
regarding UI, the Smart phone supports either the ECA and
a regular text-based interface for the questionnaires, between
which the user can switch at any time. Six participants took
part in the evaluation of this multi-device version of the
coaching platform, 4 females and 2 males. The evaluation
was small and focused on usability testing and a “thinking
aloud” procedure. Users were observed while performing a
set of tasks involving desktop computer work, going to the
coffee machine, and walking around the office. Most of the
findings from this early stage evaluation were related to the
technical working of the system or missing functionalities,
however from a usability perspective it again became clear
that there are large differences between user preferences for
the device selection, and user-interface selection.
From our experiences with both these applications, it
became clear that the use of the PictureEngine can be a
useful tool for tailoring the user interface. However, due to
the large differences in users, the option of switching to a
more classic interface (either automatically, or through user
selection) should always be supported. As with other forms
of tailoring, such as automatically adapting the coaching
style (formal vs. informal), it remains an open problem how
to automatically match the right user interface representation
to the right user.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
To take the full advantage of the known benefits of personification of the user interface of service systems a mobile
platform that is able to present embodied conversational
agents in mobile applications is presented. The platform
makes use of the Elckerlyc system. Because it is too heavy to
render realistic 3D virtual humans on mobile devices a lightweight PictureEngine was developed. The PictureEngine
makes it possible to use the Elckerlyc system on the Android
platform and to generate real-time animations of embodied
conversational agents.
The PictureEngine is applied as user interfaces in three
coaching applications. Initial results of short term user
evaluations showed a large variety in the response of users to
the ECA, in line with earlier research in this area by Koda &
Maes [31]. As for some users the ECA was perceived very
positively (adding personality to the system and increasing
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the feeling of consistency in the multi-device application),
we believe that the use of ECA’s should be offered as
optional component in such coaching applications. Also,
additional work is needed in allowing the user to make
personal choices regarding the appearance of the ECA, both
visually and in terms of voice and character.
When such modifications are in place, long term user evaluations with these coaching platforms, including the mobile
embodied coach, are planned to investigate the effects of
personalised coaching feedback on user experience, quality
of coaching and effectiveness of the coaching program.
The results of user evaluation showed that BML together
with the PictureEngine and the editor tool offers good possibilities to specify and test verbal and non-verbal behaviour
of an ECA for all participants. All the participants, including
the non expert users without any programming skills were
able to complete the assignment.
Although it is shown that the PictureEngine can run
on mobile Android devices it would be worth exploring
options for using a different TTS system in the future. This
would allow to regain the speech-related functionality that
is currently unavailable on Android, such as synchronization
within utterances and viseme-based lip-sync. A next step
in the development of the PictureEngine is looking for
techniques to allow small movements by the ECA, such as
nodding and shaking of the head. These movements will
make it possible for the ECA to show those communicative
behaviours that have shown to be effective for turn-taking
and attention signalling in real-time interactions.
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Abstract—Wireless communications are nowadays considered
as enablers of innovation in the field of smart mobility in
smart cities. In this work, we focus on the smart navigation
service, which is aimed at providing drivers with the best route
to destination taking into account real time traffic conditions.
Smart navigation is increasingly used today and expected to
reduce traffic congestions, but the real impact on travel time
and the cost in terms of wireless network resources are still
open issues. These aspects are here discussed starting from the
objectives and the outputs of the Italian project PEGASUS.
More specifically, to what extent this application can reduce the
travel duration and how frequently traffic information must be
updated will be firstly discussed; then, the impact on wireless
networks of both the uplink collection of traffic information and
the downlink transmission to vehicles is shown, focusing on the
UMTS cellular technology; finally, the use of short range IEEE
802.11p wireless communications technology is investigated to
offload cellular networks. Through simulations performed in a
dense urban scenario, it is shown that 30% to 50% travel time
can be saved, that the needed information exchange might reduce
the cellular network capacity available for other services of 20%
or more, and that the deployment of few road side units and
multi-hop transmissions can be effectively used to offload cellular
networks.
Keywords—Smart navigation, Intelligent transportation systems
(ITS), Vehicular networks (VANETs), Simulations, UMTS, IEEE
802.11p.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Keeping traffic moving is a challenge that governments,
industries and researchers are facing worldwide. Effective solutions can only be obtained with a capillary and continuously
updated knowledge of traffic conditions: the creation of an
infrastructure for communication between vehicles, service
centers and sensors, is thus one of the main needs identified by
international institutions, service providers and car manufacturers to address with satisfactory results the problems generated
by traffic, justifying the big efforts that are being pushed both
in Europe and in the rest of the world.
Many projects have been carried out in the last decade on
these topics. Among the others, an interesting example is the
Italian project PEGASUS [1], [2], which relies on over one
million vehicles already equipped with devices periodically
transmitting their position and speed to a control center. Safety,

enhanced mobility, and smart navigation systems were the
services targeted by the project.
With the expression smart navigation we refer to the best
route discovery service, which is based on the collection of
measurements from vehicles equipped with sensor devices,
hereafter on board units (OBUs), and the provision of updated
traffic information to those vehicles equipped with on board
navigators, hereafter smart navigators (SNAVs). Each OBU
periodically collects and sends data to a remote control center
and each SNAV receives from the control center information
related to the actual traveling speed on the interested road segments, exploiting this information to update the path toward its
final destination. Indifferently, SNAVs can be either on-board
navigation systems or personal smartphones with specific apps.
Starting from the outputs of PEGASUS, here we focus on
the benefits provided by the smart navigation and its impact on
the communications network. The various topics addressed by
PEGASUS, discussed in [3]–[8] and summarized for the first
time in [1], are here extended and discussed with an integrated
approach to provide an overview of smart navigation even from
the point of view of wireless communications.
More specifically, in this paper we will discuss: i) the impact
of updated traffic information on travel time and the amount
of data that must be transferred through the wireless networks
to make the smart navigation effective, ii) the feasibility
and the impact of uplink transmissions of data from a large
number of OBUs through cellular networks, iii) the feasibility
and the impact of downlink transmissions of updated traffic
information to a large number of SNAVs through cellular
networks, and iv) the feasibility and the performance of short
range vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-roadside (V2R)
communications used to offload the cellular networks.
These issues are hereafter addressed through simulations
carried out adopting a simulation platform that integrates a
vehicular traffic simulator, which reproduces the urban mobility, and a wireless network simulator, which models the details
of the communication protocols and the signal propagation.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the envisioned application is detailed and the addressed issues are
introduced. In Section III, the simulation platform is described.
In Section IV, we focus on the smart navigation service and
we evaluate the saved travel time. In Section V, the cellular
system and the related performance in the considered scenario
are investigated. In Section VI, short range communications
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Fig. 1.
Scenario: real time traffic information exchange and wireless
technologies.

to offload the cellular network are presented and their performance investigated. Finally, in Section VII the conclusions are
drawn and the future research activities are outlined.
II.

O PEN I SSUES ON W IRELESS C OMMUNICATIONS FOR
THE S MART NAVIGATION S ERVICE
With the aim to study the benefits of smart navigation
in terms of saved travel time and its feasibility from the
communication network point of view, we consider the scenario shown in Fig. 1, where vehicles are equipped with
OBUs acting as traffic sensors and periodically transmitting
their position and speed to a remote control center, either
through the cellular network or through multi-hop short range
communications toward a road side unit (RSU). The data
collected at the control center are processed in real time to
estimate the actual traffic conditions (i.e., the travel time) on
each monitored road segment; when the control center detects
traffic conditions different from those foreseen by the static
roadmap data base, it updates the roads travel times on a
dynamic data base. Updated information is then transmitted
from the control center to the vehicles equipped with the
SNAVs through the cellular network in unicast or multicast
mode. Then, the SNAVs calculate the optimal route; on a real
time basis, they update their data and, in case, modify the route
in order to avoid slowdowns.
From the communication technologies point of view, we
need to acquire updated traffic information from OBUs (uplink) and to re-transmit processed data to the SNAVs (downlink). What amount of information needs to be transferred
and which technologies to use are thus the obvious questions
that arise. The first issue is strictly related to the impact
of various parameters, such as the rate of data acquisition
by OBUs or the rate of traffic updates provided to SNAVs,
have on the effectiveness of the smart navigation service.
The second issue finds cellular networks and short range
wireless communication systems as possible candidates. In
the short term, cellular networks appear as the only feasible

solution, already guaranteeing high penetration and worldwide
coverage. However, the resources needed for smart navigation
are subtracted to other services, and their amount might be
not negligible. A possibility to offload cellular networks could
be to exploit short-range wireless communications based on
wireless access in vehicular environment (WAVE) [9], which
adopts IEEE 802.11p [10] at the MAC and physical layers
and represents the future for V2V communications. This
technology, well suited for safety applications, entertainment,
gateway access, and road charging, can also be exploited in the
envisioned scenario through the deployment of some RSUs and
multi hop V2Vcommunications.
The above considerations motivated us to investigate several
specific issues. First of all, in order to evaluate the potential
benefits of updated traffic information provided by wireless
communications systems, as detailed in Section IV we:
• investigate the travel time of vehicles equipped with
SNAVs, periodically receiving updated traffic information, that enable to discover the best path. In particular
we discuss the impact of the percentage of vehicles
equipped with the OBU, the data collection rate, and
traffic update timeliness.
The outcomes of these investigations are then used to discuss
the role and the performance of wireless communications, both
in the uplink and in the downlink, firstly focusing on the
universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS) cellular
technology (in Section V) and then on the short range IEEE
802.11p technology (in Section VI). Focusing on UMTS we:
• investigate the feasibility of the acquisition of small
but frequent amount of data from many OBUs (uplink
performance);
• verify the feasibility of real-time transmissions to
SNAVs of traffic information, both in unicast and multicast mode (downlink performance);
• investigate the impact of this service on the others
already supported by the network (both in uplink and
downlink).
Finally, considering IEEE802.11p-based V2V and V2R communications, we:
• investigate the impact of V2V and V2R short range communications to offload the cellular networks, with focus
on the uplink delivery of measurement data generated
by the OBUs.
III. I NVESTIGATION T OOLS AND S IMULATED S CENARIO
The investigation of the considered scenario requires a
complete simulation of the enabling wireless networks, as
well as a realistic simulation of vehicle movements. In fact,
vehicular mobility significantly impacts on the performance of
the telecommunication network and on the traffic redistribution
itself. A realistic mobility model is thus needed, and it has to
take into account all roads, with their speed limits, vehicles
acceleration and deceleration, queues at traffic lights, etc. To
this purpose we developed a simulation platform that integrates
the VISSIM [11] vehicular traffic simulator and the SHINE
[12] network simulator, that provided a realistic modeling of
both the vehicular traffic (with queues, number of lanes, one
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Fig. 2.

Integrated platform for the simulation of smart navigation.

way roads, etc.) and the network behavior [6]. The reasons
behind this specific choice are detailed in [6], where pros
and cons of several alternative vehicular traffic and wireless
network simulators are discussed.
Vehicular simulator: VISSIM [11]. It is a commercial microscopic simulation tool that reproduces traffic flows in urban
areas as well as interurban motorways, and allows to reproduce
car-following and lane changing as in real scenarios. It uses a
psycho-physical car following model for longitudinal vehicles
movement and a rule-based algorithm for lateral movements.
VISSIM can be controlled by external applications with the
use of a component object model (COM): by the adoption of
dynamic link libraries (DLL), it is possible for an application
to control the movement of vehicles and to manage the whole
simulation.
Wireless network simulator: SHINE [12]. It is an event
driven dynamic simulator developed in our laboratories and
written in C++, which allows to jointly take into account
all aspects of the wireless networks related to the various
layers of the network protocol pillar. SHINE has been designed
to simulate heterogeneous wireless networks, according to a
client-server structure; it is constituted by one server-core
simulator (upper layers simulator, ULS) and one or more client
simulators (lower layers simulators, LLSs), specific for the
considered access technologies; among others, it includes an
UMTS LLS and an IEEE 802.11p LLS.
Integrated platform. We realized a flexible architecture integrating VISSIM with SHINE, enabling the realistic simulation
of vehicular traffic as well as of wireless networks [6]. This
integrated platform allows the simulation of the whole smart
navigation scenario: the vehicular mobility and the OBU
transmissions, the data processing at the control center, the
data base update with dynamic data, and the retransmission of
the elaborated information to the SNAVs.
The architecture of the overall simulation platform is depicted in Fig. 2, and includes PostgreSQL databases and components written in C#; the interaction between components is

Fig. 3.
Origins and destinations of the eight paths considered for the
evaluation of the smart navigation impact on travel time.

provided through sockets and remote procedure calls (RCPs).
More specifically, the following main blocks can be identified:
OBU, which simulates the on board device collecting and
transmitting position and speed; SNAV, which represents the
fleet of vehicles equipped with the smart navigator, able to
receive updated traffic information from the control center;
Control Center, which is responsible of the gathering of data
transmitted by the OBUs to update the dynamic data base;
Wireless Network, which simulates the wireless network; Traffic Control Framework, which is based on VISSIM simulator
and is in charge of controlling vehicles and their interactions;
Simulation Globals, which manages the overall architecture.
More details are available in [6].
Simulation scenario. The road-network layout of the reference scenario used for simulations consists of the medium
sized Italian city of Bologna. In particular, we considered
13.636 road segments, corresponding to a length of about
600 Km. The digital-maps have been provided by TeleAtlas
and given as input to VISSIM.
As detailed in the following, results concerning the cellular
network performance will be obtained considering a portion
of the entire scenario and assuming pedestrians that perform
voice calls as background traffic added to the traffic generated
by OBUs and SNAVs.
IV. S MART NAVIGATION I MPACT ON T RAVEL T IME
To evaluate the benefits, in terms of saved travel time,
provided by timely updates of traffic information used by smart
navigators, we assume that SNAVs receive updated information
on the traffic conditions for each road segment from the current
position to the destination and calculate the optimal route; on
a timely basis, they update their data and, in case, modify the
route in order to avoid slowdowns.
A. Simulation Settings and Output Figures
We consider non static traffic conditions, with a vehicle
density that during each simulation varies in the range 1-10
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TABLE I.

S IMULATION PARAMETERS FOR THE SMART NAVIGATION
SERVICE : DEFINITIONS AND NUMERICAL VALUES .
Parameter

Starting instant of the journey
of the monitored vehicle
Percentage of vehicles equipped
with OBU (δOBU x100)
Interval time for the transmission
of the measured data τ
Interval time over which
measured data are averaged Tint
Number of last consecutive intervals
to obtain the current average speed
Interval time after which
the average speed is updated
in the smart navigator Tupdate

Values
600 s
0%, 1%, 3%, 5%, 10%,
20%, 50%, 100%
10 s, 30 s, 60 s
10 s
5
20 s, 60 s

vehicles/Km (please note that these are average values, also
including secondary roads rarely used).
A parametric percentage of vehicles is assumed equipped
with OBUs (δOBU × 100, with δOBU ∈ [0, 1]); every τ seconds,
each OBU transmits several parameters including the actual
vehicle position and speed to the control center. Measured
data are processed by the control center to estimate the actual
average speed of each road segment. Specifically, measured
data are averaged on a parametric Tint interval time.
Then, every Tupdate seconds, the control center retransmits
the processed data back to vehicles equipped with smart
navigators. To avoid rough estimates in those roads where no
vehicles or a too low percentage of them passed, we set up
an average speed equal to that given by the static roadmap
provided by TeleAtlas lowered by the 30%. In addition, when
the measured speed is lower than 15 Km/h, we force the
measurements exactly to 15 Km/h: this avoids to overestimate
the travel time in the involved road segments.
We considered four paths, with different origins and destinations, in two directions (i.e., eight routes in total), as
represented in Fig. 3. Each path is denoted in the following as
path Nx, with N from 1 to 4, indicating the source-destination
couple, and x either equal to a or b, indicating the direction.
Since a smaller number of vehicles complete their route than
those that are newly generated, the overall traffic increases in
time, generating queues in an increasing number of junctions.
In particular, about 1000 vehicles are present after 300 s, 2000
after 800 s, and 3000 after 1800 s.
The main parameters settings and their numerical values are
summarized in Table I.
B. Numerical Results
Numerical results are obtained assuming one vehicle
equipped with the SNAV: this vehicle starts after 600 s and
moves along one of the eight paths depicted in Fig. 3. For
each path the time spent by the vehicle to reach the destination is investigated for different combinations of significant
parameters (see Table I). Per each considered combination
of parameters, six simulations were performed with different
random variable initializations, that affect, for instance, the
choice of the vehicles equipped with the OBU.
Results are presented for Tint = 10 s, Tupdate = 20 s and
60 s, and τ equal to 10, 30, or 60 s. Figs. 4 and 5 show the

travel time, from origin to destination, of a monitored vehicle
equipped with the SNAV for different percentage of vehicles
equipped with the OBU and different scenarios. In each figure,
results are compared with the following three cases adopted as
benchmarks: i) Free running, referred to the case of a single
vehicle moving alone on the entire scenario; ii) Best case with
smart navigation, referred to a vehicle equipped with a smart
navigator continuously updated with the best route, iii) No
smart navigation, referred to the the same route as in Free
Running in the presence of traffic (a navigator may be present,
but without knowledge of real time traffic).
In Figs. 4 and 5, the travel time to destination is shown for
path 1a for Tupdate = 20 s and 60 s, respectively. Figs. 4(a),
4(b), and 4(c) (so as Figs. 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c)) refer to three
different (uplink) transmission intervals τ: 10 s, 30 s, and 60 s,
respectively. For each percentage of OBU equipped vehicles,
six results are presented, corresponding to six different simulations providing time and space randomness (i.e., different
vehicles are equipped with OBU, and the sampling process
starts at different instants). By observing Figs. 4(a), 4(b), and
4(c), it can be noted that the time to destination increases
with τ, showing a not negligible impact of a timely update
of road segments traffic conditions. Focusing on Fig. 4(a), the
impact of the percentage of OBU equipped vehicles can be
appreciated: with a frequent traffic update in the uplink (τ = 10
s), the 10% of vehicles equipped with OBUs is sufficient to
have a time to destination very close the best case (i.e., about
600 s). As the uplink transmission interval τ increases, the
10% of vehicles is no more sufficient to obtain optimal results,
that can be instead achieved (and not all times) only when all
vehicles are equipped with OBUs.
From a comparison between Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, referring to
Tupdate = 20 s and 60 s, respectively, it can be observed that
the impact of the downlink (from the control center to SNAVs)
transmission interval is lower than the impact of the uplink
transmission interval τ (from OBUs to the control center),
Fig. 6 summarizes the results provided in Figs. 4 and 5,
showing the average travel time of the six simulations and the
confidence interval, corresponding to the standard deviation of
the same values. The vehicle equipped with SNAV running in
path 1a encounters various slowdowns and the free run time
of 505 s increases up to 1033 s under the assumed traffic conditions. Smart navigation allows a reduction of the travel time
to 629 s in the best case, which corresponds to about 40% of
time saving. Results show that this saving can be achieved only
with a sufficient amount of collected data: specifically, 10% of
vehicles equipped with OBUs and τ = 10 s are required. As
can be observed, a similar advantage can be achieved in some
cases also for a higher τ, but it is not guaranteed and depends
on which vehicles are equipped and when they collect and
send their data; for example, focusing on Fig. 4 and assuming
τ = 30 s and δOBU = 1, in the forth case (yellow bar) the SNAV
suggests the best possible route, whereas in the fifth case (red
bar) it suggests a route, which is worse than the one followed
with no smart navigator. Furthermore, comparing Figs. 6(a)
and 6(b), referring to Tupdate = 20 s and 60 s, respectively,
a slight performance degradation can be noted when a lower
update rate is assumed (Tupdate = 60 s), but this effect is not
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TABLE II.

S UMMARY OF TRAVEL TIME FOR THE SMART NAVIGATION SERVICE .

Path

Free Run [s]

No Smart Nav. [s]

TI

Best Route [s]

SNI

1a
1b
2a
2b
3a
3b
4a

505
577
477
482
494
439
374

1033
1016
651
800
575
533
449

51.1%
43.2%
26.7%
39.7%
14.1%
17.6%
16.7%

617
564
567
566
552
533
390

40.3%
44.5%
12.9%
29.2%
4.0%
0.0%
13.1%

4b

386

864

55.3%

441

49.0%

as remarkable as that observed varying τ.
Similar results can be obtained for all the other paths and
are summarized in Table II. In particular, the columns show:
• the path name;
• the Free Run time in seconds, hereafter denoted with
tFR ;
• the No Smart Navigation time, hereafter denoted with
tNoSN ;
• the traffic impact T I evaluated through the following
equation:
tNoSN − tFR
TI =
× 100
(1)
tNoSN
where (1) corresponds to the increase of the travel time
along the best route withe respect to free run conditions

•
•

Parameters to Allow the Best
Performance of Smart Nav.
τ ≤ 10 s and at least 10% of OBU
τ ≤ 10 s or 100% of OBU
Small advantage and easily achieved.
τ ≤ 10 s and at least 10% of OBU
Smart navigation is useless.
Smart navigation is useless.
τ ≤ 10 s and more than 10% of OBU
τ ≤ 10 s and more than 10% of OBU or
τ ≤ 20 s and minimum 50% of OBU

caused by the presence of traffic in the absence of smart
navigation, normalized and expressed in percentage;
the Best Route time, hereafter denoted with tBR ;
the maximum achievable benefit of smart navigation SNI
evaluated through the following equation:
SNI =

•

tNoSN − tBR
× 100
tNoSN

(2)

where (2) corresponds to the highest reduction of time
enabled by smart navigation compared to the time
needed in the same traffic conditions without smart
navigation, normalized and expressed in percentage;
a brief summary of the parameter settings that allow
to achieve the maximum benefit from smart navigation,
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i.e., that allow the minimum travel duration with high
probability.
The eight considered paths allow to compare the effect
of smart navigation in various traffic conditions: when T I is
high, i.e., when the traffic severely affects the travel duration
(paths 1a, 1b, 2b, 4b), the smart navigation service allows to
significantly reduce the travel time, with SNI between 30%
and 50%; on the contrary, when T I is low (paths 2a, 3a, 3b,
and 4a) the observed SNI is lower than 15%.
Another interesting conclusion arises comparing the impact
of τ and Tupdate : the transmission rate from OBUs is much
more important than the update rate at SNAVs. τ has, in
fact, a direct impact on the traffic estimation, beacuse higher
transmission rates from OBUs entail more available traffic
measurements and thus better estimates, whereas Tupdate only
impacts on the decision made by the SNAVs, taken at the few
main junctions encountered.
Numerical results show thus that smart navigation allows
the equipped vehicle to significantly reduce the travel time
whenever the traffic has a significant impact on the travel
duration and they highlight that a sufficient amount of data
must be collected by OBUs. In particular, they show that a
simple average of the collected speeds allows a good route
selection when a transmission interval τ lower than 10 s is
assumed and at least 10% of vehicles are equipped with OBUs.
It may be possible that more sophisticated algorithms with
more complex processing at either the control center or the
OBUs would allow similar results with a lower τ, but the
design of such algorithms is out of the scope of the present
paper.
V.

800

200

(a) Tupdate = 20 s.
Fig. 6.

1000

C ELLULAR C OMMUNICATIONS E NABLING S MART
NAVIGATION
The smart navigation service relies on wireless communications. Among all possibilities, cellular systems represent the

obvious short term solution, both to collect data from OBUs
(uplink) and to retransmit them to SNAVs (downlink). Due to
the widespread diffusion of always-on navigators and smartphones with positioning applications, cellular systems allow
the service implementation avoiding new set-ups or expensive
installations [13]–[15]. Various activities are ongoing [4], [5],
[16], [17], and products based on cellular technologies are
already on the market.
Some studies on the performance of cellular systems in
vehicular applications are coming out (see, e.g., [18]), but
still few investigations focused on the impact that these new
services have on other cellular services (such as voice calls)
in terms of resource availability and quality of service (QoS).
Focusing on the uplink, the use of vehicles as
communication-enabled moving sensors opens to a number of
potential applications, as pointed out in [19]–[22]. Example
applications are also presented in many related works, where
vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are envisioned, for
instance, to alert upcoming vehicles when an accident occurs
[23], to guarantee urban environment surveillance [24], to
provide widespread pollution measurements [25], to enable
traffic monitoring and smart navigation [4], and to perform
civil infrastructure monitoring and automotive diagnostics
[26]. For all these applications, cellular systems are today the
unique solution. A study on the feasibility of data acquisition
from vehicles through cellular systems has been carried out
in the German project Aktiv CoCar [27], that defined a
new protocol, called “traffic probe data protocol” (TPDP),
to upload traffic data through UMTS common channels.
However, results are given only in terms of cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the end-to-end delay, and
no evaluation of the impact of this service on the QoS
experienced by other users is given.
Focusing on the downlink, also broadcast technologies are
available. A first example is represented by the traffic message
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channel (TMC) [28], [29], aimed at delivering traffic and travel
information using the radio data system (RDS) on conventional
frequency modulation (FM) radio broadcasts. However, these
technologies and applications have some severe limitations. In
fact, the data rate reserved for these services is limited, thus
allowing the traffic conditions update for a very reduced number of roads. In addition, only the main events are described,
with few approximate descriptions.
For this reason, in several Countries on-board navigation
devices receive updated traffic information by means of cellular
technologies [30]. Reduced data rate is sufficient until traffic
information is not frequently updated nor capillary, but as the
service coverage and timeliness increase the cellular network
capacity and the expected QoS becomes a primary issue to be
investigated.
Here, we focus on the most widely adopted cellular technology, UMTS, to collect data from OBUs and to provide updated
traffic information back to SNAVs. Different strategies are
considered in both directions and their impact is shown through
simulations: in the uplink we compare the use of dedicated
channels or random access channels, while in the downlink we
compare the use of unicast or multicast transmissions. Since
the quality perceived by users of other services is also of great
interest, also pedestrians performing voice calls are considered.
A. Simulation Scenario and Non Vehicular Users
The portion of Bologna considered for UMTS simulations
is shown in Fig. 7 and consists of a rectangular area of the
city center sized 1.8 km (longitude) x 1.6 km (latitude) with 35
UMTS cells covered by 15 Nodes-B (1, 2 or 3 cells per NodeB are assumed), with a single frequency planning. This portion
of the entire scenario has been considered for the assessment
of the cellular network performance to avoid edge effects.
Fig. 7 also shows the approximated coverage of each cell with
random colors. Black segments represent roads where vehicles
movements are constrained.
Concerning non vehicular users, a variable number of pedestrians randomly walking in the scenario is generated, with an
uniform distribution and the same birth probability in each cell
(this means that a higher density of voice users is assumed
where smaller cells are considered). Hereafter, Λ(v) indicates
the average offered voice load in Erlang per km2 .
As previously detailed, vehicles are constrained on roads and
generated by VISSIM; a heavy traffic condition with many
traffic queues is investigated, with 220 average vehicles per
Km2 . A portion δOBU ∈ [0, 1] of vehicles are equipped with the
OBU, while a portion δSNAV ∈ [0, 1] of vehicles are equipped
with the SNAV.
Particular attention has been paid to all physical level
aspects, including propagation, interference, and power control
mechanisms. For further details on both the scenario and the
UMTS simulator the reader may refer to [3].
1) Background Voice Traffic: The duration of each voice
call is randomly defined with Poisson distribution and 90 s
as average. In the UMTS access network, voice traffic uses a
12.2 kbit/s bearer, corresponding to a logical dedicated traffic
channel (DTCH), a transport dedicated channel (DCH), and

Fig. 7. UMTS planning in the considered scenario. Filled black squares
correspond to Node-B locations. An approximated area of coverage is depicted
for each cell with random colors.

a physical dedicated data channel (DPDCH). The DPDCH
has a spreading factor (SF) equal to 64 in uplink and 128
in downlink.
Output figures. The evaluation of the QoS perceived by voice
users is based on the following definitions: per each frame
lasting 10 ms, a user (i.e., a voice call) is defined in outage if
the BER after channel decoding of that frame is greater than
2% (uplink and downlink are evaluated independently to each
other); an ended voice call is then considered in outage when
either in downlink or in uplink, the outage intervals exceed a
threshold of 5%. Hence, we have an outage voice call when
one user is able to talk to the other party, but with poor audio
quality. A voice call may also incur in the following situations:
it may be blocked by the call admission control algorithm due
to insufficient resources, or it may drop due to an excessive
reduction of the received signal power.
Results will be presented in the following in terms of
satisfaction rate (SatR), that is the ratio between the number of
users, which are not blocked, neither dropped, nor in outage,
and the total number of call requests.
B. Uplink Acquisition from Vehicles
Among the cellular technologies, general packet radio service (GPRS) is nowadays the most adopted in vehicular
scenarios for uplink measurements transmission. However, to
transmit data over the GPRS network, the mobile device must
first send a message on a common channel asking for a
dedicated resource, with procedures requiring a not negligible
access time, in the order of seconds [31]; for this reason
in practical systems the OBU collects tens of measurements
before transmitting them in a single packet. This approach
obviously increases the data acquisition delay at the control
center, and limits the effectiveness of the smart navigation
service, as shown in Section IV. Differently to this, UMTS
also allows the transmission of small amount of data over
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the shared random access channel (RACH), avoiding the setup of dedicated resources [32]. This way, any measurement
can be transmitted by the OBU as soon as it is taken, with
minimum delay and reduced signaling overhead. This solution
appears promising especially considering the expected increase
of the number of equipped vehicles, but it clearly requires
investigations on feasibility and resources occupation.
Here, we discuss the impact of real time data acquisition on
the performance of cellular networks, foreseeing the realistic
perspective of an explosion of the number of equipped vehicles. We consider DTCH using either dedicated or random
access logical and physical channels. In the former case, a
logical DCH and a DPDCH are used in uplink with a SF
equal to 16, and the same channels are used in downlink with
a SF equal to 32 (a dedicated channel is required also in the
downlink for the TCP acknowledgment transmissions), both
providing 64 kbit/s. In the latter case, a logical RACH mapped
on the physical random access channel (PRACH) is used.
Differently from the RACH, the dedicated transport channel
is characterized by features such as fast power control, fast
data rate change on a frame-by-frame basis, and soft handover.
However, it has to be established each time a connection is
required.
Vehicles transmit 80 byte packets every 10 seconds. When
the random access is exploited in uplink, one RACH (out of
the available ones) is exclusively used in each cell by the smart
navigation service.
Output figures. The impact of the smart navigation service is
primarily shown in terms of the effects it causes on the QoS
of voice users. Besides this, the QoS of this service can be
addressed investigating the probability that each measurement
stored in vehicles is correctly received by the control center,
independently on the specific source.
When the DCH is used, data cannot be lost due to the
use of TCP at transport level and the delay introduced by
the transmission over the cellular link is not very critical
(the average delay remains lower than few seconds unless the
network is heavily congested). Thus, observing the effect on
the voice traffic is sufficient in this case.
When the RACH is used, the delay is even lower, but
not all packets are delivered to the control center. In fact,
a scheduled transmission fails in two cases: 1) when the
RACH ramping procedure is unsuccessful, meaning that the
propagation conditions and the perceived interference level
are so disadvantageous that the maximum transmission power
is not sufficient, and 2) when an error is detected at the
receiver. In any case, the MAC layer may attempt a number
of retransmissions before discarding the packet. Focusing on
the smart navigation service with RACH, results are thus also
expressed in terms of packet discard rate (RD ), that is the ratio
between the number of discarded packets and the total number
of packets generated by all OBUs.
UMTS Uplink: Numerical Results. The SatR for voice users
and the RD for the smart navigation service with RACH are
plotted in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively, as a function of Λ(v) .
In Fig. 8, the SatR of voice users is depicted with δOBU = 1,
and the case with no smart navigation service (δOBU = 0) is
shown for comparison. Observing Fig. 8, the presence of the
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Fig. 8. Voice traffic performance: voice SatR vs. the offered voice traffic
Λ(v) . Comparison between no smart navigation (δOBU = 0), smart navigation
adopting RACH, and smart navigation adopting DCH.

smart navigation service seems not to impact on voice users,
since their satisfaction remains almost unchanged. This is no
more true when the dedicated channel DCH is adopted for the
smart navigation service instead of RACH, that results in a
SatR reduction. To grant a SatR = 0.95, about 740 voice users
could be served both in the absence of the smart navigation
service or using RACH, whereas the same SatR is satisfied
with only 600 when the DCH is adopted (that entails a not
negligible reduction of about the 20%).
From this preliminary result, related to voice users only, it
seems that the use of RACH does not impact the network
performance: for a given SatR the maximum Λ(v) allowable
is not affected by the underlying smart navigation service
adopting RACH. However, looking at Fig. 9, where the RD
is also plotted as a function of Λ(v) for δOBU = 1, this
conclusion must be revised. As can be observed, the higher
is the network load, the higher is the value of RD , and the
QoS of the smart navigation service results deteriorated. If
Λ(v) =740 (corresponding to SatR = 0.95) is taken as reference
value, a packet loss higher than 5% can be observed, meaning
that guaranteeing a SatR = 0.95 to voice users, does not imply
that the smart navigation users are also served. To improve the
QoS of the smart navigation service, a lower number of voice
calls must be accepted. For instance, if RD lower than 10−2
is targeted, with respect to a maximum of Λ(v) =740 in the
absence of the smart navigation service, a reduction of about
100 (13.4%) average voice users per Km2 must be considered,
drastically reducing the capacity left for voice users. Such
reduction is, however, lower than that caused by the smart
navigation service with the use of DCH.
C. Downlink Transmission to Vehicles
As far the adoption of UMTS to deliver traffic information to
SNAVs is concerned, two options are available: either transmitting personalized data through unicast DCHs, or to distribute
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Fig. 10. Voice capacity as a function of the fraction δSNAV of vehicles
receiving dedicated traffic information in unicast mode.

the same content to all users through multimedia broadcast
multicast service (MBMS) channels. Hereafter, we compare
these two cases, evaluating if the network can support the
additional new load and the impact it has on the performance
perceived by other UMTS users.
Due to the adoption of code division multiple access
(CDMA) [3], the number of active channels in UMTS is a
consequence of the trade-off between coverage and capacity,
and the amount of resources occupied by each transmission
is given in terms of used power: on the one hand, a higher
data rate as well as a higher distance from the base requires
a higher power for a sufficient QoS; on the other hand, a
higher power reduces the cell capacity. The power is, in
fact, a limited resource at the base station (in downlink) and
each transmission turns into an interference to all other active
communications (in both directions).
As for MBMS, it allows to share resources among many
user. Hence, power is allocated to MBMS channels only once
for any number of users in the cell receiving the service. When
the multicast transmission is exploited in downlink, we assume
that in each cell one MBMS channel is exclusively used by
the smart navigation service, and that all SNAVs are enabled
to join the multicast group, where traffic-related messages
are distributed. It has to be remarked that MBMS uses part
of the power available at the base station, thus limiting the
number of DCHs that can be established. Moreover, the
broadcast/multicast nature of the channel does not allow to
exploit the fast power control feature that is of main importance
for an interference limited system like UMTS; the base station
pre-assigns a certain amount of power to MBMS services
depending on the coverage planning and the desired bit rate.
The following strategies, thoroughly described in [5], are
assumed for traffic updates:
• For the unicast mode, the update involves road segments
encompassed by an ellipse whose focuses are the actual

vehicle position and either an intermediate point or the
final destination. This strategy avoids the transmission
of information related to road segments too far from
the actual vehicle position, which would be out of date
when the vehicle needs it. Moreover, since only the
transmission of the coordinates of two points is needed
from the SNAV to the control center, the amount of
data transmitted in the uplink is very small, thus limiting
costs and resource occupation. Following [5], 1000 road
segments are updated every 5 minutes.
• For the multicast mode, a progressive coverage strategy
is considered, consisting in the transmission to the SNAV
of the information related to the most important roads at
national level and regional level, and to the minor roads
at local level only. Following [5], 12000 road segments
are updated in average.
Independently on the unicast or multicast communication
technology, we assume the transmission of transport protocol
experts group (TPEG) [33] messages at the highest layers of
the protocol pillar with 60 bytes packet per each road segment
[17].
1) Unicast Mode: Following the given assumptions, SNAVs
receive updated traffic information through a 60000 bytes
download (i.e., 1000 road segments × 60 bytes) every 5
minutes. Data are transmitted adopting the TCP protocol at the
transport level, that assures data reception. A 64 kbit/s bearer
is considered, corresponding to a logical DTCH, a transport
DCH, and a physical DPDCH (the low amount of bytes and
the relaxed delay requirements do not justify the use of more
consuming bearers). The DPDCH is transmitted adopting a SF
equal to 32 in downlink and 16 in uplink (note, in fact, that a
dedicated unicast link is required also in the uplink direction
for the TCP acknowledgment transmissions).
Output figures. A smart navigation user is satisfied if the
update is received with a delay lower than 15 s (please consider
that less than 10 s would be required if data were transmitted
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Fig. 11. Voice capacity as a function of the Node-B power dedicated to the
multicast channel providing the envisioned service.

at 64 kbit/s with no errors and no TCP redundancy).
2) Multicast Mode: Data are transmitted adopting user
datagram protocol (UDP) at transport level, which introduces
limited redundancy but do not grant reliable communications;
in this case, in fact, the absence of the uplink connection
does not allow the transmission of acknowledgments. Two
bearers at 64 and 128 kbit/s are considered, each corresponding
to a logical MBMS transport channel (MTCH), a transport
forward access channel (FACH), and a physical secondary
common control physical channel (S-CCPCH). The S-CCPCH
is transferred (obviously, in downlink) adopting a SF equal to
32 for 64 kbit/s and 16 for 128 kbit/s.
With the assumptions given above, all roads are updated
every 90 or 45 seconds with the 64 and 128 kbit/s bearers,
respectively.
Output figures. An ended smart navigation session is assumed in outage if less than the 95% of packets are correctly
received. For smart navigation users the satisfaction rate is the
ratio between the number of users that do not experience an
outage and the total number of users.
UMTS Downlink: Numerical Results. In Fig. 10, the maximum Λ(v) is plotted as a function of the number of equipped
vehicles receiving updated traffic information via DCH. In
particular, the x-axis represents the ratio δSNAV of vehicles
that are equipped with the SNAV. The y-axis represents the
maximum amount of voice calls that allow the system to
serve both traffic classes (voice and smart navigation) with
a satisfaction rate (i.e., ratio of satisfied users over the number
of users of that class) greater than 95%. When the number
of equipped vehicles is zero, we obtain results referred to
the presence of voice only, considered as a benchmark (740
average voice calls). We can observe that, as the number of
equipped vehicles receiving updated information increases, the
maximum number of voice calls (i.e., the number of voice
users) decreases, due to larger resources dedicated to the smart
navigation service. It is however interesting to note that the

decrease of
is smooth for small values of δSNAV , and
it becomes rapid as δSNAV approaches 1; more specifically, a
reduction of only 10% voice users is observed if the 50%
of vehicles are equipped with SNAVs (δSNAV = 0.5), but a
reduction of about 50% is observed when all vehicles are
equipped (δSNAV = 1).
Multicast results, shown in Fig. 11, are obtained varying
the power used to transmit the S-CCPCH, which is a constant
fraction of the maximum available power at the base station.
Since an MBMS channel per cell is assumed independently
on the number of SNAVs, the value of δSNAV is not relevant.
Fig. 11 shows the maximum amount of voice calls (per km2 )
that allow the system to serve both classes of traffic with at
least 95% satisfaction rate as function of the fraction of NodeB power dedicated to MBMS. Multicast at 64 kbit/s and 128
kbit/s are compared. As can be observed, independently on
the adopted bearer, the number of voice calls increases with
the power assigned to MBMS until a maximum, then it starts
decreasing: low power levels assigned to the MBMS service,
in fact, require low interference (generated by voice users)
in order to guarantee a full coverage to the smart navigation
service, while high power levels generate strong interference
that limits the number of voice calls that can be served. We can
thus note that a trade off between voice and smart navigation
services can be obtained for both 64 kbit/s and 128 kbit/s: -18
dB to MBMS with about 1% less average voice calls compared
to the case of no smart navigation service in the former case;
-16 dB to MBMS with about 30% less average voice calls in
the latter case. These numbers also highlight that the adoption
of a 128 kbit/s bearer greatly reduces the number of voice calls
with respect to 64 kbit/s.
Comparing the unicast versus multicast approach, results
show that the latter is preferable only for a high penetration
of the service and only if an update every 90 s is acceptable
(corresponding to a multicast channel at 64 kb/s).
VI.

S HORT R ANGE C OMMUNICATIONS TO O FFLOAD
C ELLULAR N ETWORKS

As shown in previous sections, the increasing number of
vehicles equipped with OBUs or SNAVs might overload the
cellular networks, and this is particularly true in the uplink
direction (acquisition of small but frequent packets from a very
large number of OBUs). The use of alternative solutions, and in
particular of short range V2V and V2R communications, could
thus be conveniently exploited; in this case, RSUs could be
deployed at proper positions and V2V and V2R could be used
to collect data without the use of cellular communications.
Dealing with short range communications in vehicular scenarios, the WAVE [9]/IEEE 802.11p [10] is presently the reference standard, and several field trials and research activities
are currently carried out focusing on it (see, e.g., [34]–[40]).
WAVE defines the communication system architecture and the
complementary set of services and interfaces for vehicular
scenarios, whereas IEEE 802.11p, which is an amendment
to the IEEE 802.11 standard conceived for vehicular communications at 5.9 GHz, describes the MAC and physical
layer protocols. At the physical layer, IEEE 802.11p is based
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on the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
modulation, with seven non overlapping channels of 10 MHz
each; one of these channels is reserved for control purposes and
the other six are provided as service channels. In the control
channel all OBUs are expected to periodically broadcast their
identity and position (e.g., GPS coordinates) in packets denoted
as beacons, so that each OBU has a real time knowledge of all
its neighbors. A key amendment introduced by WAVE/IEEE
802.11p is the WAVE mode, which allows the transmission and
reception of data frames with the wildcard basic service set
(BSS) identity and without the need of belonging to a particular BSS. This feature enables very efficient communicationgroup setup without much of the overhead typically needed
in nomadic IEEE 802.11a/g networks; it simplifies the BSS
operations in a truly ad hoc manner for vehicular usage [10],
[41], and can be used by devices for a fast exchange of data.
Here, we assume that OBUs are equipped with the
WAVE/IEEE 802.11p [9], [10] communication interface with
the objective to offload the cellular networks. Although it is not
mandatory according to the specification, here we assume the
use of two channels in parallel, with the control channel only
used for beacon broadcasting and one service channel used for
data exchange; this configuration guarantees that no reduction
of performance is caused by the smart navigation service to
safety applications. In our simulations, each OBU broadcasts
its position in the control channel, with a beacon frequency of
10 Hz (in accordance with the considerations given in [42] and
[43]), and transmits data in the service channel when needed.
To reduce the cellular network load, if an OBU is under the
coverage of any RSU, it directly delivers its data through V2R
communication. Otherwise, a routing algorithm is required to
find the best route towards an RSU through V2V multiple hops.
In particular, the scope of the routing algorithm is to search for
a suitable next relay among the neighbor nodes. Among the
many routing algorithms proposed in literature for VANETs
(see, e.g., [44], [45]), here we adopt greedy forwarding (GF),
which inspired most of those suited for not fully connected
networks. In GF, the OBU knows the position of the nearest
RSU (thanks to a location service, out of the scope of this
work) and selects it as the destination; the OBU also knows
the position of all its neighbors (thanks to the beaconing
mechanism), and considers as possible relays those that are
nearer to the destination; the OBU forwards data to the relay
which is closest to the destination, if any, and stores the data
otherwise.
Since an RSU or a suitable next relay are not always
available and since the OBU buffer is limited and data cannot
be stored for an unlimited amount of time, all packets are
sent through the cellular network whenever one of the following conditions is met: (i) the number of packets inside
the transmission buffer reaches a threshold NMAX , or (ii) at
least one of the queued packets was generated more than
TMAX seconds before the actual instant. NMAX is related to the
hardware implementation of the OBUs, while the choice of
TMAX is strictly related to the maximum acceptable delivery
delay. Since, as shown in Section IV, the timely update of
information impacts on the smart navigation effectiveness, the
value of TMAX is of main interest for the envisioned service.

RSU D

RSU A

RSU E
RSU F

RSU G

RSU B

RSU C

RSU H

Fig. 12.

RSU positions in the considered scenario.

In the following, we show the performance in terms of
cellular resources that can be saved by exploiting V2V and
V2R communications to deliver the sensed data to the control
center through the RSUs.
A. Simulation Settings and Output Figures
As in previous sections, a parametric portion of vehicles
δOBU (δOBU ∈ [0, 1]) is assumed equipped with an OBU, which
acquires some measurements every τ seconds. Like in the
UMTS case, simulations are performed in a portion of Bologna
with an high density of vehicles, corresponding to 220 vehicles
per Km2 . In this case, one or more RSUs are deployed in the
scenario, in the positions shown in Fig. 12. The selected sites
correspond to the mostly crowded junctions, noting that major
junctions are suitable sites also owing to the likely presence
of lighting, traffic lights, and therefore of power supply. RSU
A is positioned, in particular, in the busiest crossroad of the
whole scenario, while RSU C is in the less loaded crossroad
among the eight shown in Fig. 12.
As already discussed, the maximum number of packets
NMAX that can be queued is related to the hardware implementation of the OBUs, and is here set to a high value, 1000.
On the contrary, different values are assumed for TMAX .
In short range simulations, we refer to the following propagation model:
PL(d) = PL0 (1) + 10β log10 (d)

(3)

where PL0 (1) is the free space path loss at 1 meter distance,
β is the path loss exponent, and d is the distance in meters. A
threshold model is then assumed for the packet error rate, with
the shadowing effect due to buildings: a transmission between
two devices is possible only if 1) the virtual line connecting
them do not cross any building, 2) the received power is
higher that the receiver sensitivity and 3) the signal-to-noiseplus-interference ratio is higher than a threshold. With the
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Fig. 13. Short range communications: impact of the OBU penetration δOBU
and of RSU number and positions. Specifically, CSAVED as a function of δOBU ,
with all eight RSUs, with RSU A only, and with RSU C only. TMAX = 10 s.

1

Results show the large amount of cellular resources that can
be saved through the joint adoption of V2V and V2R communications. As expected, when all the RSUs are deployed,
CSAVED outperforms the cases of a single RSU. However, even
in case of single RSU A, CSAVED is always larger than 0.3
when δOBU > 0.1, even reaching 0.9 when δOBU = 1; this
result highlights that even a single RSU, properly positioned,
can be exploited to save a large amount of cellular resources.
Observing the curve that refers to RSU C, which is located in
a less busy junction, it can be observed that it is less effective,
owing to a reduced number of vehicles passing in its proximity.
However, also in this case CSAVED exceeds 0.6 when δOBU = 1,
with a not negligible percentage of saved cellular resources.
Fig. 14 shows CSAVED as a function of TMAX for various
values of δOBU , when only RSU A is deployed. Allowing a
greater TMAX increases the probability that vehicle mobility
generates new paths toward the RSUs. As can be observed, if
a higher TMAX is acceptable, then CSAVED noticeably increases.
If a TMAX higher than 30 s and a δOBU higher than 0.5 are
assumed, then CSAVED with RSU A becomes grater than 0.9,
almost fully offloading data from the cellular network.
Short range communication is thus proved to represent an
interesting solution to offload the cellular network with limited
costs.
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Fig. 14. Short range communications: impact of the maximum delay before
transmission through the cellular link TMAX . Specifically, CSAVED as a function
of TMAX , with various values of δOBU . RSU A.

assumed parameters, the maximum communication distance
in the absence of interferers is 200 m.
Numerical results are provided in terms of ratio of saved
cellular resources CSAVED , i.e., the ratio between the number of
packets delivered through the RSUs and the number of packets
generated by all vehicles.
B. Numerical results
The impact of the OBU penetration and the impact of the
number and positions of RSUs are investigated in Fig. 13,
where CSAVED is plotted as a function of δOBU , with various
RSU deployments. To guarantee an updated knowledge of
traffic conditions at the control center, TMAX is set to 10 s.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

In this work, we have discussed the smart navigation service
from the wireless communication networks point of view.
In particular, we have firstly evaluated the performance of
the smart navigation in terms of travel time, showing that
a reduction of even the 50% is possible; results have also
revealed that at least 10% of vehicles providing information
every 10 s are needed to enable a correct estimation in most
conditions, while the update at the smart navigator is less
critical. Then, the feasibility from the communication systems
point of view has been discussed. To this scope, we have
considered UMTS as the enabling technology for the real time
acquisition and transmission of traffic information, evaluating
the impact of such a communication both on other services
already provided by UMTS and on the QoS of vehicular users.
Furthermore, the use of dedicated channels or shared channels
was compared. Our studies have highlighted that the service
appears feasible and that the number of equipped vehicles does
not seem a critical issue. We have also pointed out, however, a
not negligible loss in capacity; in particular, it has been shown
that, to guarantee a satisfactory quality of service, 15% or
more resources are subtracted to the other services. Finally, the
adoption of short range V2V and V2R communications have
been explored to offload the cellular network in the uplink,
showing that 30% to 90% data traffic can be offloaded even
with few RSUs, depending on the number of vehicles equipped
with such technology and the accepted delivery delay.
Besides the several aspects discussed in this paper, a number
of issues are still open for future work. Concerning the benefit
of smart navigation for the driver, we will extend our study to
the effect of smart navigation when all vehicles are routed
at the same time. Furthermore, we will investigate if the
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same traffic estimation can be obtained with a lower amount
of information, adaptively changing the rate of both uplink
collection and downlink update following traffic conditions.
Regarding cellular resources, we will investigate the adoption
of long term evolution (LTE) and LTE advance instead of
UMTS. Focusing on short range communications, we will
investigate other routing algorithms and we will also address
the downlink diffusion of information from the RSUs to the
SNAVs.
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